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PREFACE
The work described in this document was performed under the Space Station
Phase B Extension Period Study (Contract NAS8-25140). The purpose of the
extension period has been to develop the Phase B definition of the Modular
Space Station. The modular approach selected during the option period
(characte rized by low initial cost and incremental manning) was evaluated,
requirements were defined, and program definition and design were accom-
plished to the depth necessary for departure from Phase B.
The initial 2-1/2-month effort of the extension period was used for analyses
of the requirements associated with Modular Space Station Program options.
During this time, a baseline, incrementally manned program and attendant
experiment program options were derived. In addition, the features of the
program that significantly affect initial development and early operating
costs were identified, and their impacts on the program were assessed.
This assessment, together with a recommended program, was submitted for
NASA review and approval on 15 April 1971.
The second phase of the study (15 April to 3 December 1971) consists of the
program definition and preliminary design of the approved Modular Space
Station configuration.
A subject reference matrix is included on page v to indicate the relationship
of the study tasks to the documentation.
This report is submitted as Data Requirement SE-04, Volume III; Volume I
contains Sections 1 through 4. 4; Volume II contains Sections 4. 5 through 4. 8.
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4. 9 COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
The communications subsystem provides radio frequency (RF) communications
between the Initial Space Station (ISS) and the ground, either directly to the
NASA ground network or through the NASA data relay satellite system (DRSS).
Communications are also provided between the ISS and Space Shuttle during
rendezvous and docking operations and for crewman engaged in extravehicular
activity (EVA). The ISS RF communications channel requirements and
frequency allocatio;ns are summarized in Figure 4. 9-1. In addition to these
capabilitie s, the Growth Space Station (GSS) will incorporate the capability to
support free-flying experiment modules (FFM's).
The internal communications system provides nominal voice communications
between crew quarters, equipment compartments, duty stations, and docked
modules. Emergency voice communications, public address, and entertain-
ment audio reception capabilities are also provided.
The definition and preliminary design of the communications subsystem was
supported by the Collins Radio Company and Radiation, Incorporated under
funded subcontracts. Collins Radio provided analytical support and the
assembly level descriptions for the RF and internal communications system.
Radiation, Inc. performed the blockage analysis and provided definition of
the high gain antenna s ys tem.
4. 9. 1 Summary
The RF communications system operating frequencies, radiated power, and
by the results of trade studies and analyses that were performed. The result's
of tne communications network trade study showed that the experiment data
requirements could be satisfied by implementing the Ku-band system on the
ISS and thus utilizing the DRSS wideband capability. The results of the
high-gain antenna blockage analysis revealed that blockage due to the docked
modules could be eliminated by proper antenna selection and switchover. It
was also determined that the effect of the solar arrays would be minimal.
The RF communications system operating frequencies, radiated power, and
receiving system sensitivities are often dictated by the characteristics and
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capabilities of existing program support elements, such as the NASA ground
network, and planned support such as the NASA DRSS. These characteristics
were utilized in conjunction with the operational communications range
requirements to perform detailed RF link analyses. The results of these
trade studies and analyses were utilized to define the RF communications
system described as fQllows. An assembly group breakdown of the communi-
cations subsystem is shown in Figure 4. 9-2 and is described as follows.
Direct communications with the ground stations are provided by a 1 watt
S-band transponder which receives voice, commands, and ranging informa-
tion at approximately 2. 1 GHz and transmits voice, telemetry, and ranging
data at a frequency between 2.2 and 2. 3 GHz. An S-band FM exciter and
power amplifier having a power output of 20 watts operating between 2.2 and
2.3 GHz is also provided for the transmis sion of video and digital experiment
data. Two-way voice, low rate data, and ranging communications with the
Shuttle are also provided by the same S-band transponder used for direct
ground communications. However, a 20-watt power amplifier operating in
conjunction with the transponder is required to provide simultaneous voice,
data and ranging at ranges up to 200 kilometers. A common, low-gain S-band
antenna system will be utilized for communications with both the ground and
the Shuttle.
Communications with the DRS are provided by Ku-band transmitting and
receiving systems operating in the 14.4 to 15.35 GHz and 13.4 to 14.2 GHz
frequency bands respectively. A power output of 20 watts operating in con-
junction with an 8-it diameter high-gain antenna is required to provide for
commercial quality television or up to 10 Mbps digital data transmissions
through the DRSS. Multiple voice channels, medium data rates up to
100 kbps, and turned-around ranging transmissions are provided simul-
taneously with the wideband transmission on a separate carrier. A receiving
system noise temperature of approximately 1,000 0 Kelvin is required for the
reception of television from the relay satellite. Simultaneous reception of
multiple voice, medium rate data, and ranging information is also provided.
Two-way voice and up to 10 kbps low data rate communications between the
Space Station and DRSS are also provided in the VHF band at frequencies
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between 126 and 130 MHz and 136 to 144 MHz. These links utilize a low-gain
antenna system which will provide nearly omnidirectional coverage. A power
output of 20 watts per channel is required for the voice and data transmissions
to the DRSS.
Full duplex voice communications with crewmen engaged in extravehicular
activity (EVA) and the reception of crew biomedical telemetry are provided.
These channels will utilize frequencie s in the 250 to 300 MHz band and will
be multiplexed into the VHF antenna system used for relay satellite communi-
cations.
In addition to the RF con1n1unications system trade studies and analyses, the
internal communications trade study performed during the 33 -ft Space Station
study was reevaluated. It was determined that the internal communications
system should be configured as a frequency division multiplexed (FDM)
system. This is the same result that was obtained in the original study.
The subsystem design concept is within the current state-of-the-art with the
possible exception of the 1,0000 Kelvin K - band receiving system noise
u
temperature. However, lower noise receiver front end device development
is progressing rapidly, and suitable devices should be available in the very
near future. The selection of the most optimum high gain antenna system
acquisition and tracking technique and the development of the required opera-
tional procedures are other areas that will require more detailed study.
4. 9. 2 Requirements
The key program and project level requirements affecting the design of the
communications subsystem as specified in the Space Station Program
(Modular) Specification (DR-CM-01) and Space Station Project (Modular)
Specification (DR-CM-02) are listed in Table 4.9-1 by paragraph number.
The RF communications requirements have been established by the operational
support requirements, experiment data transmis sion requirements, and the
NASA guidelines and cons traints. An analysis of the experiment data requi.re-
ments can be found in Section 4. 9.4.3. The internal communications require-
ments are directly dependent on the level of manning and the numb.er of
modules utilized.
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Table 4.9-1
COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS
1. Space Station Program (Modular) Specification (DR-CM-OJ)
3. 1. 3. 10 The capability shall be provided for monitoring the
Space Station in an unmanned condition to confirm the existence of
a habitable environment and the functional capabilities of critical
life sustaining subsystems.
3. 1. 3. 13 The Initial Space Station must provide communications
with the ground and other cooperating spacecraft, but not neces-
sarily simultaneously. Interruptions in data communications with
the ground network for as long as 5 hrs will be acceptable for the
Initial Space Station.
3. 1. 3. 14 Nearly continuous duplex voice communications with the
ground must be provided beginning with the initial manned flight.
A synchronous satellite communications system will be available
and provide wideband data as well as voice bandwidth communica-
tions. (A description of this system will be furnished by NASA.)
Reception of wideband data, as required, should be divided between
ground network stations and the synchronous satellite communica-
tions system. This division will be determined by cost considera-
tions (see 3. 1.1. 3) and experiment requirements.
3. 1. 3. IS A synchronous satellite communication system will be
available to support the first MSS launch. The system will operate
in VHF (136 MHz) and Ku (15 GHz) bands.
3.7. L 4.12 As a goal, no orientation restrictions will be imposed
by subsystems; i. e., electrical power, thermal control, communi-
cations.
2. Space Station Project (Modular) Specification (DR CM-02)
3. 1.3. I. II During unmanned phases of operations, ground-based
mis sion operations shall provide ephemeris update s based on
ground network tracking data; monitor and support major buildup
and activation activities associated with the orbiting vehicle; and
maintain the responsibility for final approval of each launch to the
Space Station configuration.
6
Table 4. 9-1
COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS (Cont)
3. 1. 3. 1. 13 The orbital position and ephemeris data of the ISS
Space Station shall be determined by the ground network, with the
Station module configuration providing tracking transponders.
3.1. 3.2.13 Mission operations shall provide the capability of
activating and commanding on-orbit subsystems for selected
operations.
3. I. 3. 3. 10 During buildup and, sustained operations, all unmanned
orbital configurations shall provide those subsystem operations
(including data, command, and control) necessary to provide
successful manning and activation.
3.2. I. 1. 9 Space Station information management shall be com-
patible with all station module derivatives, experiments, experi-
ment modules, logistic vehicles, tugs, relay satellite, and ground
communication systems.
3.2.1. 1. 10 System, experiment, and mission status information
shall be available onboard, on the ground, or both onboard and on
the ground, as required. This information may be processed or
raw, and real-time or delayed.
3.2. 1. 1. 12 The Space Station shall provide continuous tracking
capability for terminal rendezvous, docking, and other orbital
operations.
3.2. 1. 2. 3 Full redundant duplex communications capability shall
be provided between the activation crewmen and the Shuttle crew.
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4. 9. 2. 1 RF COITlITlunications Requirements
The detailed RF cOITlITlunications requireITlents for each of the links are
described in the following sections.
4. 9. 2. 1. 1 Space Station to Ground (Via DRSS)
These RF links will be utilized priITlarily to provide wideband video, digit.al
data, and multiple voice transITlission and reception. Alternate links will
also provide duplex voice and low rate data. These links will be designed to
meet the following requirements:
Mode 1: One full duplex channel, consisting of the following:
A. Up to 100 kbps of digital data having a bit error rate (BER)
-5
of 10 or less.
B. Up to eight voice channels, each having a 90 percent word
inte lligibili ty.
C. A pseudo random noise (PRN) ranging code.
Mode 2: One full duplex color television channel to International Radio
Consultative Committee (CCIR) commercial standards with a 39 db
peak-to-peak signal to weighted rms noise ratio and a single voice
channel having a 90 percent word intelligibility.
Mode 3: One downlink 10 Mbps di gital data channel tiITle- shared with
the downlink television channel of Mode 2 having a BER of 10- 5 or less.
Mode 4: One uplink channel consisting of ITlultip1e voice and entertain-
ment audio time-shared with the uplink channel of Mode 2.
Mode 5: One full duplex voice channel with a 90 percent word intelli-
gibility.
Mode 6: One downlink 10 kbps data channel having a BER of 10- 5 or less.
Mode 7: One uplink 10 kbps cOITlITland channel having a BER 10- 6 or les s.
4. 9. 2. 1.2 Space Station-to-Ground (Direct)
The Space Station-to-Ground network link, which is a direct link bypassing
the DRSS, utilizes two RF transmission ITlodes. Mode 1 will be utilized during
the module buildup process to provide duplex voice, tracking and ranging,
telemetry, and command capability. During the initial mission phases, the
8
ground will primarily be utilized to provide Space Station position information.
Mode 2 will be utilized to support backup experiment data transmissions in
the event of relay satellite outages. The following signal qualities are
required.
Mode I: One full duplex voice channel with 90 percent word intelligibility.
One down telemetry channel with up to 51. 2 kbps capacity and
-5
a BER of 10 or less.
One up command channel and 1 kbps data rate and a BER of
-610 or less.
One turnaround ranging channel compatible with the MSFN PRN
ranging system.
Mode 2: One down video channel having a 3 MHz maximum frequency
response. The predetection rms signal-to-rms noise will be
20 db or greater.
One down digital data channel time-shared with the video with
-5
up to 1 Mbps capacity and a BER of 10 or less.
4. 9.2. 1. 3 Space Station-to-Space Shuttle
These circuits will be utilized during the Space Station buildup process and
logistics resupply or crew transfer operations. These circuits are very
similar to those of 4.9.2. 1. 2. Simultaneous operation of the channels
defined in Mode I is required after manning. During unmanned operations,
only the channels defined in Mode 2 are required.
Mode I: One full duplex voice channel with a 90 percent word intelli-
gibili ty.
One telemetry channel with up to 10 kbps capacity and a BER
-5
of 10 or less.
One command channel with up to a 1 kbps capacity and a BER
-6
of 10 or less.
One turnaround P RN ranging channel
Mode 2: The telemetry, command, and ranging channels defined in
Mode 1.
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4. 9.2. 1.4 Modular Space Station to EVA
The following circuits are required to support EVA operations:
Mode 1: One full duplex voice channel for each crewman with a
90 percent word intelligibility.
One up to seven analog data channels from each crewman.
Mode 2: One simplex voice channel with a 90 percent word intelligibility.
4. 9. 2.2 Internal Communications Requirements
The internal communications system will provide the capability of accommo-
dating up to 36 channels for the distribution of telephone, public address, and
emergency signals between various terminals within the Modular Space
Station and to docked logistics module s and RAM's. The onboard telephone
system will provide the same privacy afforded telephone users on the Earth.
No requirements have been identified to date to provide "secure" voice
communications. The internal communications requirements in terms of the
number of audio channels required are shown below.
A. An emergency call and public address capability to all modules
simultaneously.
B. A selective module paging capability. This will require a minimum
of nine channels (one per ISS module plus one per docked module).
C. Two channels dedicated for EVA communications.
D. Two channels dedicated for Shuttle communications.
E. Two channels dedicated for VHF and S-band communications to the
ground.
F. Two channels minimum dedicated to power module.
G. Nine channels minimum dedicated to crew/operations module.
H. Three channels minimum dedicated to the GPL module.
1. One channel dedicated to each of six docked modules.
J. One audio reference channel.
The total channel requirements have thus determined to be one baseband and
36 dedicated channels.
4. 9. 3 Selected Subsystem Design
The selected subsystem design described in this section is capable of satisfy-
ing the requirements defined in the previous section. The operating
10
frequencies, type of antenna system, radiated power levels, and receiving-
system sensitivities are determined by the characteristics of the NASA DRSS,
ground stations, and Shuttle, and the operational requirements and quality
and quantity of information to be transmitted and received. The frequency,
information rates, modulation techniques, signal quality required, trans-
mitter power. antenna gain, and link margin for each channel are summarized
in Table 4. 9_2. The detailed calculations for each channel are presented in
Section 4. 9.4.2.
4.9. 3. I Subsystem Description
The VHF and S-band equipments utilized for communications with the DRSS,
Shuttle, NASA ground stations, and EVA are 'located in the Power /Subsy sterns
Module. A block diagram sho'\ving the VHF and S-band equipment, including
low-gain (oITlni) antennas, transn1itters, receivers, moden1S and audio
terminals is presented in Figure 4.9-3.
The Ku- band and S- band equipments required to provide wideband data trans-
mis sion and reception with the DRSS are located in the Crew /Operations
Module. A block diagram depicting the high-gain antenna system, power
amplifiers, exciters, receivers, and modems is shown in Figure 4.9-4. The
analog sync/test unit which generates the reference signals required for
operation of the onboard telephone system and audio terminals located in this
module are also shown.
The total cOITlpleITlent of RF equipITlents is contained within the Power /
SubsysteITl and .Crew /Operations Modules. However, additional audio
terITlinals are required in the GPL and docked ITlodules.
Descriptions and lower-level block diagrams of the high- and low-gain antenna
systems, RF systen1, and internal cOITlITlunications system are provided in the
following sections.
4.9.3. 1. I Antenna System Description
Descriptions of the K -band high-gain and VHF and S-band low-gain antenna
u
as sembly groups are presented in the following sections.
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Figure 4.9-4. Crew/Operations Module Communications Equipment Complement
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High-Gain Antenna Assembly Group
The high-gain antenna assembly group consists of three independently
controlled 8 -it parabolic reflectors which are located on the crew/operations
module and are separated by 120 degrees. They are located at 60,180, and
300 degree s referenced to the +Z axis. This as sembly group consists of the
main and acquisition aid antennas, feed subassembly, pseudo-monopulse
comparators, couplers, diplexers and switches, low noise tunnel diode
amplifiers, mixer and local oscillator, power amplifiers and exciters and
drive system which are located at the end of the antenna mast.
The following high-gain antenna assembly group design information was pro-
vided by Radiation, Incorporated. The design was based on the performance
requirements shown below:
Nominal transmit frequency
Nominal receive frequency
Minimum G/T (including all losses)
Minimum EIRP (including all losses)
Minimum antenna RF bandwidth
14.5 GHz
I3.5GHz
15. 0 db/ oK
60.0 dbw
20.0 MHz
The mast-mounted equipment performance is summarized below:
Transmit
Power amplifier output (20 watts)
System loss (maximum)
Antenna gain (minimum)
EIRP (minimum)
Receive
Antenna gain (minimum)
System loss (maximum)
System temperature (maximum)
(6. 5 db noise figure)
G /TS (minimum)
18
13 dbw
1.5 db
50. 0 db
61. 5 dbw
49.4 db
2.0 db
30. 0 db/ oK
17.4 db/OK
Acquisition
Antenna gain (minimum
Insertion loss (maximum)
29 db
I. 7 db
The anticipated system performance margins are based on the current state-
of-the-art for RF components. The detailed performance breakdown of the
transmit, receiver, and acquisition portions of the system are presented in
Figures 4.9-5, -6, and -7. The preliminary weight estimates of the mast
mounted equipment are given below in Table 4. 9-3.
The feed system selection is the shaped-subreflector Cassegrain approach
using a multimode monopulse primary horn with pseudomonopulse tracking.
The transmit signal is coupled in through the diplexer, which is an orthomode
transducer since the transmit and receive circular polarizations are ortho-
gonal. The orthomode transducer provides about 20 db of isolation between
the transmit and receive circuits. An additional 80 to 100 db can be pro-
vided by a bandpass filter with very small insertion loss. A single bandpass
filter is used after the coupler instead of three bandpass filters (sum,
azimuth difference, and elevation difference lines) prior to the coupler
Table 4. 9-3
MAST MOUNTED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT ESTIMATE
Reflector
Subreflector
Subreflector support
Microwave network
Feed support
Positioner / gimbal structure
Preamplifiers (2)
Tracking receiver (2)
T TA power amplifiers (2)
Transmitter exciters (2)
Thermal control
Miscellaneous waveguide, coax,
wiring, etc.
Total Weight (Excluding the Mast)
19
15 Ib
2 Ib
2 Ib
10 Ib
12 Ib
30 Ib
10 Ib
10 Ib
20 Ib
6 Ib
10 Ib
15 Ib
142 Ib
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because of the difficulty of obtaining identical phase characteristics in all
three filters. The comparator provides about 30 db of isolation between sum
and difference ports, which reduces the power into the scanner to an accept-
able level.
The acquisition antenna system is located behind the subrefiector and is a
l-ft diameter paraboloidal reflector fed by a five-horn apex feed. All
pseudomonopulse components are located behind the subreflector, and a
single waveguide is routed down a single spar to the preamplifier. A well-
insulated housing for the scanner will be located between the subreflector
and the paraboloidal reflector.
The subreflector, along with the acquisition antenna system, will be
supported from the feed support cone by a conical radome. The acquisition
antenna transmission lines will be routed down a single spar to the rear of
the reflector.
Detailed RF and Mechanical Design
Feed Support Cone Design-The feed will consist of a Cassegrain-type feed
system with the microwave network packaged in the feed support cone and a
lightweight composite subreflector supported by a conical radome of low
dielectric materials. The use of lightweight construction in the feed package
has resulted in a total weight of approximately 12 lb.
The feed support structure is conical and extends from the dish hub to the
multihorn feed. This truncated cone configuration is a lam.inate, constructed
of graphite fibers and epoxy. This material is selected because of its high
specific strength and specific modulus.
Subreflector and Acquisition Feed - The subreflector and acquisition feed is
approximately 12 in. in dia., and is constructed using extremely lightweight
fabrication techniques.
The back side of the subreflector may be a parabolic-shaped aluminum foil
surface that functions as the reflector for an acquisition antenna. The
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reflector is fed from an apex feed supported by spars that are attached to
the outside edge at the 12 in. dia.
The acquisition feed would be a lightweight, multihorn feed connected by coax
cable to the preamps. A remote switching mechanism is used to switch from
the high gain to the acquisition antenna.
The weight of the subreflector with acquisition feed is approximately 2 1b
or less.
Dielectric Subreflector Support - The dielectric subreflector support which
positions the subreflector at the focal point of the reflector is constructed of
a single thin-wall, low-loss, composite structure weighing approximately
2 lb.
Microwave Network - The microwave network is enclosed in the feed cone
support. The microwave network will consist of a multihorn feed, compara-
tor network, scanner, polarizers, and coupler. This network will be
designed to be packaged in modules to decrease weight and increase package-
ability. By using this multiple-component manufacturing technique, weight
is decreased due to the decrease in the number of flange s and waveguide wall
thickness to obtain a system weight of approximately 10 1b or less. Also the
ability to package the feed in a more dense package is increased. This
lowers the RF line loss between the horns and receiver and also lowers the
projected aspect ratio of the feed cone, which causes secondary blockage.
Operational Procedures
The high-gain antenna system acquisition, handover, and switchover proced-
ures required to initiate and to maintain RF communications with the data
relay satellites are described as follows.
The acquisition and tracking procedure requires initial pointing information
generated by the onboard computer. Upon acquisition and lock of an RF signal
transmitted by the DRSS by the high-gain antenna pseudomonopulse tracking
system, the drive information from the computer is terminated. In the event
24
that the RF tracking signal "drops out!1 during a communications pass, the
computer will be called upon to drive the antenna until the RF signal is
reacquired.
Prior to an anticipated communications contact with a relay satellite, the
computer will be required to run a prepass simulation to determine the look
angles to the DRSS. It is estimated that the look-angle predications should
be performed in 3D-sec to I-min increments. Each look angle will then be
tested to determine which antennas are blocked by the docked modules and
solar arrays as a function of time. The optimum antenna for providing
communications during the next pas s will then be selected. In the event that
the prepas s simulation shows that switchover from one antenna to another is
required during a communications pass to eliminate blockage due to the
docked modules, the second antenna will be slewed into position and acquire
the DRSS RF signal prior to the time that the blockage will occur. Since the
blockage analysis has shown that there is overlapping coverage for the docked
modules, it is anticipated that the switchover procedure will cause little or
no los s of communications.
The computational and storage requirements imposed by the antenna selection
and pointing procedure and the other communications functions should be well
within the 10,000 operations per second computation rate and 15,000 words
of storage allocated for the communications subsystem.
Low-Gain Antenna Assembly Group
The low-gain antenna assembly group consists of separate VHF and S-band
antenna systems. Both of these systems consist of flushmounted, slot-type
antenna elements located on the power module and separated by 120 degrees.
They are located approximately at 60, 180, and 300 deg referenced to the
+2 axis. The performance characteristics of the low-gain antenna system
are summarized in Table 4. 9-4.
The VHF system consists of three "dumbbell" circumferential slot antennas,
diplexers, a multiplexer and power divider, and a multiplexer and switching
assembly. The multiplexer and power divider assembly allows the three
25
Table 4.9-4
LOW-GAIN ANTENNA PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
VHF System
Gain
Individually
Simultaneously
Insertion loss
Individually
Simultaneously
Impedance
S-band System
Gain
Individually
Simultaneously
Insertion los s
Individually
Simultaneously
Impedance
o db minimum over a 120 deg beam-
width referenced to a right-hand
circularly polarized (RCP) source.
-10 db minimum over 90 percent of
sphere referenced to an RCP source.
2 db (maximum)
7 db (maximum)
50 ohm (nominal)
-3 db minimum over a 120 deg beam-
width referenced to a RCP source.
-13 db minimum over 90 percent of a
sphere referenced to an RCP source.
2 db (maximum)
7 db (maximum)
50 ohms (nominal)
antennas to be fed simultaneously, thus eliminating any requirement for
antenna switching during EVA operations. The link margins are more than
adequate to compensate for the multipath effects produced by feeding the
antennas simultaneously. However, for normal voice and low data-rate
communications with the DRSS, the multiplexer and switching assembly will
allow the optimum antenna to be selected. It will also be capable of switching
in all three antennas simultaneously in a contingency mode.
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The S-band system consists of three circumferential slot antennas which can
be selected individually or fed simultaneously. The triplexer allows for the
simultaneous reception of one carrier and the transmission of two carriers.
The selection of the optimum VHF and S-band low-gain antennas and their
locations cannot be made until either subscale or full- scale antenna pattern
measurements are performed.
4.9.3.1.2 RF Assembly Descriptions
The RF assemblies for the VHF, S-band and K -band systems are described
u
in this section. Block diagram, functional descriptions, monitor outputs,
and physical characteristic summaries are provided for each assembly. The
following descriptions were provided by the Collins Radio Company.
A. EVA VHF Voice Transmitter/Receiver - The EVA VHF voice trans-
mitter / receiver (line replaceable units) LRU r s provide for the
transmis sian and reception of voice communications between
personnel engaged in EVA and the Space Station. It also provides
for simultaneous reception of biomedical data from the EVA units.
The transmitter provides an output of I milliwatt, frequency modu-
lated with 6 kHz peak-to-peak baseband voice signals from the EVA
voice transmitter / receiver modern. The receiver has a noise
figure of 4 db and a predetection bandwidth of 50 kHz. A block dia-
gram of the LRU is shown in Figure 4.9-8.
The receiver demodulates the incoming frequency-modulated signals
consisting of baseband voice and biomedical data subcarriers and
provide s the composite signal as an output to the EVA voice trans-
mitter / receiver modern.
Monitoring outputs are provided for control functions, VCO and
crystal oscillator output, transmitter and receiver modulation
levels, transmitter rf output, output VSWR, and receiver AGC level.
The LRU weighs 2 lb and needs 3 watts of power. The estimated
MTBF is 640, 000 hr.
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B. EVA Voice Transmitter/Receiver Modem - The EVA voice trans-
mitter/receiver modem LRU provides an interface between a group
of three transmitters and receivers used to handle EVA voice and
biomed signal s, and the analog / digital data bus. A block diagram
of the unit is shown in Figure 4. 9 - 9.
The unit contains circuitry similar to that of the audio terminal
units di scus s.ed later, to enable the unit to be dialing up from any
other audio terminal unit in the station, and to provide the composite
voice signals from the three receivers as an output on that same
circuit.
Two of the receiver inputs contain biomedical data signals in the
form of modulated subcarriers, and circuitry is provided to separ-
ate them from the voice signals, demodulate them, and provide the
data as outputs to a digital data terminal.
Conferencing is accomplished (by means of commands received via
the digital data terminal) by routing the voice signal received from
one crew member to the audio output associated with the transmitter
tuned to the second crew member's receiver. Squelch circuitry is
provided to suppress noise in the circuits when they are not in
actual use; however, override capability is provided.
Voice signals originating from the onboard controller can be used to
modulate any or all of the audio outputs.
Monitor outputs are provided to verify the presence of biomedical
data subcarriers audio inputs and outputs, and the status of the
various mode switches.
The LRU weighs 10 lb and requires 10 watts of primary power.
The estimated MTBF is 385,000 hr.
C. VHF Data Transmitter /Receiver - The VHF data transmitter /
receiver LRU provides digital data communications between the Space
29
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Station and a relay satellite in the frequency band from 126 MHz to
144 MHz. Frequency modulation is used on both transmission and
reception. A block diagram is shown in Figure 4.9-10. The trans-
mitter provides a 20 watt RF output, with data rates up to 10 kbps,
and deviations of up to 10 kHz peak to peak. The receiver accepts
inputs having the same modulation characteristics and provides the
detected signals as an output to a digital data terminal. The
receiver will have a noise figure of 4 db and a 50 kHz predetection
bandwidth.
Monitor outputs are provided for the control functions, VCO and
crystal oscillator output, transmitter and r-eceiver modulation
levels, for the rf power output level, VSWR on the output, and for
the receiver AGC level.
The unit weighs 13 lb and requires a maximum of 42 watts. The
MTBF is estimated to be 640,000 hr.
D. VHF Voice Transmitter /Receiver - The VHF voice transmitter /
receiver LRU provides voice communications between the Space
Station and a relay satellite in the 126 MHz to 144 MHz frequency
band. Frequency modulation is used on both transmission and
reception. A block diagram is s·hown in Figure 4.9-11. The trans-
mitter provides a 20 watt RF output, with baseband voice modulation
and a peak-to-peak diviation of 6 kHz. The receiver accepts an
input having the same modulation characteristics and provides the
detected voice signal as an output. The receiver will have a noise
figure of 4 db and a 50 kHz predetection bandwidth. Control of the
LRU is by means of an associated digital data terminal; however,
the LRU contains circuitry similar to that in the audio terminal unit
which interfaces directly with the analog data bus and enables any
audio terminal unit on the bus to acces s the RF channel by simply
dialing its a s signed number.
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Monitor outputs are provided for the control functions, veo and
crystal oscillator outputs, modulation input, transmitter modulation
output, the output level, the VSWR on the output.
The unit weighs 15 Ib and requires a maximum of 48 watts. The
estimated MTBF is 170,000 hr.
E. S-Band PM Transponder - The S-band PM transponder is the LRU
which provides for the transmission and reception of voice, data,
and ranging signal between the Space Station and Shuttle, and between
Space Station and ground station. The voice and data subcarrier
frequencies are identical to those used on the Apollo command
module.
A block diagram of the unit is shown in Figure 4.9-12. The unit
contains circuitry similar to the audio terminal units to select one
of the voice channels on the analog data bus for transmis sion and
reception over the RF circuits. The selection of the channel, as
well as all other control functions and the readout of monitor data
is done over the digital data bus via a digital data terminal. The
digital data terminal is also the interface between the bus and
both the incoming digital data on a 70 kHz subcarrier and the out-
going digital data which is transmitted as biphase modulation on a
I. 024 MHz subcarrier.
The unit also interfaces with the ranging unit to receive and trans-
mit baseboard PRN ranging signals.
Table 4.9-5 summarizes the signal-handling capability.
All of the above subcarriers are transmitted and received as PM
modulation of the S-band carrier.
The RF circuitry consists of a solid- state, phase-lock trans-
ponder, with an output power of 1 watt and a receiver noise
figure of 7 db.
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Figure 4.9·12. S-Band PM Transponder
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Table 4.9-5
SIGNAL-HANDLING CAPABILITY
1. One voice channel input and output. Transmitted as FM modulation
on a 1.25 MHz subcarrier, received as FM modulation on a
30 kHz subcarrier.
2. One data channel output of 51. 2 kbps, transmitted as biphase
modulation on a 1. 024 MHz subcarrier.
3. One data channel input of kbps, received as FM modulation on a
70 kHz subcarrier. The signal on the subcarrier consists of a
biphase modulated 2 kHz tone plus a 1 kHz reference tone.
4. PRN ranging signals transmitted and received as baseband PM
modulation of the S-band carrier.
Monitor outputs are provided for the control functions, sub-
carrier outputs, demodulation outputs, phase modulator output,
receiver AGC level, output power level and VSWR and phase-lock
loop status.
This LRU weighs 23 lb and requires 36 watts of power. The
estimated MTBF is 42, 600 hr.
F. S-Band FM Exciter - The S-band FM exciter LRU generates a 40 to
100 milliwatt RFsignal to drive the S-band power amplifier, and
frequency modulates it with either a wideband digital data signal or
a television signal. A block diagram of the unit is shown in
Figure 4.9-13. The unit interfaces with a digital data terminal
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F. S-band FM Exciter - (cont)
for control and monitor functions, and receives its digital data
input from that source. It also interfaces directly with the analog
data bus to obtain the television signal input. The LRU contains the
channel selection circuitry necessary to side-step the desired
channel down to baseband for transmission.
Monitor outputs are provided for the control functions, Lo output,
harmonic generator output, modulation detector, video channel
selection, and the RF output level.
The LRU weighs 3 lb and requires 5 watts of primary power; the
estimated MTBF is 310, 000 hr.
G. S-Band Power Amplifier - The S-band power amplifier LRU pro-
vide s amplification of the 40 to 100 milliwatt input from the S-band
FM exciter to the 20-watt output level necessary to support wideband
data transmis sions. The required power level is generated through
a hybrid arrangement of power transistors as shown in the block
diagram of Figure 4.9-14.
Monitor outputs are provided for the RF input and output levels,
VSWR on the output, temperature,_ and the ON/OFF control.
The LRU weighs 5 lb and requires 60 watts of primary power. The
estimated MTBF is 200, 000 hr.
H. S-Band Wideband Receiver - The S-band wideband receiver LRU's
provide for the reception of signals (from a relay satellite), which
have been down converted from K -band.
u
The incoming signal is frequency modulated with a baseband video
signal plus a 4. 5 MHz subcarrier frequency modulated with a voice
signal, or an FDM signal consisting of 36 SSB voice signals in the
band from 60 kHz to 204 kHz, plus entertainment channel
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subcarriers at 1. 0 MHz, 1. 35 MHz, and 1. 7 MHz. Figure 4.9-15
shows the block diagram.
In the video mode, the incoming video signal is side-stepped to
desired analog data bus channel and placed on the bus with the
4. 5 MHz subcarrier. In the voice mode, the demodulated voice
and entertainment channel spectrum is placed on the analog data
bus.
Monitoring outputs are provided for the control functions, crystal
oscillator output, FM detector output, receiver AGC level, and the
s elected analog data bus video channel
The LRU weighs 25 1b and uses 35 watts of power. The estimated
MTBF is 120,000 hr.
I. S-Band Narrow-band Receiver - The S-band narrow-band receiver
provides for the reception of signals (from a relay satellite) which
have been down coverted from K -band. The incoming information
u
is in the form of PCM/PSK modulation of a subcarrier, multiple-
voice channels, frequency modulated on a 4. 5 MHz subcarrier, and
a baseband pseudorandom ranging code. A block diagram is shown
in Figure 4.9-16.
The receiver phase locks to the incoming S-band signal and
coherently detects the ranging signal (which is provided to the K -
u
band exciter for retransmission) and the modulated subcarriers. The
PSK detector extracts the digital data on a subcarrier and provides
the information as an output to a digital data terminal. An FM
discriminator detects the multiple voice channels on the 4. 5 MHz
subcarrier and provides the voice as an output to the analog data bus.
Monitoring outputs are provided to the control functions, crystal
oscillator output, detector output, loop lock status, data and voice
subcarrier presence, and the receiver AGC level.
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K.
The unit weighs 20 lb and consumes 24 watts of power. The
estimated MTBF is 89,000 hr.
K -Band Power Amplifier - The K -band power amplifier LRU
u u
provides amplificatiop. of a 20 to 50 milliwatt input from the K
u
-band
exciter to the 20-watt output level necessary to support wideband
signal transmissions to Earth via a relay satellite. The LRU con-
tains both the TWT amplifier and its associated power supplies.
The amplifier has a O. 5 db bandwidth of 40 MHz. A block diagram
of the unit is shown in Figure 4. 9 - 17.
Monitor outputs are provided for the RF output power level, VSWR on
the output, power supply voltages, temperature, and the ON/OFF
and warm-up cycle status.
The LRU weighs 10 lb and requires 80 watts of power. The
estimated MTBF is 70, 000 hr.
K -Band Exciter - The K -band exciter LRU generates a
u u
50 milliwatt K
u
-band RF signal to drive the K
u
-band power amplifier,
and incorporates provision for either phase or frequency modulating
that carrier with digital or analog data. Inputs are provided for
digital signals from the ranging unit and a digital data terminal, and
for a wideband analog signal from a signal modem. It will output
digital data rates up to 10 MBPS and analog signals over the range
from 10 Hz to 7.75 MHz. The modulation level extends to 10 MHz
peak-to-peak on FM and 2 radians peak-to-peak on PM. A block
diagram of the unit is shown in Figure 4.9-18.
Monitor outputs are provided for the control functions, oscillator
output, 400-MHz amplifier output modulation level, VSWR, and the RF
output level.
The LRU weighs 3 lb and requires 5 watts of primary power. The
estimated MTBF is 920,000 hr.
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L. Ku-Band Exciter Modem-The Ku-band exciter modem LRU
provides an interface between the analog/digital data bus and the
Ku-band exciter, for the control and processing of analog signals.
A block diagram of the unit is shown in Figure 4.9-19. Under
direction of commands received from a digital data terminal, the
unit sidesteps and inverts the selected television channel so that it
appears as a vestigial lower sideband signal with the carrier
centered at 6. 5 MHz. The FDM voice spectrum which was separa-
ted from the rest of the signals on the bus by the 500 kHz lowpas s
filter, is then added back in to form a composite signal consisting
of all the voice channels but just the one selected video channel.
The composite signal is then provided as an output to the Ku - band
exciter.
Monitor outputs are provided to indicate the selected channel,
ON/OFF status, and the modulation levels.
The LRU weighs 6 lb and will require 6 watts of power. The
estimated MTBF is 300,000 hr.
Ranging Unit
The ranging unit LRU operates in conjunction with the S-band PM
transponder (and a cooperative ranging system in the Shuttle) to
determine the range to that vehicle. It also operates in conjunction
with the Ku - band exciter /PA system, cooperative ranging system
in the FFMI s, and the S-band data receiver (and its associated
Ku-band front-end circuitry) to determine the range to those
vehicles. The unit provides ranging out to 1, 850 kilometers with a
resolution of 120 meters and an accuracy of ±75 meters. A block
diagram of the unit is shown in Figure 4.9-20.
The unit generates a pseudorandom coded NRZ signal and provides
it as an output to either one or two transmitters. It accepts the
returned PRN code from one of five receivers and from the delay
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as a function of time determines range and range rate to the
cooperating vehicle. The range and range rate information is
provided as an output to a digital data terminal.
Monitor outputs are provided for the control functions, code and
clock output levels, selected transmitter/receiver combination, and
the ranging acquisition/tracking status.
The unit weighs 7 Ib and uses 11 watts of power. The estimated
MTBF is 225,000 hr.
4.9.3.1.3 Internal Communications System Description
Functionally, the intercommunications system for the modular space station
closely resembles a standard Bell Telephone system. Except for special
circuits which may be deliberately locked out of some terminals to restrict
operational access, each terminal unit can obtain private access to any other
terminal unit by simply "dialing
"
it. Conference capability is provided under
control of the called terminal.
Communications between the various terminal units are carried on a common
analog/digital data bus in a frequency division multiplex (FDM ) format.
Thirty-six 300 to 3,000 Hz channels are provided. Each of the decks in the
Space Station will have one of these channels assigned to it for a public
addres s function unique to that deck. In addition, the baseband 300 to
3,000 Hz channel on the bus is common to all terminals on all decks for use
as a public address or emergency "all stations" circuit.
As described previously, all the features of the intercom system are
extended to the ground when Ku-band DRSS communications are available, ;so
that a ground terminal can "dial" any terminal in the Space Station and vice
versa.
The voice bandwidth channe Is can, of cour se, be used for data phone,
facsimile, or teletype service if so desired.
49
In addition to the voice channels, the audio terminal units are configured to
receive anyone of three wide- band (50 Hz to 15, 000 Hz) channels as signed
to entertainment use.
The intercommunications signals are distributed throughout the Space Station
on an analog bus which also carries television information. The format of sig-
nals on the bus is shown in Figure 4.9-21. The voice signals are transmitted
in the form of single-sideband suppres sed carrier amplitude modulation on
channels spaced 4 kHz apart in the band from 60 to 204 kHz. The entertain-
ment signals are transmitted in the form of frequency modulation on sub-
carriers of 1. 0, 1. 35, and 1. 7 MHz.
The selection of the FDM format for the Space Station internal communica-
tion was the subject of tradeoff studies early in the Space Station program
and a subsequent reevaluation study for the Modular Space Stations. The
FDM system was chosen (among other reasons) for the ease with which it
could grow and interface with added terminals as the Space Station grew in
modular increments.
As the station is built up, expansion of the intercommunication system is
accomplished the instant the analog bus of the new section is tied to that of
the old, and all that is required is expansion of the directories to include the
added terminal numbers.
Physically, each audio terminal unit is an LRU, and at this time includes the
channel selection mechanism (touch-tone keys). Electrical interfaces are
provided for primary power, connection to the analog bus, and connectors
to a microphone and headphone/ speaker or other terminal equipment such
as a teletype or dataphone station. The unit would weigh 4 lb and require
4 watts of power. The MTBF is estimated as 188, 000 hr.
In addition to channel select, controls would be included for VOX/PTT
operation, conference mode selection, and emergency alert tone actuation.
A block diagram of the audio terminal unit is shown in Figure 4.9-22.
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The heart of the voice channel system is the telephone LSB-SC-AM trans-
ceiver, which is tunable (by means of 10 push-button touch-tone matrix) in
4 kHz increments to any of the 36 channels located in the band from 60 to
204 kHz. The transmit and receive functions are tuned to the same fre-
quency source of their own, they are all normally referenced to a 4 kHz
reference tone on the analog data bus. The reference tone is provided
by a separate sync tone generator unit. Dialing another station number
results in tuning your station to the unique "hornell frequency of the
provided by a separate sync tone generator unit. Dialing another station
number results in tuning your station to the unique "homell frequency of the
called station. If the called station is off-hook, a busy signal will be
received, and no connection can be made unless the called station selects
conference mode. All of the supervisory signals are compatible with Bell-
system practice.
Microphone input signals are normally blocked until a VOX threshold level is
reached, in order to prevent noise buildup in the channel when several termi-
nals are conferenced. The VOX switch may be overridden in the selectable
PTT mode of operation, however. Transmit sidetone is provided.
Automatic gain control (AGC) of received signals is provided in order to main-
tain nearly constant audio output levels over a wide range of input signal levels.
Operation of the entertainment receiver is straightforward, consisting simply
of tuning of the receiver to the selected subcarrier frequency and demodula-
ting the FM signal present on that subcarrier.
The public address/emergency call/emergency alert transceiver provides for
transmission and reception of audio signals in the 300 to 3, 000 Hz baseband
channel on the analog/digital data bus. The microphone VOX/PTToperation
and receiver AGC functions described above also apply to this channel.
Actuation of the emergency call control at any station enables that station to
transmit to all other stations on the bus. At the same time, a 5-kHz tone is
placed on the analog data bus which, when received by any station, caUSes a
visual indicator to be energized.
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Actuationof the emergency alert control at any station causes a 6-kHz tone to
be transmitted on the analog data bus which, when detected by any station on
the bus, causes them to emit an aural alert signal over the headphone/speaker
system.
Since the audio terminal units normally interface directly with a human oper-
ator who can immediately assess their performance, monitoring is inherent.
Analog Sync / Test Unit
Provisions for automatic testing and generation of synchronizing signals for
the internal communications system are incorporated in the analog sync/test
unit whose block diagram is shown in Figure 4. 9- 23.
The unit provides two synchronizing tones as outputs on the analog/digital data
bus, a 4-kHz reference for the audio terminal units, and a 4 MHz reference
for the television signals on the bus. Both of these reference signals on the
bus are continually monitored for amplitude and frequency stability, and an
out-of-tolerance condition will automatically result in replacing the faulty sig-
nal on the bus with a signal from backup generators contained within the unit.
The status of the reference signals is provided as a monitor output.
In addition to the generation of synchronizing signals, the unit provides two
basic test functions. For the television receivers on the bus, it provides (on
a dedicated test channel as shown in Figure 4.9-21) a selection of test patterns
for alignment and checkout.
For checkout of the audio terminal units, a double loop test is established, in
which the test unit transmits a test tone on the home channel frequency of a
selected audio terminal unit and in reply receives a test tone bank on the base-
band channel. A loop is also established over the same channels in the other
direction to verify the operation of the other transmit and receive functions.
Either manual selection of the channel to be tested or automatic sequencing
through all channels can be accomplished. The test unit automatically evalu-
ates the status of the channel and provides the data as an output.
The sync/test unit is a single LR U weighing 5 lb. The power consumption
will not exceed 10 watts, and the estimated MTBF is 174,000 hr.
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4.9.3.2 Interfaces
The comrrlUnications subsystem interface s with the other prog ram and
project elements and with the other Space Station subsystems are described
in the following sections.
4."9.3.2.1 External Interfaces
The radio frequency interfaces between the ISS and the ground (either directly
or indirectly via the DRSS, the Shuttle Orbiter, and EVA crewman) have been
described in the previous section and will not be repeated here. During ISS
buildup, the Space Station module analog data bus must be connected to the
Shuttle Orbiter intercom system in order to provide voice communications
between the module activation crew and the Orbiter crew.
Voice communications between the ISS and attached RAM's and Logistics
Modules are provided by the interconnected analog data buses. The
reference signals required for proper operation of the audio terminal units
located in the RAM's and Logistics Modules are provided by the analog sync /
test unit located in the Crew/Operations Module.
Experiment data generated in the attached RAM's will be transferred via the
interconnected digital data bus. Therefore, an RF interface with these mod-
.ules is not required.
4. 9. 3.2.2 Internal Interface s
The transmitters and receivers associated with each antenna system are
located as close to the antennas as possible in order to minimize the trans-
mission line losses. Therefore, there is no transfer of RFenergy between
modules. All voice, video, and digital data are transferred between modules
on either the anal~g or digital data bus.
The RF systems located in the Power/Subsystems and Crew/Operations Mod-
ules interface primarily with the data management subsystem (DMS). The
remote data acquisition units (RDAU' s) provide discrete command outputs
which control the operation of the RF and antenna systems. The RDAU's also
accept analog and bilevel outputs which are utilized for monitoring opera-·
tional status or readiness, verifying performance, and isolating faulty units.
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Digital words are provided by digital data terminals which select the
optimum high- and low-gain antennas, and control the pointing of the high-
gain antennas during a relay satellite acquisition or handover. Digital
experiment data is provided to the transmitters by a digital data modem.
Video information interfaces directly with the analog data bus and is routed
to or from video recorders, cameras, and monitors.
Guidance, navigation, and attitude information is required by the computer
in order to select and point the antennas. However, there is no direct inter-
face with the subsystem providing this information.
4.9.3.3 Operations
The communications subsystem will support Space Station operations during
deployment, station buildup prior to manning, and normal manned on-orbit
operations.
4.9.3.3.1 Deployment Operations
During the period when the Space Station modules are in the process of being
activated prior to being released, voice communications will be provided
between crewman in the deployed module and the Shuttle Orbiter crew. The
baseband voice channel normally utilized for public address or emergency
voice communications is used to provide this capability. This capability is
a vailable in all module s.
Prior to deployment of the Power /Subsystems Module, the VHF and S- band
transmitters, receivers, and low-gain antenna system will be checked out to
verify performance. After deployment, and open-loop S-band RF link will be
employed as a backup to the hardline voice communications.
Prior to deployment of the Crew/Operations Module, the K -band equipments
u
will be checked out. After module deployment, the three high-gain antenna
masts will be raised to their normal positions. As a minimum, a visual
inspection of the antennas will be made to insure that no physical damage has
occurred. Backup RF communications are not available for this module until
it is docked to the Power/Subsystems Module.
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The GPL does not contain any RF equipment; however, hardline voice
communications are available as in the previous modules orbited.
4.9.3.3.2 Buildup Operations
Prior to launch of the Crew/Operations and subsequent modules, the mod-
ule(s) already in orbit will be checked out by the ground via the VHF and
S-band RF equipment located in 'the Power/Subsystems Module to verify
,
vehicle status and safety, Uplink command capability will be available for
control and to effect subsystem reconfiguration if necessary. Orbit deter-
mination will be provided by the ground tracking stations utilizing the coherent
turnaround capability of the S-band PM transponder,
During Shuttle Orbiter rendezvous and docking operations with the unmanned
Station, the Station is capable of receiving command and control information,
transmitting telemetry status data, and turning around a Shuttle Orbiter
initiated ranging code at ranges up to 300 km over the S-band link. After
docking, the S-band RF system can provide open-loop backup voice communi-
cations. Near-continuous two-way data communications contact with the
ground via the VHF link through the DRSS are also available to support
buildup operations. Due to the low data rates encountered during this phase,
operation of the high- gain antenna system is not required.
While the Station is unmanned, there are two methods for controlling the
operations of the communications subsystem. The first method requires that
both the VHF and S-band receivers be left in a stand-by or lION' condition.
The transmitters are then energized by ground commands. The second
method utilizes stored program commands generated by the computer to
cycle operation of the transmitters and receivers on a scheduled basis.
4.9.3.3.3 Normal On-Orbit Operations
During normal on-orbit operations, the communications subsystem provides
for the transmission and reception of the following types of information.
A. Direct Ground Link
1. Command, voice, and ranging reception.
2. Telemetry, voice, and ranging transmission.
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B. DRSS Link
1. Television, multiple-voice, entertainment audio, digital data,
and ranging reception.
2. Television, experiment data, multiple-voice, digital data and
ranging transmis sian.
C. Shuttle Orbiter Link
t. Voice, command, and ranging reception.
2. Voice, telemetry, and ranging transmission.
D. EVA Link
t. Voice and Biomedical Telemetry Reception.
2. Voice Transmission.
The primary function of the direct to ground communications link during
normal operations will be to track the Space Station and to provide position
updating information. The command, voice, telemetry, and experiment data
dumps can be utilized during relay satellite system down periods or outages.
It is expected that ground station support can be phased out after the opera-
tional procedure s required fa r communications with the DRSS are established
to a high degree of confidence.
The high-gain antenna system is utilized primarily for support of experiment
operations by providing a wideband uplink and downlink capability. Experi-
ment data transmissions can be handled on a scheduled basis or can be called
up on short notice by the VHF voice link through the relay satellite. In order
to establish a solid wideband RF link with the DRSS, it will be necessary to
perform a cooperative high-gain acquisition procedure.
During manned operations, the VHF link through the DRSS will primarily be
utilized for administrative and procedural voice and low data- rate traffic
between the station commander and ground flight controller. In addition to
the data and ranging links described in section 4.9.3.1.2, duplex voice
communications will also be available during Shuttle Orbiter rendezvous and
docking operations. Simultaneous voice, data, and ranging capability can be
provided at ranges up to 200 km.
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During EVA operati~ns, duplex voice communications are available between
the station commander and EVA crewmen. The capability to receive bio-
medical and pre s sure suit telemetry info rmation which can be displayed on
the display and control console is included.
The internal communications system provides voice communications within
the ISS and the docked modules. Normal voice communications are provided
by an onboard telephone which is compatible with and similar in operation to
the Bell Telephone system. Public address and individual module paging
capability is also provided. A "direct dial'l capability is also available
between personnel on the Station and the ground when the high-gain antennas
are ope rating.
4. 9. 3.3.4 Contingency Operations
During contingency operations the crew will have the capability to communi-
cate with the ground directly on an intermittent basis using the S-band system
or through the DRSS on a nearly continuous basis using the VHF system. The
operation of the S-band or VHF transmitting and receiving equipments can be
controlled by either the portable display and control consoles or by hardwired
control lines which are available at each docking port. Voice communica-
tions are available from any of the core modules or attached modules by
utilizing the audio terminals which access the transmitters and receivers
through the analog data bus. In addition, hardwired voice capability to the
VHF and S- band equipments is available at each docking port. Duplex voice
and low- rate communications utilizing the S-band system will consume a
peak prime power of 52 watts. The VHF system will require a peak power of
112 watts. If only VHF voice is required, then 67 watts of prime power will
be required.
4.9.3.4 GSS Considerations
The main impact on the baseline ISS communications subsystem is the
requirement to support free-flying experiment modules (FFM' s). The
location and size of the FFM station-keeping loop will determine the maxi-
mum range of which communications are required and the type of cove rage
which must be provided by the Space Station antenna system. The number of
modules that are required to be supported simultaneously will also influence
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the antenna system coverage (beamwidth) and determine the number of
receivers required. At a minimum, the GSS communications subsystem
must provide the following capabilities.
A. Transmit command control information and a ranging code.
B. Receive the turned-around ranging code and determine FFM range
and range rate.
C. Receive video and digital experiment data and vehicle status data.
During the 33-ft Space Station study, it was determined that a K -band
u
medium-gain antenna system having a gain of 24 db and a beamwidth of
10 deg was required to support the FFM' s in the station-keeping that was
located behind the Space Station and had a maximum range of 1, 850 kilome-
ters. In the normal horizontal attitude, the high-gain antenna system
located on the Crew /Operations Module would be blocked by the solar arrays
on the second power module. This blockage can be eliminated by locating a
medium-gain antenna system on the end of the solar array mast. The
additional K -band power amplifier, exciter, and low-noise receivers and
u
the S-band video and data receivers would also be located in the second
Power/Subsystems Module. It is estimated that the additional equipment
required to support the FFM' s would weigh less than 200 lb.
The additional GSS module s will contain additional audio te rminal units,
which in turn will require more dedicated audio channels on the analog data
bus. The ease with which the frequency division multiplex (FDM) system
could be expanded was one reason an FDM system was chosen over a TDM
system. It is estimated that 12 additional audio terminals and 12 additional
channels on the analog data bus will be required to support operations in the
additional Crew/Operations and Power Subsystems Modules.
4.9.4 Design Analyses and Trade Studies
4.9.4. 1 High-Gain Antenna System Blockage Analysis
The purpose of the high-gain antenna system blockage analysis was to assess
the amount of communications outage time with the DRSS that can be expected.
The communications link between the DRSS may be broken because of one or
more of the following orbit or configuration dependent factors.
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A. The communications line-of- sight (LOS) may be blocked by one of
the docked modules.
B. The line-of-sight may be blocked by the large solar panels.
C. The Earth blocks the ~ine-of-sight to one or both of the relay
satellites during each orbit.
D. Some amount of outage time may occur during antenna, RF, and
data acquisition and possibly during hand-over.
E. The gimbal system used for positioning the antenna may experience
gimbal lock or rate limitations due to the keyhole effect when
certain tracking trajectories are encountered.
A system design goal is the limitation of outage time due to all of the above
effects to less than 10 percent of the total time.
A Space Station orbit inclination of 55 deg and altitude of 455 km were used
in the analysis. Figure 4.9-24 shows the Earth occultation criteria used.
A minimum angular separation of 5 deg between the line-of- sight to the
relay satellite and the line tangent to the Earth's surface was used so that
atmospheric refraction and attenuation effects and multipath interference
will not affect link performance. Utilization of the 5 deg angular separation
results in a LOS to the relay satellite that lies 15 deg below the Space
Station local horizontal at Earth occultation. The maximum percentage of
the time that the Earth blocks the LOS to two satellites separated by 130 deg
as a function of the angular separation discussed above is shown in
Figure 4. 9-25. It can be seen that a maximum blockage due to the Earth of
8. 6 percent re sults from using the 5 deg angular separation.
The blockage due to docked module s was isolated from considerations of
orbital mechanics by developing a computer program which generates a
series of locations for the position of the synchronous relay satellite that are
equivalent to a complete elevation and azimuth scan. The Space Station
coordinates used are described as follows:
A. The tX axis is aligned with the vehicle axis and is in the direction
of the Space Station motion.
B. The +Z axis is defined by the vector from the center of the Earth.
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R260
C. The +Y axis is perpendicular to the Y - Z plane and is directed
toward the right if observer is facing forward and standing on
the top side of the Space Station.
The Space Station configuration in Figure 4.9-26 shows the locations of the
three high-gain antennas. It was assumed in the analysis that all docked
modules were 14 ft in diameter and 45 ft long.
The evaluation of module blockage was accomplished in two stages. The
first stage was the deter~ination of a four- sided figure which represents the
module shape when observed from the antenna position. This four- sided
figure was generated for each of the docked modules with respect to each of
the docked modules with respect to each of the three antennas. Then using a
technique developed by Swofford, (1) the interception of the vector from the
antenna location to the relay satellite and the quadrilateral determined above
were assessed.
Several antenna locations were investigated with this computer program.
For the ISS configuration, the three antennas were configured with 20-ft
booms and were mounted 20 ft aft of the intersection of the Power/Subsystems
and Crew/Operations Modules at the locations shown in Figure 4.9-26. A
data generator was used to create a vector corresponding to the DRS position,
and that vector was scanned through all combinations ofaximuth (AZ) and
elevation (EL) where a -:o:AZ -:0:180 0 & a -:o:EL -:0:90 0 • The AZ and EL angles are
shown in Figure 4.9-27, and the X-Y-Z axes correspond to the spacecraft
coordinate systern.
Determining the eff~_ct of solar array blockage is complicated by the fact
that the array position is a function of the sun angle relative to the Space
Station attitude and also varies with time and season.
(1 )Doyle P. Swofford. A Method for the Thermal Analysis of Spacecraft
Including All Multiple Reflections and Shading Among Diffuse, Gray
Surfaces. NASA TND-5910, July 1970.
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The" static" blockage due to the solar panels in their worst- case position
(normal to the Space Station X-axis) has been computed to be less than
6 percent.
A flight simulation program was also run to determine if there were any
viewing angles which were not required to be covered due to orbital con-
straints and to determine the maximum azimuth and elevation rates that
would be encountered. The highest rates observed in the data generated
were less than O. 1 deg/second.
A composite plot of the required antenna viewing angles and blockage due to
the docked modules and solar arrays for the top and one of the side antennas
when the Space Station is in the normal horizontal attitude is shown in
Figure 4.9-28.
This plot shows that the antennas are not required to point below an' elevation
angle 15 deg below the local vehicle horizontal between azimuth angles from
o to 55 deg and 125 to 180 deg. Pointing of the antennas inside the ll semi_
circle'! is not required. This is due to the orbital inclination, and was
,determined by the flight path simulations. The" clear" area represents
simultaneous coverage by both the top and one of the side antennas. The
"single-hatched" areas represent those viewing angles where one of the
antennas, but not both simultaneously, is blocked by a docked module. The
lldouble-hatched" areas represent blockage of two antennas simultaneously
due to the solar arrays. The area shown is the maximum possible area
swept by the arrays but does not truly represent the blockage at any given
time. In order for the solar arrays to be oriented so that they present the
maximum blockage, the sun, the relay satellite, and Space Station X-axis
must line up or be nearly in line. A cursory examination of the Space
Station trajectory and relay satellite locations revealed that this is a very
unlikely occurrence. It can therefore be tentatively concluded that, although
the solar arrays blockage envelope appears rather large, the effect of the
solar arrays on communications should be minimal.
Based on the results of the blockage analysis, the gimbal system must
satisfy the antenna tracking requirements and ideally utilize the Space
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Station blockage and predicted epherneric patterns to ITliniITlize the "keyhole"
probleITl and siITlplify the design.
The large blocked area under the Space Station forces a substantially
different operation for the side antennas cOITlpared with the top antenna.
A. Top Antenna-The top antenna can continuously track a significant
percentage of all transITlis sion pas ses, providing it has the capa-
bility to point below the fore-and-aft horizon. This operational
constraint can be easily ITlet with an X- Y type antenna ITlount. The
giITlbal lock position (keyhole) for this configuration is on the Space
Station horizon at ± 90 deg aziITluth and is well out of any viewed
areas.
B. Side Antennas -The side antennas have alITlost no requireITlent to
look to the side (in the region of ± 90° AX, 0° EL). A giITlbal con-
figuration which uses this constraint to good advantage is an AZ-EL-
type ITlount with the "keyhole" off the end of the ITlast.
C. General-Neither of the proposed giITlballing systeITls requires
unliITlited angular freedoITl. This is an iITlportant feature which
eliITlinates a requireITlent for slip rings to provide signals and
power to the outer giITlbal or antenna.
Figure 4.9-29 illustrates a polar projection of the antenna coverage when
antenna ITlechanical constraints are iITlposed.
Based on the results of the study, the following conclusions have been
reached:
A. Blockage due to docked ITlodules can be eliITlinated by antenna
switchover during a transITlission pass.
B. Blockage due to the solar arrays is not significant.
COITlputer simulations have also revealed that about 65 percent of the
transITlission pas ses can be handled continuously (no handoffs) by one or the
other of the side antennas.
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Figure 4.9-29. Space Station Antenna Coverage Illustrating Antenna Mechanical Constraints
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4.9.4. 2 Radio Frequency (RF) Link Analysis
During the study, RF link analyses were performed for each of the ISS RF
links. The pertinent RF communications characteristics are summarized
in Table 4.9-2. This includes type of information and rate, modulation
technique, carrier-to-noise spectral density ratio (i. e., a measure of
signal quality), RF power output, antenna gain and margin (i. e., signal-to-
noise ratio above or below that required for satisfactory link performance).
The RF power requirement for each link is determined by the equivalent
isotropically radiated power (EIRP), which is the product of the antenna
system gain and the transmitter output power. The per-channel EIRP
required for a link is given by:
EIRP - (C/No}LMk
- (G T)
Expres sed in db, this becomes:
EIRP (dBW) = (C/No ) + L + M + k - (G/T)
where
C/No = desired carrier power-to-noisp. density ratio (db-Hz)
L = total los ses in the link (db)
M = desired margin (db), usually taken as 3 db
k = Boltzmann's constant: 1. 38 x 10- 23 joules/oK
= -228.6 dbw/HzoK
G/ T = receiver gain-to-temperature ratio (db/ OK)
The detailed link calculations for all links except the uplink directly from
the ground-which is very strong-are shown in Tables 4.9-6, 4.9-7, 4.9-8,
4.9-9,4.9-10, and 4.9-11.
It should be noted that all links exhibit positive margins using the stipulated
transmitter powers and antenna gains.
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Table 4.9-6
RF LINK CALCULATION-ISS TO/FROM DRSS
ISS to DRSS DRSS to ISS
Parazneter Television Television
Frequency (GHz) 14.5 13.5
Total C/ N desired (db-Hz) 85.0 85.0
0
Link C/N desired (db-Hz) 88.0 85.2
0
Path loss (db) (42, 600 km) 208.2 207.6
Polarization and pointing 1.5 1.5
loss (db)
Repeater noise (db) 0.5
Circuit loss (db) 3.0 2.0
Modulation loss (db) 0.0 0.0
Margin desired (db) 3.0 3.0
Receive G/ T (db/ OK) 14.0 18.2
EIRP required (dbw) 61. 1 53.0
Transmitter antenna gain (db) 48.8
Transmitter power required (dbw) 12.3
Transmitter power required (w) 17.0
EIRP available (dbw) 61. 8 52.0
Excess znargin (db) +0.7 -1.0
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Table 4. 9-7
RF LINK CALCULATION -ISS TO/FROM DRSS
Parameter ISS to DRSS DRSS to ISS
Frequency (GHz) o. 136 o. 136 o. 130 o. 130
Total C/N desired (db-Hz) 50.8 51. 6 50.8 51. 6
0
Link C/N desired (db-Hz) 53.8 54.6 51. 0 51. 8
0
Path loss (db) (42,600 km) 167.7 167.7 167.3 167.3
Polarization and pointing loss (db) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Repeater noise (db) O. 5 0.5
Circuit loss (db) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Modulation loss (db) 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. 0
Margin desired (db) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
Receive G/T (db/oK) -13.4 -13.4 -27.0 -27. 0
EIRP required (dbw) 15.3 16. 1 26.2 26.0
TJ:,.ansmitter antenna gain (db) +3.0 +3.0
Transmitter power required (dbw) 12.3 13. 1
Transmitter power required (w) 17.0 20.4
EIRP available dbw) 13.0 13.0 30.0 27. 0
Excess margin (db) +0.7 -0. 1 +3.8 +1. 0
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Table 4.9-8
RF LINK CALCULATION-ISS TO SHUTTLE
Voice Data Ranging
Frequency (GHz) 2.3 2.3 2.3
Total C/N desired (db-Hz) 50.8 51. 6 32.0
0
Link C/N desired (db-Hz) 50.8 51. 6 32.0
0
Path Loss (db) (200 km) 145.8 145.8 145.8
Polarization and pointing los s (db) 4.0 4.0 4.0
Repeater noise (db) 1.0
Circuit loss (db) 4.0 4.0 4.0
Modulation loss (db) 7.3 6.2 18.2
Margin desired (db) 3.0 3.0 3.0
Receive G/T (db/oK) -27.0 -27.0 -27.0
EIRP required (dbw) 13.3 13.0 6.4
Transmitter antenna gain (db) O. 0 0.0 0.0
Transmitter power required (dbw) 13.3 13.0 6.4
Transmitter power required (w) 21. 4 20.0 4.4
EIRP available (dbw) 13.0 13.0 13. 0
Excess margin (db) -0.3 0.0 +6.6
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Table 4.9-9
RF LINK CALCULATION-SHUTTLE TO ISS
Parameter Voice Data Ranging
Frequency (GHz) 2. 1 2. 1 2. 1
Total C/No desired (db-Hz) 50.8 42.4 32.0
Link C/No desired (db-Hz) 50.8 42.4 32.0
Path loss (db) (200 km) 145.0 145.0 145.0
Polarization and pointing 4.0 4.0 4.0
loss (db)
Repeater noise (db)
Circuit los s (db) 4.0 4.0 4.0
Modulation loss (db) 3.6 11.8 20.1
Margin desired (db) 3. 0 3.0 3.0
Receive G/T (db/oK) -30.0 -30.0 -30.0
EIRP required (dbw) 11.8 11. 6 9.5
Transmitter antenna gain (db) +3.0 +3.0 +3.0
Transmitter power required (dbw) 8.8 8.6 6.5
Transmitter power required (w) 7.6 7.2 4.5
EIRP available (dbw) 13.0 13.0 13.0
Excess margin (db) +1.2 +1.4 +3.5
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Table 4. 9-10
RF LINK CALCULATION-ISS TO GROUND (DIRECT)
Parazneter Video Voice Data Ranging
Frequency (GHz) 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3
Total C/N desired (db-Hz) 83.0 53.0 60.5 32.0
0
Link C/N desired (db-Hz) 83.0 53.0 60.5 32.0
0
Path loss (db) (2,200 kzn) 166.6 166.6 166.6 166.6
Polarization and pointing los s (db) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Repeater nois e (db) 1.0
Circuit loss (db) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Modulation loss (db) 0.0 11. 0 3. 5 25.3
Margin desired (db) 3.0 3.0 3. 0 3.0
Receive G/T (db/oK) 19. 7 19. 7 19. 7 19. 7
EIRP required (dbw) 10.3 -8. 7 -8. 7 -14.4
Transznitter antenna gain (db) 0.0 O. 0 O. 0 0.0
Transznitter power required (dbw) 10.3 -8. 7 -8. 7 -14.4
Transznitter power required (w) 10. 7 O. 14 O. 14 0.04
EIRP available (dbw) 13.0 0.0 O. 0 O. 0
Excess znargin (db) +2.3 +8.7 +8.7 +14.4
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Table 4.9-11
RF LINK CALCULATION-ISS TO/FROM EVA
ISS to EVA EVA to ISS
ParaIl1eter Voice Voice Te1eIl1etry
Frequency (GHz) 0.300 0.250 0.250
Total C/No desired (db-Hz) 50.8 50.8 61. 8
Link C/No desired (db-Hz) 50.8 50.8 61.8
Path loss (db) (100Il1) 62. 1 60.5 60.5
Polarization and pointing 6.0 6.0 6.0
loss (db)
Repeater noise (db)
Circuit loss (db) 9.0 9.0 9.0
Modulation loss (db) 0.0 13.8 2. 9
Margin desired (db) 3.0 3. 0 3.0
Receive G/T (db/oK) -35.4 -39.4 -39.4
EIRP required (dbw) -62.3 -46. 1 -46.2
TransIl1itter antenna gain (db) -10.0 -6.0 -6.0
TransIl1itter power required -52.3 -40. 1 -40.2
(dbw)
TransIl1itter power available (w) 0.001 0.001 0.001
EIRP available (dbw) -40.0 -36.0 -36.0
Excess Il1argin (db) + 12.3 +4. 1 +4.2
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4.9.4. 3 Communications Network Trade Study
The quantity and quality of experiment data to be returned to the ground in
real-time, near- real-time, or on a delayed-dump basis strongly influence
the ISS communications subsystem configuration. The basic question that
will be resolved is whether to utilize the DRSS wideband K -band capability
u
during the ISS or to delay implementation of the K -band capability until the
u
GSS. Other factors that were considered in the trade study were the overall
system capabilities, overall system costs, and qualitative considerations.
In the trade study it was assumed that the timely return of the experiment
data to the data processing center was required.
or configurations were considered in the
Option I -Seven ground stations (basic network plus Guam and
Hawaii).
Option II -Five ground stations (basic network, consisting of
Goldstone, Rosman, Madrid, Canberra, and Fairbanks).
Option III- Three ground stations (Goldstone, Rosman, and MILA).
Option IV -DRSS (two satellites and one ground station).
B.
C.
D.
4.9.4.3. 1 Network Options
The following network options
study:
A.
The DRSS and ground network characteristics as defined in NASA letter
PD-SS-M(7l-28), dated 1 June 1971, were utilized. The DRSS system
includes two synchronous relay satellites located at longitudes 15 0 West and
145 0 West. These two satellites will provide for VHF and wide bandwidth
K -band communications between the Space Station. and the ground greater
u
than 90 percent of the time. The ground stations will have the capability to
receive digital data at rates up to 1 Mbps and Apollo-quality television.
The data rate from the remote stations to the continental United States is
limited to only 72 kbps.
A computer program was utilized to determine the coverage gaps and the
average daily coverage time for each of the options. The results are
summarized in Table 4.9-12. it can be seen that Option I is the only option
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Table 4. 9-12
COVERAGE GAPS AND COVERAGE TIME
Coverage Gaps
Option
Gap
Longest
Second
longest
Third
longest
I
1. 5 HR
1.45 HR
1.4 HR
II
7.2 HR
5.65 HR
5.65 HR
III
11. 8 HR
10.0 HR
10.0 HR
IV
:::::: 9 to 10 MIN
Option
I
II
III
IV
Average Daily Coverage (MINIMUM)
2-Deg ELEVATION
309
239
102
~ 1, 300
5-Deg ELEVATION
232
177
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of the three ground station options that is capable of satisfying the 5-hr
maximum interruption requirement of Table 4.9-1.
4.9.4.3.2 Experiment Data Requirements
The RF video and digital data requirements were derived from the NASA-
furnished "Blue Book" and the "Green Book" which was prepared by MMC.
A summary of the ISS experiment data requirements and allocations is
provided in Table 4.9-13. The experiment scheduling was performed by
the MDAC WICK program, which takes into account the available resources,
such as electrical power, crew time, program cost, etc. The RF video and
digital data requirements for case 534G are plotted as a function of time in
Figures 4.9-30 and 4.9-31.
The video data transmission requirements of Figure 4.9-30 are compared
with the three, five, and seven ground station capability along with the
two data relay satellite system capability. The initial video load is largely
due to the LS-1A requirements. This can be accommodated by the ground
station capabilities. However, the addition of the MS-3 video load, starting
80
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Table 4. 9-13
EXPERIMENT DA TA REQUIREMENTS AND ALLQCA TIONS
Data New Blue Book MDAC/MMC/IBM
Experiment Type Requirements Allocations
LS-IA Video 24 hr / day TV for full 60 min/day
life science "core"
A-4C Video 60 minI day 64 minI day
MS-3 Video 212 min/day (MINIMUM) 280 min/day
920 minI day (MAXIMUM)
ES-IG Digital 9 x 1010 bpd gen 9 x 1010 bpd gen
(RF unspecified) (16 percent RF)
P-4B Digital 2.2 x 10 10 bpd gen 2.2 x 1010 bpd gen
(RF unspecified) (10 percent RF)'
in ISS quarter 13, extends the requirements considerably beyond the seven-
station capability. The data presented are a composite of real-time and
orbital-dump requirements. The GSS experiment program still exceeds the
seven station capability, but does not require full-time utilization of the
relay satellite system.
The ISS digital data transmission requirements are principally due to
ES-IG. The capability of Space Station transmission direct to the ground is
shown in Figure 4. 9-31 for three, five,. and seven ground stations, along
with the two data relay satellite capabilities. This shows that even with the
ground station capability of 1 Mbps, the ability to meet the ISS experiment
program requirements is marginal. However, with a two relay satellite
system configuration, the ISS and GSS experiment programs can be accom.-
modated with a moderate load on the relay satellite system.
4.9.4.3.3 System Cost Impacts
An important consideration in the evaluation of the alternate candidates is
the impact on overall system cost. The following system cost assumptions
were utilized in the study.
A. The DRSS and wideband lines to the data processing center are
institutional costs that are not chargeable to the Space Station
Program.
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B. The basic ground network consisting of five stations and the
72 kbps lines are also institutional costs.
C. The maintenance and operations (M&O) costs for additional ground
stations are $ 7. 5 million per station per year.
D. The Intelsat IV lease costs are $11 million per year per 36 MHz
transponder channel. Two channels per year are required for the
5-year period.
E. Additional color video and 10 Mbps digital data recorders are·
$87, 000 per station.
F. The ground station bandwidth modification costs are expected to be
small and have not been included.
G. The commercial leased line costs for color video, monochrome
video, and 1. 34 Mbps are $70, $35, and $25 per mile per month
respectively.
In addition to these costs, the additional cost of implementing the K -band
u
capability on the ISS must also he calculated. These costs are broken down
as follows:
A. The launch weight and power will cause the ISS cost to increase
by $900, 000.
B. By utilizing the cost discounting principle, it is estimated that
$3.9 million can be saved by delaying implementation to the GSS .
./
This is based on a Ku- band system cost of $15 million.
Based on these factors, the total delta cost to the program (ISS plus GSS) is
$4.6 million and the total delta cost to the ISS is $15.9 million.
The costs for each of the four options are summarized in Table 4.9-14.
This summary shows that the five- and seven-ground station options are not
cost-effective due to the high costs as sociated with timely data return when
the commercial satellites and leased lines are utilized. It can therefore be
concluded that the three ground station and DRSS options are the only cost-
effective options.
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Table 4. 9-14
NETWORK CONFIGURATION OPTIONS FACTORS
INTELSAT
IV
Lease Costs
Options .(millions)
Three ground None
stations
Five ground $110
stations
Seven ground $110
stations
DRSS None
(two satellites)
Ground
Commercial Station
Leased Line M&O and MOD ISS
Costs Costs Cost
(millions) ($1, 000) ($1, 000)
None $261 $261
$12.5 $435 $1.22, 900
(wideband)
$12.5 $75,600 $198,100
(wideband)
None None $15,900
Costs are totals for 5 years.
4.9.4.3.4 Qualitative Factors
In addition to the quantitative factors, there are other factors which influence
the selection but are difficult to quantify. These include expanded experiment
support, support of onboard personnel, public and scientific support, and
system simplifications.
Expanded Experiment Support
Two aspects of experiment support which can be addressed are (I) research
reference library and (2) interactive support. By research reference
library, we mean providing the library capability, which is normal to any
research facility, via a high-rate uplink capability coupled to library facili-
ties on the ground. Providing the scientist with random access to large
quantities of scientific information which involves more than voice contact
will considerably enhance his value in pe:dorming onboard tasks. Interactive
support via a full-time wideband inforr:n,ation link allows consultation between
the onboard scientist and his peers to handle unusual events or unexpected
tasks, e. g. a pointing task or a dissection. Since the nature of the Space
Station task is experimental, the occurrence of events which do not fall
within the experience of the crew, and on which consultation is required,
should be expected.
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Support of Onboard Support
Three areas fall within this classification: (1) workload sharing, (2) safety,
and (3) crew diversion.
The sharing of tasks to reduce the workload imposed on onboard personnel
takes on greater significance when the value of onboard crew time is consid-
ered. A high-rate information transfer system with appropriate input and
output devices will facilitate this workload sharing.
A full-time high-rate information transfer system allows monitoring of
anomalies and trends at a ground central location. This reduces the need
for complex sensing and prediction systems onboard and reduces the chance
of an undetected failure during crew sleep periods or between station over-
flights. The uplink capability of the DRSS also allows ground personnel to
demonstrate remedial actions required under emergency situations using
demonstrations and simulations. Such a full-time uplink capability would
have been of great value during the Apollo XIII mission in modification of the
LEM C02 removal system.
Crew diversion involves providing a substitute for the normal input of
information available on a day-to-day basis. During nonflight operations,
this information is derived from newspapers, magazines, books, movies,
television, and other sources. Since the majority of information received
by individuals is far more than that available over the radio or by telephone
and the scope of information is far more than just entertainment, it appears
that this need can only be satisfied by a high-rate information system from
the ground to the Space Station which is possible only with DRSS. The prin-
ciple common complaint expressed by crews involved in the TEKTITE II
experiments concerning lack of information from the outside world supports
this need.
Public and Scientific Support
Public support of the space program requires public knowledge gained
largely through the availability of quality information. The value of this
being available in real time as opposed to recorded on film is arguable.
Nevertheless, the popularity of real-time coverage of previous space
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operations from Mercury through Apollo and from prelaunch to splashdown
should be kept in mind as well as the public's desire for real-time pictorial
coverage of daily news events when determining the desirability of the
DRSS.
Scientific involvement presents a different picture in that (1) the Space
Station is intended specifically to support the scientific community, and
(2) the ground-based scientist must be able to operate in an interactive
manner with the experiment in which he is involved rather than just viewing
results. This is not possible with a voice-grade communication system or
an intermittent system which would exist when the ground network is
utilized.
System Simplification
Two ways in which potential system simplification is achieved with the
DRSS are (1) data transfer and storage, and (2) operational reference
availability.
The data transfer system simplification with a DRSS results from the direct
communication capability rather than upon stored and retransmitted infor-
mation. The direct system removes the requirement for keeping track of
whether a station is due to be passed, what its capability for instantaneous
data transfer is, what its capability for total data transfer is, and the delays
which may accrue from transmis sion between the particular remote ground
station and a central ground support facility. Other simplifications which
result from the direct transfer system are reduction of record and playback
hardware and a reduced requirement to keep track of recorded data to assure
a first-in/first-out capability or satisfaction of priority requirements.
Operational references which must .be available on a full-time basis include
repair instructions, schematics, procedures and other material normally
made available to crew members in written form. Also included is infor-
mation which is generated (partially or wholly) by crew members. This
includes operating and maintenance logs, inventory level and reorder infor-
mation, etc. With a full time uplink and downlink capability, this information
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does not have to be stored onboard but can be readily accessed and updated
using state-of-the-art display and keyboard systems.
4.9.3.4.5 Summary and Recommendations
Based on the results of the study the following conclusions have been
reached:
A. The DRSS and three grourid station options are the only cost
effective options.
B. The three ground station option provides only 6 to 7 percent cover-
age and has coverage gaps of up to 11. 8 hr. This option does not
satisfy the experiment data transmission requires and provides
only a very limited uplink capability.
C. The DRSS option provides nearly continuous coverage, satisfies
the experiment requirements, and provides a wideband uplink
capability.
It has been concluded that the DRSS wideband capability is required during
the ISS and therefore it is recommended that the K -band system be incor-
u
porated on the ISS.
4.9. 3. 5 Internal Communications
Based on Initial Space Station internal voice communications requirements
defined in Section 4. 9. 2. 2, a tradeoff study was performed to determine
whether the internal voice communications system should be configured as a
frequency division multiplex (FDM), time division multiplex (TDM), space
division multiplex (SDM), or a hybrid system combining FDM, TDM, and
SDM techniques. The results of the tradeoff study showed that the system
should be configured as a FDM system. This is in agreement with the 33-ft
Space Station baseline approach. Alternate systems are described in more
detail in the following paragraphs.
4.9. 3. 5. 1 FDM System
The FDM system shown in Figure 4.9-32 is the same basic system selected
for the 33-ft Space Station. The system consists of an FDM bus routed
through the Station. Interfacing terminals are connected to the bus through-
out its length. All internal distribution of telephone, TV, emergency alert,
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public address, and entertainment channels is via this common bus with
each system allotted a portion of the frequency spectrum.
A total of 64 channels is provided on the bus for the audio distribution system.
This would provide for 48 audio terminals, RF mode interface, and spare
channels for growth. The channels are spaced at 4 KHz intervals between 60
and 316 KHz, with each carrier phase-locked to a 4-KHz reference. Lower
single sideband suppressed carrier amplitude modulation (LSB-SC-AM) are
used to provide a minimum bandwidth system.
Each subscriber terminal is configured as a: tunable transceiver with each
subscriber assigned a "home" frequency on which to receive calls. This is
his normal terminal frequency assignment whenever he is not originating a
call. Communications with another subscriber is established by the origin-
ating terminal (# 1) locally tuning his transceiver to the "home" frequency of
the subscriber (#2) he wishes to call. He then would send an inband tone or
pulse on subscriber #2 frequency to notify subscriber #2 that a call is on the
line. Subscriber #2 then comes off-hook and both subscribers converse on
subscriber #2 frequency.
Touch tone control is provided for compatibility with the earth Bell system.
In-band signaling is used for supervisory functions and control.
The use of SS-SC-AM modulation provides a convenient means of confer-
encing. This modulation technique allows multiple terminals to transmit on
the same channel without interference. In practice, it has been pos sible for
any number of subscribers to conference on a single channel. To conference,
one of the subscriber channels is selected as the conference channel. All
other conference transceivers are tuned to the conference channel.
All single channel communication link modems are configured as a normal
audio terminal with the RF equipment replacing the headset. Access to the
RF links is established by the originating terminal "dialing" the "home ll
frequency of the RF modem. Uplink communication is established by the
ground operator dialing the number of the onboard audio station he wishes.
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Conference calls, with the ground operator as one of the participants, could
be initiated either onboard or from the ground. The DRSS modem allows all
telephone channels to be transmitted simultaneously to the ground where they
may be interfaced with the Bell system. Emergency alert and total station
public address are placed on the bus at baseband. Module public address is
provided by as signing dedicated channels to each module. A dedicated
receiver tuned to this channel is required at each audio terminal.
4.9. 3. 5. 2 TDM Syste{ll
The TDM system shown in Figure 4.9-33 consists of a TDM bus routed
throughout the station. Interfacing terminals are connected to the bus
throughout its length. Each audio system interfacing with the bus would be
assigned a time interval (time slot) per each time period within which to
transmit information.
Each subscriber terminal would be assigned a dedicated time slot to which to
transmit calls. To establish a call with another subscriber, the calling
terminal would dial the number of the called station. The calling terminal
would then monitor the called terminals time slot to determine if the line is
available. If the called terminals are available, a ring down supervisory
word consisting of supervisory bits and the address of the called terminals
will be transmitted. The called terminal would be monitoring all time slots
when not in use. Upon receiving a ring down supervisory word containing its
address, the called terminal would generate a ringing signal to the local
oper ator and would transmit its time slot, a supervisory word telling the
calling station that it has received the call and is ringing. When the called
station comes "off-hook, II the ring back supervisory word will be discontin-
ued and voice circuit completed. The circuit would remain closed until
either of the parties terminate the call by returning to the "on-hook"
condition.
Supervisory and voice transmis sion would be time shared within the same
time slot. Supervisory information would be transmitted until the circuit is
completed. After the circuit is completed, only digital voice would be
transmitted.
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Delta modulation techniques would be used for A to D and D to A conversion.
This technique provided a digital signal of minimum sampling rate and very
simple circuitry requirements. By using delta modulation and time sharing
of supervisory and digital voice data, a 64 channel system with a bit rate of
512 Bit per second can be provided.
Conferencing would be provided by a special purpose modem. Conference
terminals would transmit to the conference modem. The modem would
convert the inputs from each conference to analog voice, combine the analog
voice on to one channel, reconvert to digital voice, and transmit the
combined digital voice over its assigned tlme.. slot. The conference termin-
als would transmit in their assigned time slot and receive on the confer-
encing modems time slot.
As in the FDM system, the single channel RF link modems would be accessed
in the same manner as an audio terminal. The DRSS link would require a
modem capable of demultiplexing the channels required for transmitting and
converting the signal to a format compatible with the modulation technique
us ed on the RF link.
Emergency alert, TV, and entertainment would require a separate distribu...
tion system such as an FDM bus.
Synchronization would be provided through the use of a separate clock bus.
Both frame and bit synchronization would be provided by this bus.
4. 9. 3. 5. 3 SDM System
The SDM system shown in Figure 4.9-34 would consist of one or more
central exchanges accessed by wired-in connections. A multiple central
exchange system would seem to meet the need of a modular station concept.
Central exchanges would be provided in each crew module. Each central
exchange would service, as local terminals, all audio and RF voice links
located in that module and provide the capability of servicing terminals
located in an attached power module, general lab module, and.two experiment
modules. The central exchanges within the system would be interconnected
by hard wired "long distance" lines.
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In-band touch tone signaling would be used. Each exchange would be
assigned an exchange nwnber and each terminal service by an exchange
would be assigned a terminal number. To access a local terminal only the
terminal number would be dialed. To acces s a terminal on a different
exchange, the exchange number and terminal number would be dialed.
Each telphone contains an audio transmitter and receiver· plus certain super-
visory signaling functions. Other supervisory signaling functions may be
generated at the central switch. Supervi.sory signals are required for dial
tone, busy tone, ring-down/back tone, and on-off hook indications.
The local exchanges would interface directly with the RF equipment and
provide baseband voice. The moderns would be required to configure the
baseband voice to a form compatible with the RF Link modulation.
Emergency alert would be routed through the exchanges to all audio term-
inals. TV and entertainment would require a separate distribution system.
4.9. 3. 5.4 Evaluation of the Candidate Configurations
A summary of the characteristics of the three candidate configurations is
provided in Table 4.9-15. Based on these characteristics, the candidate
configurations were ranked as to their applicability to the requirements of
the five options.
4.9. 3. 5. 5 Selection and Recom.mendation of the. Preferred Approach
The results of the trade-off study on the candidate systems show that the
audio distribution system should be configured as a frequency division
multiplexed (FDM) system.
The FDM system provides the best overall compatibility with the interfacing
systems. The use of touch tone dialing and SS-SC-AM modulation techniques
make the FDM system directly compatible with the Earth Bell Telephone
System. The RF link moderns would be simple and of straight forward
design. For the single voice channel RF links, such as MSFN, the link
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1
modem would be configured as a normal audio terminal with the RF
equipment replacing the headset. The modem would provide baseband voice
to and receive baseband voice from the RF equipment. The multichannel
DRSS link modem becomes very simple in that the portion of the frequency
~pectron in which the audio channels are located can be stripped from the
co:mm.on bus and transmitted down link directly. In addition, the FDM bus
can be used to distribute the TV"and entertainment channels.
The FDM system provides the greatest capability of growth of all systems
evaluated. The FDM bus provides a simple distribution system wh~ch can be
expanded simply by adding to its length. Terminals can be added to the
system throughout its length with little, if any, disruption of system opera-
tion. The amount of overbuild required to provide growth potential is very
small. The bus provides capacity well beyond the maximum assumed
capacity of the modular station. The tunable transceiver within the audio
terminal can easibly be designed to provide the required channel capacity.
Terminals are now available with a 600 channel capacity.
The use of SS-SC-AM modulation provides a convenient means of confer-
encing. This modulation technique allows multiple terminals to transmit on
the same channel without interference. In practice, it has been possible for
any number of subscribers to conference on a single channel. No special
purpose modem is required for conferencing.
Public addres s and emergency alert functions can be provided for in the
same system. Station public address and emergency alert can be placed on
the FDM bus at baseband. A simple receiver at each audio terminal can be
provided to detect this baseband signal. Module level public address could
be provided by as signing a telephone channel to each module or area that
you wish to cover. A simple fixed frequency receiver would be required at
each audio terminal for this function.
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4.10 DATA MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM
4. 10. 1 Summary
The data management subsystem (DMS) provides data acquisition control,
transfer, storage, and processing for Modular Space Station users, sub-
systems, and experiments. Control of ISS operation is provided through
standard data bus terminals and appropriate digital and analog interface
equipments under computer control. Crew access to computer operations
is provided through keyboard and display equip.ment.
4. 10. 1. 1 Selected Design
Two computer complexes are provided, one in the Power /Subsystems Module
for subsystems operations and the other in the GPL Module for experiment
operations. Each of the computer complexes is a modular multiprocessor.
A primary advantage of this configuration for the Modular Space Station is
its ease of re-configuration or growth as Space Station modules and Research
and Application Modules (RAM's) are added. A secondary advantage is the
continuous computational support provided by graceful degradation failure
modes. For additional computational backup the experiment multiprocessor
can be rapidly reconfigured to perform the subsystem operation functions.
The computer's auxiliary memories provide the capability for reading a
variety of stored programs into the computer main memory on an as -needed
basis. The programs will have been prepared in advance and kept in storage
in anticipation of the above, or new programs will be generated, as required,
on the ground and transmitted (via RF links) or carried (via a logistics
module flight) to the modular Space Station. The crew can also initiate pro-
gram changes through the alpha-numeric keyboards.
Intermodule communications (data distribution) are accomplished under com-
puter control of the data buses. Terminal-to-terminal transfer of data may
also occur within a module. The data bus concept employs a hybrid time
division multiplex (TDM) frequency division multiplex (FDM) technique for
transfer and FDM techniques for analog data and digital data transfer.
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Control is accomplished by a computer input output controller using standard
control words which provide terminal addressing and instructions (a terminal
is defined here as any device directly sending or receiving data from a data
bus),
Data acquisition is implemented by analog and digital terminals which have
the ability to handle eight standard interfaces, The number of channels of a
digital terminal may be effectively expanded to 512 by connecting a remote
data acquisition unit (RDAU) to each standard interface, Each RDAU will
accept up to 48 (analog or discrete) inputs and output 16 discrete' commands,
Digital data acquisition is initiated by a computer instruction to an input out-
put controller which enters a command word with an appropriate digital ter-
minal address onto the digital data bus. The digital terminal which is
addressed responds by placing its data on the data bus; the requesting input
output controller then either stores the data in the computer main memory
for processing or routes it to another terminal for subsystem/experiment
use or storage. Analog terminals are used to multiplex non-sampled experi-
ment data onto analog bus subcarriers. The analog bus also carries wide-
band video on individual subcarriers.
Bulk data storage utilizes ultra-high density magnetic tape recording techni-
ques and is configured to meet high data volume storage and relatively slow
access speed requirements. Storage is used primarily for digital data prior
to onboard processing or return to Earth via logistics module / shuttle orbiter
for ground processing.
Image processing equipment provides a capability for selected processing of
high...;reso1ution video data, for transforming film data into electronic signals,
or both. Tape storage for experiment video is also provided. Timing anno-
tations on the tape will allow a crewman to play back selected portions of the
recording. Portable audio recorders are used for crew notes. A simplified
DMS block diagram is shown in Figure 4. 10 -1.
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4.10.1.2 Key Issues
The key issues for the Modular Space Station DMS are as follows:
A. Computer configuration.
B. Data bus implementation.
C. Equipment allocation to modules.
4. 10. 1. 3 Analysis and Trades
DMS trade studies performed on the Phase B study for the 33-ft diameter
station and the first follow-on option for the Modular Station were reviewed
for application to the subsystem selection performed in this study phase. A
matrix chart showing these trades and the resulting conclusions is shown in
Figure 4. 10-2. Also shown in a summary of additional trade studies per-
formed where further trade comparisons were felt necessary for the Modular
Station. A trade study of electronic equipment packaging and installation
approaches is also included in this section. The selected approach is appli-
cable to electronic equipment in other subsystems in addition to data manage-
ment. The program requirements for expansion and growth of the 33 -ft
diameter Space Station provided a base for trade studies which are directly
applicable to the Modular Space Station. Overall Information Management
analysis and trade studies, including onboard versus ground processing, are
reported in MP-Ol. No significant changes in the conclusions of these trade
studies were found. However, factors producing minor changes were:
A. Changes in onboard data processing requirements due to the
modular buildup process.
B. Performance of most RAMS experiment data processing within the
RAMS modules.
C. Changes in the MSS launch data and experiment schedules.
Consideration of these factors resulted in the consolitation of onboard data
proces sing equipment into two multiprocessing computing facilities: one
dedicated to subsystem support; the other primarily for supporting experi-
ment operations but providing a capability to perform subsystem operations
in the event that the subsystem computing facility is not operational. Both
facilities will be capable of modular buildup to efficiently accommodate the
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SUBSYSTEM
COMPUTATION
DATA ACQUISITION!
DISTRIBUTION
IMAGE
PROCESSING
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
PACKAGING/
INSTALLATION
EQUIPMENT LOCATION FOR MODULAR
SPACE STATION
MEMORY TECHNOLOGY SELECTION
COMBINED DIGITAL ANALOG BUS VERSUS
SEPARATE BUSES AND CHANNEL
ALLOCATION
DESIGN STUDIES
DEGREE OF ONBOARD IMAGING
PROCESSING. EOUIPMENT/SOFTWAR
COMPLEXITY
INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC PACKAGING
AND INSTALLATION SELECTION
R260
SELECTED APPROACH
MULTIPROCESSORS
CENTRALIZED MULTIPROCESSORS (2)
CENTRALIZED MULTIPROCESSORS (2)
SUBSYSTEM MULTIPROCESSOR IN POWER/
SUBSYSTEM MODULE
EXPERIMENT MULTIPROCESSOR IN
GENERAL PURPOSE LABORATORY
MAIN MEMORY - MONOLITHIC
AUXILIARY MEMORY - BUBBLE
CONVERT ANALOG SOURCES LESS THAN
10 kHz TO DIGITAL CLOSE TO SOURCE
AND ACQUIRE IN DIGITAL FORM
SOFTWARE FORMATTING
DECENTRALIZED CLOSE TO THE SOURCE
USING REMOTE DATA ACQUISITION
UNITS
COAX FOR MAIN DISTRIBUTION' BUS
TWISTED WIRE PAIR FOR INTERNAL
SUBSYSTEM BUS
SEPARATE DIGITAL AND ANALOG
BUSES .
MULTIPLE ANALOG AND DIGITAL
CHANNELS
COMBINATION TDM/FDM SYSTEM
SEPARATE DIGITAL AND ANALOG BUSES
(8) DIGITAL CHANNELS, 10 MB EACH.
MULTIPLE ANALOG CHANNELS
THE FOLLOWING DESIGN LEVEL STUDIES
HAVE BEEN PERFORMED AS PART OF THE
SPECIAL EMPHASIS STUDY AND ARE
REPORTED IN SE-02
• CONTROL CONCEPTS
• ERROR DETECTION TECHNIQUES
• DATA BUS COUPLING - BRANCH
VERSUS LOOPING
• MODULATION, TIMING. SYNCHO-
NIZATION AND WAVEFORM
FORMAT SELECTION
• DATA BUS CONTROLLER CON-
FIGURATION TRADE STUDY
ONBOARD IMAGE PROCESSING FOR
CALIBRATION AND CONTROL. HYBRID
DIGITAL ANALOG .
STANDARDIZED FAMILY OF REPLACE·
ABLE MODULES WITH SINGLE PLANE
INSTALLATION ACCESSIBILITY
NOTES: NON-5HADED AREAS DENOTE THOSE STUDIES PERFORMED DURING THE EXTENSION PHASE.
SHADED AREAS DENOTE PREVIOUS STUDIES REVIEWED FOR MSS APPLICATION DURING EXTENSION
PHASE.
Figure 4.10-2. OMS Trade Study Summary
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increase in subsystem and experiment .computing requirements during the
10-year lifetime of the program. The modular buildup capability in the
experiment data proce ssing facility will permit the accommodation of signifi-
cant variations in the experiment program as this program becomes better
de'fined.
Postpone'ment of the MSS launch date and changes in the experiment program
schedules will allow the utilization of more capable onboard and ground-
computing equipment than was considered in the 33-ft diameter Space Station
study. Advances in the onboard computing system and MSS to ground com-
munications capabilities will enable a more efficient and more timely experi-
ment program. Improvements in ground data processing and ground com-
munications capabilities will enable a more thorough reduction of data prior
to its dis semination to users.
The International Business Machines Corporation provided funded support in
the areas of experiment requirements analysis, review of 33-ft Space Station
study DMS trade studies, and preliminary design of the computational
assemblies and associated onboard software and the data bus concept included
in this report.
4. 10. 2 Requirements
Data Management subsystem. requirements were derived from analysis of
Modular Space Station experiment and subsystem support requirements with
efforts concentrated on those areas which were significantly different from
the 33-ft Space Station. Data acquisition, distribution, and processing
requirements were obtained primarily from the information management
system analysis described in MP-OI and summarized in Section 4. 10.4. 1.
The DMS requirements are summarized into three categories: (1) functional,
(2) performance, and (3) operational. The key requirements which influenced
the selected DMS design are shown in Table 4. 10-1.
4. 10.2. 1 Functional Requirements
Functions allocated to the DMS provide the capability to acquire, process,
control, and transfer data from various subsystem and experiment sources,
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Table 4, 10-1
KEY SUBSYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Requirements
• Project Specification
No. RS02927, Para, 3.2. 1. 1. 9
Space Station information
management shall be compatible
with all Station module deriva-
tives. experiments, experiment
modules, logistics vehicles,
tugs, relay satellite, and
ground communication systems.
• Project Specification
No, RS02927, Para, 3,2,6,2, 1
and Program Specification
No, RS02925, Para, 3,2,6,2,2
The Space Station shall be
divided into at least two pressur-
ized habitable volumes so that
any damaged module can be
isolated as required. Acces sible
modules will be equipped and
provisioned so that the crew can
safely continue a degraded mis-
sion and take corrective action
to either repair or replace the
damaged module,
DMS Design Features
• Processing capability is sized for
the ISS and provides for modular
growth to the GSS, A standard-
ized data acquisition and distri-
bution inte rface is implemented
by data bus terminals and remote
data acquisition units.
• The computation complexes and
the two display and control con-
soles are in separate modules
enabling Station operations to be
conducted from either the Crew/
Operations or GPL module.
as well as from ground control and other program and project elements,
These functions enable the Modular Space Station crew to command and con-
trol all onboard resources and provide both the crew and user with informa-
tion sorted and annotated so as to minimize distribution and analysis
problems,
A breakout of the DMS functional requirements with definitions is listed in
Table 4, 10-2, The functions are essentially identical for the 33-ft Station
and the Modular Station, but with some differing in degree due to a smaller
crew and the more limited ISS experimental program. Also, the rendezvous
and docking control function is required only at the GSS level for free-flying
RAM's since other dockings are controlled from the Shuttle.
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Table 4. 10-2
DMS FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS
SUBSYSTEM (COMPUTATION) SUPPORT
Subsystem Control and Scheduling - Master control of automated sub-
system and experiment operations.
Display Generation and Control - Control of integrated subsystem
displays and th,e generation of display routines.
Data Bus Control - Timing and control of data reception and trans-
mission via the data bus.
TM Formatting - Selection and scheduling of downlink data
transmittal.
Data Acquisition Formatting - Sequencing, encoding, and scheduling
of subsystem data.
Decommutation - Retrieval and reconstitution of encoded subsystem
data to its original, or to some other desired form.
Storage - Control of subsystem data accumulation and retrieval.
Command - Command validation, storage, and execution for sub-
systems.
Data Computation - Redundancy reduction, trend extrapolation, and
general data manipulation in support of subsystems.
Antenna Control - Selection and pointing of antennas.
Navigation - Maintain continuous onboard orbital position fix with
periodic update from the ground.
Stabilization/Control - Implementation of control laws, attitude refer-
ence transformations, and energy management.
Rendezvous and Docking - Computations supporting free-flying RAM
rendezvous and docking operations (GSS only).
Reconfiguration - Modification of subsystem equipment and software
configurations.
Subsystem Consumab1es Management - Consumables utilization and
prediction of replenishment requirements; rescheduling of consumable
expenditure to conform to available stores.
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Table 4. 10-2
DMS FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
Inventory Control - Subsystem spares status and replenishment
requirements, recordkeeping.
Maintenance Information Control - Location and display of subsystem
maintenance, setup, and operating procedures.
Habitability Status /Support of Other Vehicles - Status determination
of habitability for docked Logistic Modules and RAM's.
Checkout - Status, diagnostics, fault isolation for all Station sub-
systems.
Self-Check - Self-diagnosis for error detection and recovery.
Training - Simulation of infrequently-performed Station operations,
such as docking, to maintain crew proficiency.
EXPERIMENT COMPUTATION SUPPORT
Experiment Control and Scheduling - Scheduling and control of experi-
ments.
Display Generation and Control - Control of experiment displays and
generation of display routines.
Data Acquisition Formatting - Sequencing, encoding, and scheduling
of experiment data.
Decommutation - Retrieval and reconstitution of experiment data to
its original or a new form.
Storage - Control of experiment data accumulation and retrieval.
Experiment Data Correlation - Association of experiment data with
operational data, such as position/velocity coordinates.
Experiment Calibration - Correlation of sensor calibration and usage
data with sensor outputs accompanied by mechanical adjustment of
equipment and software routine.
Data Compaction - Redundancy reduction and software data compac-
tion operations.
Inventory Control - Generation of experiment spares status and
replenishment lists.
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Table 4-10.2
DMS FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
Maintenance Information Control - Location and display of mainte-
nance, repair, and operating procedure for experiments.
Checkout - Status, diagnostics, fault isolation for experiments.
Self-Check - Self-diagnosis for error detection and recovery.
Experiment Planning - Short-range (daily or bi-daily planning).
Crew Health and Proficiency Testing - Analysis of physiological and
psychological data in conjunction with laboratory equipment.
DATA ACQUISITION AND DISTRIBUTION
Signal Conditioning - Conversion of sensor outputs to desired ampli-
tude levels and frequency content; i. e., scaling, frequency to voltage
conversion.
Multiplexing - Combining of multiple data channels into one channel
using frequency or time division techniques.
Analog to Digital Conversion - Encoding of sampled data to a selected
digital form.
Formatting - Collection of a prescribed amount of data, along with
its associated synchronization words, control words, timing signals,
and other required overhead information into proper order for
onboard or downlink distribution and proces sing.
Limit Checking - Comparison of a measured parameter against pre-
scribed limits.
Instruction Decoding - Recognition of instructions contained within a
binary-coded control signal.
Programming - Synchronization and control of digita110gic circuits
and events by timing signals.
Addressing - Command selection of device, word or message, trans-
fer, and acquisition.
Addres s Decoding - Deciphering of a device address,· channel address,
and instructions.
Error Detection - Determination of message validity.
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Table 4-10.2
DMS FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
Buffering - Temporary storage of analog or digital data after acquisi-
tion and prior to transfer.
DATA STORAGE
Recording - Transformation of electronic signals to a form or medium
allowing their accumulation and retention.
Retrieval - Location and transformation of recorded data to its
original form.
IMAGE PROCESSING
Image Transformation - Conversion of imagery to a form suitable for
viewing and editing.
Image Storage - Storage of video, analog, and digital data in physical
form.
Image Retrieval - Acquisition of records stored on film, microfilm,
or tape.
4. 10.2.2 Performance Requirements
Performance requirements consist of accuracy, timing, rates or other capa-
bility constraints imposed on DMS elements resulting from design analysis to
implement the previously enumerated functions. The ISS CEI level Data
Management performance requirements are in CM-03, ISS Part I CEI Speci-
fication. DMS subsystem level performance requirements for computation
are summarized in terms of speed and word storage quantities in
Table 4. 10-3. Section 4. 10.4. 1 contains rationale supporting the derivation
of these requirements. Performance requirements for the remaining func-
tions are shown in Table 4.10-4. These requirements are a result of design
analysis for the IMS Special Emphasis Tasks, reported in SE-02, and analy-
sis of the Modular Space Station experiment and subsystem support
requirements.
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Table 4. 10-4
DMS PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Functions
Data Acquisition and Distribution
Signal Conditioning
Multiplexing
Formatting
Analog-to-Digital Conversion
Limit Checking
Address Decoding
Timing
Buffering
Addressing
Transfer Rate
Transfer Modes
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Requirements
Condition analog input signals
ranging from 0 to 4. 0 millivolts
and 0 to 5 volts, 2 gains pro-
grammable by command.
Sequential and random access of
channel imputs
Capable of operating under com-
puter software control
8- bit accuracy
Capable of parallel bit-by-bit
comparison of 7 - bit digital words
Capable of generating out-of-
limit flag upon noncomparison of
any given word
Provisions for decoding terminal,
acquisition unit, channel, and
word addresses
Programmable clock rates
Modularly expandable storage
periods (capacity divided by input
data rate) in excess of bus -polling
periods
Ability to addres s up to I, 024
unique devices.
Transfer digital data at composite
rate of minimum of 30 megabits
per sec.
Information transfer between data
terminals under computer control
Information transfer between data
terminal and computer under com-
puter control
Table 4-10. 4
DMS PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
Functions
Data Acquisition and Distribution
Information Words
Error Detection
Data Storage
Video Recording
Digital Data Retrieval
Requirements
Control word to consist of 18 bits
Data words to contain 16 bits for
data
Elemental bit error rate les s
than 10- 6
Probability of undetected error
less than 1.2 x 10- 10
Message blocks to be rejected if
the bit error rate is exceeded
within the message period
Bit packing density at least 106
bits per sq in.
Recording rate at least 2. 5 x 107
bits/sec
Storage capacity of 10 10 bits
minimum per tape reel
Frequency response: 4.5 MHz
at 3 db
Record Time: 3 hrminimum
Time to locate a given starting
address label to average 10 sec
maximum
4. 10.2. 3 Operational Requirements
Operational requirements consist of those constraints imposed on the DMS in
performing the functions allocated to it or arising from crew, shuttle launch
interval, and the various program and project element interface considera-
tions. Operational requirements are summarized in Table 4. 10- 5 by function
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Table 4.10-5
DMS OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Function
Subsystem (Computation) Support
Secondary Computation
Program !tevision
Program Reload
Manual Control and Display
Data Acquisition and Distribution
Experiment Data Acquisition
Subsystem Data Acquisition
Unmanned Monitoring
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Requirements
Redundant computation equipment
for subsystem control shall be
provided in at least two separate
modules at each stage of manned
operation.
Capability for program updating
and exchange by ground personnel
in quick and delayed time shall be
provided.
Provisions for replacement of
programs in volatile program
store by programs from auxiliary
storage shall be available.
Provisions shall be included for
selection and control of equipment
operating modes and data readouts
by crewmen. Access is to be
available to the DMS computer
from both central control consoles
and portable control units.
Experiment data acquisition
requirements are described in
Section 4.10.4.1. Table 4. 10-6
summarizes these requirements.
Table 4. 10-7 summarizes these
requirements.
Capability shall be provided for
monitoring the Space Station
modules in an unmanned condition
to confirm the functional capa-
bilities of critical subsystems
prior to committing the launch of
modules or of the crew.
Table 4. 10-5
DMS OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
Function
Data Acquisition and Distribution
Manual Selection
Image Processing
Experiment Control
Image Selection
Filtering
Bulk Data Storage
Storage Capacity
Requirements
Capability to manually select data
bus channels shall be provided.
Sufficient equipment shall be pro-
vided to allow astronauts to
control/ calibrate the experiments.
A film viewer shall be available to
allow the crew to select images
for editing.
Enhancement of experiment data
for visual as s es sment of quality
shall be provided.
Capacity to store 30 days of digital
and video data generated in the
quantities shown in Table 4. 10-6
shall be provided.
and requirement. The experiment data acquisition requirements are a
result of information management system analysis described in MP-O 1 and
summarized in Section 4. 10.4. 1. An estimate is included for photographic
film expended during station operations in the total quantity of photographic
film required per quarter. The subsystem data acquisition requirements
are a result of onboard checkout requirements analysis.
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Table 4. 10-6
EXPERIMENT DATA ACQUISITION SUMMARY
ISS GSS
• Experiment Data 1070 3631Sources
• Generated 1.3 x 1011 bits/day 1.2 x 10
12 bits/day
• Transmitted 1.66 x 10
10 bits/day 2 x lOll bits/day
Real Time 2.2 x 109 bits/day 3.7 x 10 10 bits/day
Orbital Dump 1.4 x 10 10 bits/day 1.63 x 1011 bits/day
• Magnetic Tape 628 Kg/quarter 4475 Kg/quarter(1381 lb/quarter) (9870 lb/quarter)
• Video Data
• Transmitted 404/880 min/day 556/816 min/day(average/peak)
Real Time 184/ 424 min/ day 336/516 min/day
(average/
peak)
Orbital Dump 220/480inin/day 220/480 min/day
(average/
pea,k)
• Video Tape 106 Kg/quarter 2150 Kg / quarter(233 lb/quarter) (47501b/quarter)
• Photographic Film 200 Kg/quarter 780 Kg/quarter(Experim.ents and (440 lb/quarter) (1719lb/quarter)
Operations) 4K frames/day 18K frames/day
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Table 4. 10-7
SUBSYSTEM DATA ACQUISITION SUMMARY
Number of
Module Data Sources
Power Module 1 1746
Crew Module 1 1215
GPL Module 654
ISS Totals 3615
Crew Module 2 1021
Power Module 2 1585
GSS Totals 6221
Worst Case
Data Rate
52 KBpS
42 KBPS
23 KBPS
117 KBPS
35 KBPS
48 KBPS
200 KBPS
4. 10. 3 Selected Subsystem Design
4. 10. 3. 1 Description
The following sections contain a subsystem level description of the DMS
followed by as s embly level descriptions of its constituent functional elements.
Thes e DMS functional elements consist of:
A. Data acquisition and distribution
B. Computation.
C. Data Storage.
D. Displays and controls.
E. Entertainment.
F. Image Processing
G. Software (not truly an assembly but included herein for a complete
DMS description).
Assemblies composing the various functional elements are shown in Fig-
ure 4.10-3. The subsystem is designed to provide a nearly autonomous facil-
ity for the support and control of other subsystems. Ground support is
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provided for periodic navigation updates. Experiment data handling is con-
sidered to be semiautonomous in that "quick-look!! evaluation of data will be
performed both on the Modular Space Station and on the ground. DMS opera-
tions are directed by physically separated multi-processors which also con-
trol acces s to the digital data bus.
Additional functions performed by the subsystem include short-term mission
scheduling, subsystem and experiment consumables management, inventory
control and maintenance information control. Table 4. 10-8 presents a sum-
mary of subsystem equipment physical characteristics.
4. 10. 3. 1. 1 Subsystem Level Description
The data management subsystem accepts raw and preconditioned data from
Modular Space Station subsystems, integral experiments, and experiments in
attached RAMs via the data acquisition and distribution equipment. It outputs
the data in processed and semi-processed form to the crew and/or to the
ground via the communications subsystem and the Shuttle Orbiter! Logistics
Modules (hard copy and physical specimens). The resulting overall DMS
configuration is very similar to the 33-ft Space Station configuration. The
Modular Space Station buildup sequence and the DMS support requirements
during all stages of the buildup determine the equipment allocation to the first
module launched; while the allocation to the other two modules is primarily
determined by the major functions of each module. The integrated DMS
configuration with the elements allocated to each Modular Space Station
module is shown in block diagram form in Figure 4. 10-4.
The first module launched (Power /Subsystems Module) contains DMS ele-
ments which provide the capability for automatic command/ control, data
acquisition, and data record/playback both for checkout to verify the module
operational readiness before Shuttle Orbiter separation and for verification
of operational status of unmanned module from the ground. It also provides
the computational capability for attitude control and checkout. The first
module DMS capacilities continue to support these functions throughout the
ISS buildup and manned operations. The second module launched (Crew/
Operations Module) contains the DMS elements for flight crew control of the
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Station operations and for flight crew entertainment. The third module
launched (GPL) contains the DMS elements primarily associated with experi-
ment operations. Some of these elements also serve as backup/redundant
capabilities. The experiment control multiprocessor and the associated dis-
play and control capability also provide the backup station operations for the
crew in a separately and independently habitable compartment during the
manned phases of operation. Both digital and analog data buses interconnect
the DMS elements within and between modules. The buses are also extended
into RAMs, Log Modules, etc., when they are attached to a docking port.
Data Acquisition and Distribution
The data acquisition elements obtain raw or preconditioned data from sensors
and circuits in all ISS modules. The elements consist of signal conditioning
which serves to provide standardized signal forms, levels and output imped-
ances, and remote data acquisition units (RDAUs) used for multiplexing,
digitizing, and limit checking. Detachable television cameras provide inter-
nal and external Station surveillance. Camera control units mounted near
cameras operate on internal synchronization with only a video signal being
transferred to the analog data bus.
The data distribution elements include two buses, one analog and one digitaL
The analog bus contains audio and video data assigned directly to FDM chan-
nels. The digital bus contains asynchronous TDM/FDM digital data channels
operating in a half duplex mode on a command response control basis. A
digital channel connects a control processor to data bus terminals through
modems. The data bus terminals provide the interface for control of remote
data acquisition units (RDAUs), subsystem devices, or experiment
equipment.
Control of the digital data bus is maintained by the executive program of the
command and control multiprocessor. Each device is polled as required by
data urgency. Each digital channel speed is 10 MBPS and is fast enough to
prevent any data loss based on expected data rates and reasonable buffer
storage sizes at each terminal device.
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Device-to-device transfer is possible by special comITland of the data bus
controller. Terminals which need to communicate with each other must
necessarily be assigned to the same digital bus frequency. However, where
required, a ter.rninal may be switched from one frequency to another by the
computer.
Two redundant data buses, one analog and one digital, are included in each
module and are also routed to all docking port interfaces. A total of
93 RDA Us and 50 digital data terITlinals are distributed within the three ISS
ITlodules. Three analog data terminals are in the GPL module to support
integral experiments. Three television caITleras are mounted externally on
the Crew /Operations Module for external Station Surveillance and a total of
seven are provided for internal surveillance.
COITlputation
The computation equipment consists of two co.rnputer complexes located in
separate modules; the proces sor for subsystem control and flight operations
is in the Power /Subsystems Module and the processor for experi.rnent control
and scheduling is in the GPL ITlodule. The subsystem control and flight
operations functions may be performed by the GPL computer complex if the
need arises. When equipment is not operating, it will be placed in a standby
condition to conserve power. Periodically, each processor will run self-test
routines to detect internal failures. If a failure is detected, the failed unit
will be switched out and replaced automatically with another unit. The crew
will be notified via the OCS so maintenance can be initiated. Auxiliary
meITlories provide the capability for reading a variety of stored prograITls
into a computer on an as-needed basis for selected and/or intermittent
cOITlputer operations. The programs will have been prepared in advance and
kept in storage in anticipation of the above, or new prograITls will be genera-
ted as required either by transmis sion froITl the ground or onboard by ITleans
of a display and controls keyboard.
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The central processing unit (CPU) is similar to the MSFC SUMC described
in MSFC Report SP-232 -0384, 'IMSFC Advanced Aerospace Computer, dated
July 6, 1970. Each CPU operates at 500 KOPS (equivalent add instructions).
Two operating CPUs in amultiprocessoi configuration are installed in each
computer complex. Two input output controllers, one operating and one
redundant, are installed in each computer complex. Each main memory
module's capacity is 16 K words. Six operating modules are installed in the
subsystem computer complex and five in the experiment computer complex.
Each auxiliary memory module has a capacity of 1 M words. Two auxiliary
memory modules are installed in each computer complex. One module in
each complex is redundant.
Data Storage
Digital bulk data storage utilizes ultra-high density magnetic tape recording
techniques and is configured to meet high data rate and low volume storage
requirements with relatively slow access speed requirements. The storage
equipment will be used primarily for data recording prior to onboard pro-
cessing or return to Earth via Logistics Module/Shuttle Orbiter for ground
processing. Data acquired from the various subsystems or experiments is
addressed by the source prior to transfer, time tagging and storage. This
storage equipment also provides the highest level of memory in the computa-
tionmemory hierarchy. Digital bulk data storage is provided in each ISS
module.
Magentic tape recorders are also employed for storage of voice and video
data. A conventional linear recording method is used for portable voice
recorders while machines of the rotary head/wideband variety are required
for videQ. Records and procedures will als 0 be stored on microfilm.. Voice
and video data recorders are provided in the Crew/Operations and GPL
Modules.
Displays and Controls
Displays and controls (D&C) provide the crew with mointoring and control
capability over the ISS, its subsystems, and the related experiment programs.
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Through the D&C a man-machine interface is achieved whereby the crew is
pres ented information from which control action is taken for subsystem
management, vehicle maneuver supervision, energy and consumable manage-
ment, and experiment program direction. The D&C is capable of presenting
information that reflects operational status and performance capability to the
crew and provides the capability for achieving subsystem and vehicle control.
The D&C is configured to accommodate scheduled as well as spontaneous
mis sion operations. To achieve this in a manner that minimizes the crew-
time required by an operator to "man" the D&C station for controlling and
monitoring operations, the DMSmultiprocessor provides a high degree of
automatic subsystem management and control of most SUbsystem equipment
operations. This management is routinely performed without crew interven-
tion until such time asman's interpretive and decision-making capabilities
are required for responding to changing requirements, real-time observa.;.
tions, moments of opportunity, emergency situations, and checkout!
maintenance.
Display and control equipments consist of (1) primary command and control
center in the Crew/Operations Module for ISS and subsystems control,
(2) experiment command and control center in the GPL Module for experi-
ment program management and backup to the primary command and control
center, (3) portable display and control units, and (4) remote alert units and
ente rtainment facilities.
Entertainment
Entertainment facilities are supplied to provide relaxation for off-duty crew
members. These facilities include TV monitors in the crew quarters and
wardrooms, as well as music piped through the speaker system. A video
reproducer unit is supplied to provide a source for playing of stored program
material.
Image Processing
Image processing equipment provides a capability in the GPLmodule to aid
the onboard crew in calibration and control of experiments. An image pro-
cessing display and control console is provided to select appropriate analog
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and digital functions and display the results of such processing to enhance or
improve images.
Software
Onboard software provides both executive and checkout functions for both
computer complexes. Application programs for flight operations and sub-
systems support are normally executed in the primary computer complex and
experiment related programs are executed in the experiment computer
complex.
4.10.3.1.2 Data Acquisition and Distribution Assemblies
A detailed design of the data buses and selected interfacing assemblies for a
GSS was accomplished as part of the IMS Special Emphasis Tasks and is
documented in SE-02. The resulting design of these assemblies is summar-
ized in this section along with descriptions of the rest of the da:ta acquisition
and distribution assemblies.
Analog Data Bus
The analog data bus contains audio and video data assigned directly to FDM
channels. The channel assignments are shown in Figure 4. 10-5. The analog
data bus is shown in Figure 4.10-6 with typical interfacing assemblies.
The audio channels performance characteristics are shown in Table 4. 10-9
for the GSS configuration. These parameters will result in a 95 percent
worst case intelligibility (15 db signal to noise ratio) when a receiver in an
attached module is energized by a transmission from a different attached
module.
The video channels performance characteristics are shown in Table 4. 10-10
for the GSS configuration. These param,eters result in a worst case 39 db
signal-to-noise ratio when receiving a transmission in a core module or the
GPLmodule from an attached module separated by the full length of the GSS
data bus. This S IN corresponds to a very fine picture quality (mid dil'ltance
between the 34 db and 44 db defined by TASO for fine and excellent picture
quality, respectively), Signals received by video monitors contained in
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Figure 4.10-6. Analog Data Distribution
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Table 4. 10-9
AUDIO CHANNEL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Receiver
Bandwidth - 3 kHz
Noise Figure - 25 db
Center Frequency - as shown in Figure 4. 10-5
Dynamic Range - 50db
Sensitivity - Minus 105 dbm with the specified bandwidth
and noise figure at 20°C ambient temperature
Transmitter
Bandwidth - 3 kHz
Modulation - Single sideband suppres sed carrier
Unmodulated Carrier
Power Output - 21 dbm
Table 4. 10-10
VIDEO CHANNEL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Receiver
Bandwidth - 4. 75 MHz (6 MHz vestigal)
Noise Figure - 10 db
Center Frequency - as shown in Figure 4. 10-5
Dynamic Range - 45 db
Sensitivity - Minus 98 dbm with the specified bandwidth
and noise figure at 20° C ambient temperature
Adjacent Channel Rejection - 75 db minimum
Transmitter
Unmodulated Carrier - 30 dbm
Power Output
Modulation - Vestigal sideband
Bandwidth - 4. 75 MHz (6 MHz vestigal)
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attached modules will not meet these standards, however. Theminimum
SIN received in an attached module from a transmission from a different
attached module could be as low as 24 db. While not a fine quality picture,
this SIN results in an acceptable picture, but fine details might be lost.
Digital Data Bus
The digital data bus is shown in Figure 4. 10-7 with typical interfacing
assemblies. This bus consists of three 10 MBPS channel (expandable to
eight) to accommodate approximately 80 digital data bus terminals (expand-
able to 128), The performance characteristics of these channels are shown
in Table 4.10-11 for the GSS configuration, This design results in a worst
case SIN of 22 db and a 10- 7 BER when all 128 terminals are accommodated.
Interchannel interference is kept to a minimum with a worst case signal to
interference power of 20 db.
The modems interface with the bus controller, trans'mission line, and data
bus terminals to provide compatible input output characteristics. The
modem block diagram is shown in Figure 4. 10-8. The modem accepts
Manchester Type II Biphase coded data at 10 MBPS for transmission on the
data bus and modulates this waveform on an RF carrier of either 140 MHz,
210 MHz, or 300 MHz. The total transmitted power is approximately 20 dbm.
The modulated RF carrier is accepted by the receiver portion of an in chan-
nelmodem, (The receive section of a transmitting modem is turned off dur-
ing the transmit cycle to prevent overloading and possible erroneous
operation.) The 10 MBPS Manchester coded waveform is derived from the
detector and transmitted to either a data bus terminal or the bus controller.
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Figure 4.10-7. Digital Data Distribution
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Table 4.10-11
DIGITAL CHANNEL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Receiver
Data Rate - 10 MBPS per channel
Data Coding - Manchester Type II biphase code format
RF Bandwidth - 25 MHz :I: 0.5 MHz per channel
Modulation - Double sideband amplitude modulation
Noise Figure - 8 db
Sensitivity - Minus 92 dbm with the specified bandwidth
and noise figure at 200 C ambient
temperature
Response Delay - 2. 3 Microseconds maximum
Center Frequency - Channell - 140 MHz
Channel 2 - 210 MHz
Channel 3 - 300 MHz
Signal-to-Noise Ratio - 22 db minimum
Bit Error Rate - 10- 7 maximum
Transmitter
Data Rate - 10MB PS per channel
Data Coding - Manchester Type II biphase coding
format
RF Bandwidth - 25 MHz :I: O. 1 MHz
Modulation - Double sideband amplitude modulation
Unmodulated Carrier - 20 dbm
Power Output
Turn On Delay - 400 Nanoseconds maximum
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Digital Data Bus Terminal
The digital data bus terminal contains the necessary logic, buffering, and
control to interconnect the digital data bus with other DMS digital units and
subsystem and experiment digital interface units.
The data bus terminal interfaces are shown in Figure 4. 10-9. The DBT
accepts 10 MBPS Manchester Type II Biphase coded digital data from the
modem, decodes the address and functional codes, and performs the neces-
sary steps to execute the particular command. The DBT then interfaces
with one of eight I/O channels at one MBPS with a bipolar NRZ code. The
required logic is shown in the DBT Block Diagram, Figure 4. 10-10. Each
DBT responds only to a uniquely assigned hardwire programmable address.
Remote Data Acquisition Unit
Remote Data Acquisition Units (RDA Us) interface with digital data bus
terminals and are capable of acquiring individual data channels, multiple
data channels (frames), performing limit checking, and provide discrete
commands to other devices. Figure 4.10-11 is a block diagram of the
device. It contains input and output buffers for transferring data in and out
of the unit, instruction logic for defining one of 16 possible operation. modes,
an output decoder for command address decoding, an address counter for
sequencing through memory or data channels, analog and digital gates with
an associated analog to digital converter, ·and circuitry associated with
limit check functions.
The format for words input and output between digital data bus terminals
and RDAUs is 18 bits in length including a lead one or zero and a parity
check bit. Data is tr.ansferred most significant bit first and the parity check
is odd. Input data to the RDAUs from the terminals consist of a single
instruction ("B" Word) or an instr.uction followed by a message consisting
of one or 32 data words. Typical instructions are shown below:
No Operation (NOP) Load Limit Channel (LLC)
Read Limit Channel (RLC) Load Limit Memory (LLM)
Read Limit Memory (RLM) Command (CMD) "ON"
Read Data Frame (RDF) Command (CMD) "OFF"
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Read Data Channel (RDC)
Read Out-of-Limit Status (ROL)
Command (CMD) "STANDBY"
Enable Limit Check (EL C)
Analog and discrete signals are accepted by each unit, amplified and encoded.
All inputs are double ended or differentially connected to improve noise
immunity. Each unit provides gating for 30 externally connected analog
signals and 16 discrete inputs. Each digital gate/address serializes data
from eight individual dis crete inputs into an 8 bit word and routes this data
to a comparator or input/ output buffer as appropriate. Analog signals with
ranges of O. 0 to 40 millivolts or 0.0 to 5.0 volts are accommodated by an
amplifier with programmed gains established by a bit in memory. Following
amplification, the signals are encoded to an 8 bit accuracy.
The RDAUs include a limit check mode. Although the analog signals are
encoded to an 8 bit accuracy, high and low limit checking of analog signal$
is only required to 7 bits. Discretes are checked against "ON" or "OFF"
limits (one or the other but not both). Limit checking is performed by a
comparator using limits stored in the RDAU memory. Upon detection of an
out-of-limits channel, a limit check enable bit in the memory is set to "0"
and a flag raised on the output data lines. The flag shall consist of a
I-micro second puIs e of either polarity (determined by the previous "I" out-
put). Subsequent errors do not raise a flag until a transfer of the limit
check enable status has been requested and completed.
The RDA Us are in a standby mode whenever they are not in one of the oper-
atingmodes. The standby mode requires 10 percent of the total operating
power for powering the input buffers and the logic necessary to recognize and
accept a correctly addressed command from a digital data bus terminal. The
RDA Us operating duty cycles are as sumed to be 10 percent of the time in an
operating mode and 90 percent of the time in the standby mode.
The interface between the RDA U and the digital data bus terminal consists
of three twisted shielded cable double ended signal lines and shall be com-
patible with the Bipolar NRZ DBT I/O channel interface.
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Time Reference Unit
Time reference information is provided for astrona\lt information in coor-
dinating activities with the ground (arrival and departure of shuttle vehicles
or information transmittals), for initiating experiments, for annotating
experiment results and for initiating certain periodic computations.
Although the availability of this information is critical when needed, the
accuracy requirements are not high and the availability of ground updating
allows incorporation of a simple state-of-th.e-art concept.
The time reference. unit employs a quartz crystal oscillator and micro logic
countdown circuitry to furnish a time output with resolution of 1 microsecond
and accuracy of one part in 10 10.
Update is performed on a once-per-day basis using WWV information trans-
mitted through the Data Relay Satellite and computer generated delay data.
Delay data furnished by the computer compensates for retransmission and
propogation delays based upon DRSS and Space Station position. Readjustment
of the Time Reference is accomplished and the amount of readjustment is
transmitted to the ground for correction of experiment annotations.
Time is furnished on the data bus on a once-per-millisecond basis which
may be used by the onboard processors for performance of periodic tasks.
Time is also available to the data bus at intermediate periods on an "as
requested" basis.
Television Units
The television data acquisition assemblies are comprised of cameras and
control units used for internal and external Station surveillance. Television
monitors for Station operations are described in Section 4. 10.3.1. 5, Display
and Control Assemblies.
The camera is a low-light level unit with which pictures may be obtained
with less than 1 ft-candle of incident scene illumination. Focus may be
adjusted by remote control of the lens assembly. Color response is
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approximately that of the human eye. To prevent direct sunlight from
damaging the vidicon, the unit will be mounted behind a window with variable
polarization automatically controlled by a sensor. A standard 8-millimeter
lens provides a 72-degree field of view.
The control unit includes a synchronizing pulse generator which generates
a stable reference frequency for divider, pulse forming circuitry and for
generation of the appropriate analog bus subcarrier frequency. The generator
is locked to the bus reference frequency. Automatic gain control is slaved to
the video level which controls the vidicon target voltage providing a constant
video output. Other circuitry within the unit includes conventional horizontal
and vertical drive deflection amplifiers, synchronization and beam blanking
processors as well as the subcarrier modulator (see Figure 4.10-12). The
data interface for the contro 1 units is an isolation pad on the analog data bus.
Control is via RDAU discrete command outputs.
Command Interface Unit
An uplink command capability is used by ground personnel to initiate onboard
events prior to manning the ISS, such as checkout, and to uplink digital
information to the ISS during both manned and unmanned phases, such as
computer program changes. Implementation of the uplink digital command is
accomplished as depicted in the block diagram Figure 4. 10-13. Command
block bursts and a clock signal are received from the Communications Sub-
system. A sync pattern detector establishes BCH word sync and initializes
the BCH decoder and the detected error accumulator. The command block,
which consists of a set of 77 (63, 39) BCH code words, sequences into the
(63, 39) BCH error detector and message separation logic. The check bits
are regenerated in the error detector and message separation logic. The
check bits are regenerated in the error detector for each BCH word and a
validity decision is made for each word. The message separation logic strips
off the 39 message bits from the 63-bit word and forwards them to the com-
mand data handling logic. Detected error pulses are counted in the detected
error accumulator and error words are flagged to the data handling logic.
If a count of 19 detected errors is accumulated the threshold of excessive
probability of undetected error is reached and the data handling logic rej ects
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the whole message. Each received word contains 39 message bits of which
32 are command word bits and the remaining 7 are either identity bits or
spare. The first two mes sages contain identity bits which are correlated
with a DeS address that is keyed into the data handling logic. If either word
is valid and the address checks then the command block is processed. If
the address does not correlate further command block processing is termi-
nated. After the full command block is received and all words are valid
there will be 77 commands of 32 bits each in the valid command buffer. Once
all 77 words are validly received, a valid message response is issued even
though the last retransmitted command block may have had detected errors.
This operational sequence allows reception of 77 word commands even under
conditions of multiple detected errors within a command block. Once a valid
block has been received the 77 valid 32 -bit commands stored in the buffer
are transferred to the computer for execution.
Analog Data Bus Terminal
Handling of high-frequency (over 10 KHz) analog experiment data directly
without digitizing is provided by analog terminals in the GPL module. Each
terminal provides for multiplexing non-sampled high-frequency analog
experiment data onto one of the analog data bus video channels. Control of an
analog data bus terminal is by dis crete commands from an RDAU. An analog
data bus terminal consists of the transmitter portion of the modem, described
in Section 4. 10.3. 1. 2, plus control and switching logic to s elect the com-
manded input data channel. The terminals provide a flexible but uniform
method of interfacing high-frequency analog experiment data with the analog
data bus.
4.10.3.1. 3 Computation Assemblies
An overview of a Modular Space Station Computing Facility is illustrated in
Figure 4. 10-14. The Modular Space Station has two such facilities; one for
subsystem support and one primarily for experiment support with a backup
capability to the subsystem support facility. The quantities of computing
elements, auxiliary memory units and bulk memory units are variable to
permit efficient accommodation of the Modular Space Station buildup and
growth in the experiment program. A maximum capability of four CPUs,
three lOCs, fifteen main memory modules, three auxiliary memory units
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and three bulk memory units in each facility will accommodate the fore-
seeable Modular Space Station computing requirements with adequate margin.
The bulk memory units are described in Section 4. 10.3.1. 4.
Central Processor Units
The CPU (Figure 4. 10-15) is similar to that of the MSFC SUMC described in
MSFC Report SP-232-0384, "MSFC Advanced Aerospace Computer, 11 dated
July 6, 1970. The Floating Point Unit (FPU), Arithmetic Logic Unit (AL U),
Scratch Pad Memory (SPM), Control Unit (CU), and Multiplexer Register
Unit (MRU) are summarized in Section 2. a of the referenced document.
Modifications and additions are required to accommodate multiprocessor and
input/ output operations. These are:
A. Incorporate provisions for system configuration control and
interrupt operations.
B. Provide special instructions for multiproces sor and input/ output
control operations.
C. Restrict the execution of privileged instructions to executive
control.
These modifications are discussed in SUMC Development Requirements,
Section 2.1. 4 of SE02, IMS Special Emphasis.
Main Memory Modules
The main memory consists of low-power, high-speed modules compatible
with the CPU and IOC. The main memory contains the Executive Program
and active data and applications programs. Auxiliary programs and data
may be transferred into the ~ain memory from the auxiliary or bulk memory
units.
Each memory module has a unique addres s to identify the module. Random
access addressing is used at the module level and within modules.
Each module contains logic for protected storage areas that cannot be written
into without authorization.
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Each module has up to four input/output ports to interface with the CPUs
and up to three input/ output ports to interface with the IOCs. Each module
contains a configuration control unit to establish permis sible communications
paths with IOCs and CPUs and to control the status of the unit (power up,
power down, operating, reconfigure, etc). The memory modules use hybrid
Bipolar/Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) technology because of low power,
weight, potential high reliability, volume and cost considerations. The Main
Memory Module is illustrated in Figure 4.10-16. Not shown. is the configu-
ration control unit consisting of communication and state control registers
and as sociated control circuits as des cribed in Section 2. 1.4 of SE02.
Input/ Output Controllers
Figure 4. 10-17 is the IOC baseline for the computer system. The IOC is
divided into two blocks: (1) Computer Interface Unit (CIU), and (2) Subsystem
Interface Unit/ Computer (SIU / C). Functions of each block in the CIU are
summarized as follows:
A. Program Control contains the input/ output multiplexers, channel
status.indicators, timing and controls and interface logic to the
computer and the logic to recognize and initiate the action requested.
Program Control includes a configuration control unit to establish
permissible communications paths with memory modules and CPUs,
perform addres s translation to facilitate changes in multiproces sor
operating configurations, and control the status of the IOC. Program
Control provides interrupt signals to the CPUs when an I/O channel
states changes or service is required.
B. I/O Channel Control accomplishes the bi-directional data transfers
between main memory and Bus Channel Control Units as well as
between main memory and auxiliary memory. The IOCC controls
the addressing and sequencing of information flow between the
main memory module and the bus channel control or auxiliary
memory units. The basic logic is duplic ated for each channel
and is made up of address and count registers, register incre-
ment logic, and associated control logic.
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C. Bus Channel Control includes data buffers, serialize or deserial-
ize logic, and interface logic to control data flow between I/O
channel and a modem unit.
D. A configuration control unit (not shown in Figure 4.10-17), con-
sisting of communications and state registers, an address trans-
lation unit, and as sociated control circuitry is required for
multiprocessor operations. This unit is described in Section 2. 1. 4·
of SEOZ.
The CIU / C consists of three modems. Each modem operates on a carrier
frequency separated from the other modems. Each modem uses the same
frequency for both transmitting and receiving.
Auxiliary Memory Units
The auxiliary memory unit is a medium-capacity, medium-speed unit for
temporary storate of data and instructions which may be utilized by the com-
puting elements on demand. The auxiliary memory may also be used to
buffer the transfer of data between elements on the data bus.
The auxiliary memory unit is organized into blocks which may be accessed
randomly. Access within a block is sequential. Data transfers in and out
of each block are via parallel words.
The auxiliary memory interfaces directly with the laC to exchange data with
the CPU and Main Memory. The auxiliary memory interfaces with the data
bus through data bus terminal for the temporary storage and buffering of
data exchanged with the data bus.
The auxiliary memory uses non-metallic magnetic domain (bubble) technology
because of potential high reliability, low power, weight, volume, and cost
considerations.
The auxiliary memory is illustrated in Figure 4. 10-18.
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4.10.3.1.4 Data Storage Assemblies
Digital Bulk Data Storage
The digital bulk data storage assemblies utilize ultra-high-density magnetic
tape recording techniques and are configured to meet the large data volume
storage requirement s of the experiment program with a relatively slow access
speed. These storage assemblies are used primarily for recording subsystem
and experiment digital data before onboard processing or before return to the
Earth for ground proces sing. The as semblies have the capability for play
back of recorded digital data when requested and for easy and rapid exchange
of tape reels by a crewman in orbit. These assemblies are also the last
level ofme.mory in the computation memory hierarchy. The magnetic tape
recorders may be used to store infrequently used information not requiring
rapid access such as maintenance procedures, spare parts inventories or
other information that may be stored off-line. The digital bulk data storage
assemblies consist of drive electronics and tape drive units as shown in
Figure 4. 10-19.
The digital data storage assemblies are controlled by computer initiated
commands via the data bus and a digital data terminal. Data from various
subsystems or experiments is tagged as to its source and addressed to a
recorder assembly. The tape drive control recognizes the command to
accept data from the digital data bus terminal and initiates the required con-
trols to store the data with the proper address. The record and reproduce
electronics conditions the data signal for proper drive for the record/
reproduce heads.
The tape drive units are high- speed (up to 120 in. / sec) recorders driven by
low-inertia servo motors. Lightweight tape reels hold 2,400 feet of I-in. -
wide, 1.5 mil thick, oxide coated magnetic tape capable of storing approxi-
mately 4.5 x 105 bits per square inch (28 tracks). The tape drive control
contains the power supplies, power switching and control electronics to
operate the tape drive units to store and access any given address.
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To access data for processing or delayed transmission to the ground, a com-
mand is initiated by the controlling computer and routed to the tape drive
control circuitry. The command is decoded and the proper controls are
initiated to read data from the location addressed. The head signals are
conditioned fo r routing to the digital bus terminal.
The digital bulk storage assemblies interface with the data bus through a
digital data bus terminal. The terminal provides buffer storage to match the
data bus rates to the tape drive record and reproduce capabilities.
Analog Storage
Storage of wideband experiment data and other wideband analog information
is achieved by high-density magnetic tape recording techniques. These
storage assemblies are used primarily for recording analog experiment data
before onboard processing or before return to the Earth for ground process-
ing. The assemblies have the capability for playback of recorded analog
data when requested and for easy and rapid exchange of tape reels by a crew-
man in orbit.
Analog information having a frequency range less than 10 KHz is digitized by
the data acquisition assemblies for distribution and is recorded in a digital
fashion as discussed in Section 4. 10. 3.1. 4.
Recording and playback of high frequency analog and video signals is accom-
plished by a rotating-head transport unit. Lower analog frequency (10 KHz
to 1 MHz) recording is accomplished by conventional linear recorder tech-
niques, or utilizing FM techniques. Rotating head record/ reproduce tech-
niques employ a transverse scanning approach whereby the tape is transported
pasta rotating multiple-head assembly in a direction perpendicular to the
plane of rotation of the head assembly. This differs from the conventional
longitudinal scan approach where the tape moves past fixed head(s). The
rotary head approach permits high frequency (TV) signals to be reconstructed
at a lower tape speed.
To properly reconstruct a recorded signal and to ensure an acceptable time
base stability, the velocity and phase of both headwheel and tape motion are
161
accurately controlled. This is accomplished by using headwheel and capstan
servos with capstan drive controlling the longitudinal tape velocity from a
reference source. During the recording proces s, a control track which is
a signal derived from this reference is recorded on the edge of the tape with
a stationary head provided solely for this purpose. On playback, a closed-
loop servo locks the reproduced control track pulse to a reference signal
derived from the headwheel rotation resulting in the proper longitudinal
tape velocity.
A crystal reference signal us ed to lock the headwheel servo in the record
mode also serves as the absolute time reference for the reproduced signal.
This signal is recorded in the tracks along with the analog information.
During the record mode (see Figure 4. 10-20) the video signal is amplified,
pre-emphasized, and converted to a double-sideband FM signal. The 500
KHz pilot tone is then added to this spectrum. The resultant signal is
applied simultaneously to four individual recording amplifier channels and
then, through transfer relay contacts and rotary transformers or slip rings,
to the four video heads in the headwheel. Each of the four channels contains
a level control. The level controls permit individual adjustment of the cur-
rent supplies to each head so that the tape is just saturated.
Reproduction of the recorded information is basically the same as for video
entertainment playback and is described in Section 4.10.3.1. 6.
4.10.3.1.5 Displays and Controls Assemblies
Primary Command and Control Center
The Primary Command and Control Center is the central command post for
the MSS and is the focus of all SS mis sion control activities. This station
provides monitoring and control capability of all subsystem "hous ekeeping"
activities, mis sion planning, personnel/ activities scheduling, provides a
central monitor role during all rendezvous and docking phases of other
spacecraft and directs ground communication for command and data transfer.
The Command Center contains two multipurpose display devices (which pro-
vide backup redundancy), a video monitor, a microfilm viewer, control
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keyboards, and additional dedicated displays. The design of this center
allows onboard checkout to be accomplished by a second crew member on a
limited basis by sharing COmmon displays, readouts, status lights, etc., if
neces sary. To minimize the need for a full-time station operator the Control
Center contains a caution and warning subsystem and a computer driven voice
annunciator unit which provides alerting and operational information through
the audio system. This permits complete monitoring safety and alerting
capability without the operator being required to "man" the station. The
Primary Command and Control Center is located in the Crew and Operations
Module.
Experiment/ Secondary Command and Control Center
The Experiment/Secondary Command and Control Center is a centralized
operation center for monitoring and management of the experiment program.
In addition, this station is capable of providing emergency/backup vehicle and
subsystem control capability in the event the crew is forced to evacuate the
Primary Command and Control Center because of a major contingency condi-
tion. The Experiment Command and Control Center is located in the GPL
Module. Display and control hardware required at the Experiment/ Secondary
Command and Control Center are basically the same as those required at
the Primary Command and Control Center with additional dedicated experiment
displays and controls to permit monitoring and control capability over the
experiment program. The configuration of the Experiment/Secondary Com-
mand and Control Center allows for fully independent two-man capability
such that one operator can concentrate on one set of experiments without
interference from the other operator. Figure 4. 10-21 shows the general
layout of this control center with its major assemblies.
The major D&C assemblies on the Primary and Experiment/Backup Command
and Control Centers are described below:
A. Multipurpose Display and Input Devices - The primary display
element is a computer driven cathode ray tube (CRT) device that
interfaces with the computer facility via the data bus permitting
information to be displayed upon a single time- shared device as
requested or through cycling procedures. The CRT display is
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capable of pres enting computer- generated data such as characters,
vectors and tabular data, as well as dynamic real-world TV imagery
provided by Vidicon cameras and other analog sensors. These two
sources 6f data can be shown independently, adjacent to each other,
or superimposed to provide complete flexibility and visibility of
computer proces sing and data control operations. The multipurpose
display operates in one of the three following modes:
• Stroke-write technique for displaying computer-generated
data including alphanumeric characters, vectors, lines,
and graphic presentations.
• Raster scan technique for displaying TV imagery and other
analog input data.
• Dual mode technique for mixing of alphanumeric data with
a TV image. This is achieved by allowing the display to
create the TV image in a normal raster scan mode with
the dis play going into the stroke-write mode during the
vertical retrace time period of the normal raster scan
sweep.
The display has an attendant alphanumeric and function keyboard and
a light pen device to provide input commands. This allows the man
to be interactive with the computer. The display in conjunction with
these input devices and the computer software is capable of providing
special features such as variable blinking, vector flashing, split-
screening, and progressive selection of display formats. The CRT,
the deflection magnetics and the high voltage power supply are
enclosed within a special container to assure safety to the crew.
If a CRT fails, replacement is at the container level, not at the
CRT level. This prevents the possible danger normally inherent
in CRT replacement and eliminates adjustment and alignment
problems normally associated with replacement of a CRT.
Other characteristics of the multiformat display unit include:
• 96 ASCII alphanumeric character set
Upper and lower case alphabet
0-9 numerals
Special symbols
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Graphical Designations
Function and mode keys
• 1250 Characters/Frame Display Formats
25 lines with 50 characters/line
2 character sizes
0.45 x 0.30 cm (0. 18" x O. 12 11 ) with 0.25 cm
(0.10") spacing between characters.
0.61 x 0.40 cm (0.24" x O. 16") with 0.40 cm
(0.. IS") spacing between characters.
• 2030 linear cm (800 linear in. )/frame of graphics
lines - vectors - circles - arcs - special symbols
• Local Refresh Memory
40 Hz refresh rate
Memory capacity 1.25 x 106 bits
• Display Screen Area
Graphic presentations 20. 3 x 25.4 cm (8 x 10 inches)
Alphanumeric characters 22.8 x 28.0 cm (9 x 11 inches)
• Video Capability
525 commercial standard TV lines
B. Video Surveillance Monitor - A surveillance monitor is included at
the Command and Control Centers to provide internal and external
surveillance capability over designated areas of the Space Station.
This display can also be used to monitor incoming vehicles during
docking phases. The television cameras for internal and external
surveillance are described in Section 4. 10.3. 1. 2, Television
Units. These monitors may be used for monitoring of experiment
data, programs, and parameters that are available within the system
on a real-time basis or from stored memory as directed by the
operator. These displays are compatible with 525 lines commercial
color TV standards and are interchangeable with the recreational
TV's within the crew quarters.
C. Color Discriminator - Color discriminator capability is provided
at the experiment/ secondary Command and Control Center to
enhance data comparison operations, and/or highlight those parts
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of the data in a particular spectral range. This feature may be
used to highlight data that would otherwise be difficult or impossible
to visualize.
D. Alphanumeric Displays - Alphanumeric readouts are used to con-
tinuously display selected parameters that are considered critical
to Space Station integrity, important to certain mission phases, or
to provide information of general interest in the form of computer
generated digital data. These readouts are liquid crystal cell dis-
plays which incorporate the advantages of high reliability/lifetime,
wide angle viewing having little or no parallex, continuous brightness
independent of ambient lighting, microwatt power, low voltage and
relative low cost.
Typical parameters displayed on these alphanumeric displays are:
Mission orbit number vehicle longitude attitude error - pitch
Ground contact time vehicle latitude attitude error - yaw
Active experiments vehicle altitude attitude error - roll
E. Warning Matrix - Continuous monitoring of subsystem critical
parameters is performed as part,of the OCS subsystem with a
matrix of annunciators at the command centers to display and alert
the crew to failed or out-of-tolerance conditions. The warning
functions consists of an array of dedicated light annunciators that
are "hard-wired" to the OCS detection equipment.
Warning functions that have been identified at this time are shown
in Table 4.10-12.
F. Caution Display - Display of caution level functions is by a liquid
crystal cell display which indicates a message(s) determ,ined by the
multiprocessor. This display interfaces with the multiprocessor
via the data bus and operates in a manner similar to the alpha-
numeric displays. The lower portion of the display will permit
storage of past caution alerts and allow recall capability of functions
that have not been corrected. In this manner, status of caution
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functions can be determined by activating a switch to call up the
message for uncorrected caution conditions.
G. Voice Message Generation Unit - A voice message generator is pro-
vided which permits spoken voice messages to be generated by com-
puter control. This unit supplements the caution and warning
functions as well as provides operational and experiment information
through its internal vocabulary. The unit is capable of composing
phrases of up to four discrete words from code words s.upplied by
the computer utilizing individual words stored within the internal
vocabulary. Table 4. 10-l3lists typical words contained in the
vocabulary of the Voice Message Generator.
H. Status Lights -Status lights and monitors will be provided to show
subsystem and experiment as semblies operating conditions. These
monitors will be used to indicate active or pas sive conditions,
depict normal or alternate modes, provide positive control feedback
response, and in general indicate subsystems status and experiment
conditions.
L Microfilm Viewer - A microfilm viewer is provided as part of the
Command and Control Centers to as sist the crew member in trouble
shooting procedures, maintenance techniques, control operation
procedures, and other related information.
J. Dedicated Displays -Several dedicated meters and other display
devices are required for unique and emergency/ contingency condi-
tions. It is expected these will be utilized in the event of emergency
response, power failure conditions, and other contingency conditions
as well as for subsystems and experiment support. Dedicated
displays that have been identified at this time for subsystem backup
usage are shown in Table 4.10-14. A series of illuminated push-
button selection switches allows the operator to select the desired
module of the MSS for display of these parameters.
K. Programmable Function Keyboard - A programmable function key-
board is supplied at each operator's station as an input device for
access to the computer. This keyboard - display - computer loop
allows the operator to sequentially select from a computer listed
"menu" and progressively construct command code for computer
initiation of the required operation. Through a series of
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Table 4. 10-14
DEDICATED DISPLAYS
Growth for
ISS GSS
Mod Mod Mod Mod Mod
System Parameter 1 2 3 4 5
EclLS Cabin temperature 1 1 1 1 1
02 Part. Pressure 0 1 1 1 0
C02 Concentration 0 1 1 1 0
Total Hydrocarbon 0 1 1 1 0
Radiator outlet Temp. 1 1 1 1 1
H20 CircuI. Temp. 2 0 0 0 2
Elec. Source Bus voltage 2 0 0 0 2
Power Transmission Line Corr 4 0 0 0 4
and Distributor Bus Volt. 2 2 2 2 2
Dist. Distributor Bus Corr. 2 2 2 2 2
Syst. DC Load Bus Voltage 4 4 4 4 4
AC Load Bus Voltage 2 2 2 2 2
fixed-programme d select keys and a series of function keys asso-
ciated with a display of computer generator variable nomenclature
listings, the operator can select the desired operation. This is
shown pictorially in Figure 4. 10-22. The fixed program keys are
typically pushbutton switches while the display function keys are
activated by the operator "touchingll the nomenclature with his fin-
ger. The touch action of his finger will cause a series of X - Y axis
gold-plated wires to temporarily contact and generate a location
interrupt signal which the .computer will recognize and select the
appropriate next display presentation. This technique allows the
operator to extract from computer storage operational control
capability without requiring a dictionary of the computer command
codes which is normally typed in on the alphanumeric keyboard.
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Figure 4.10-22. Typical Programmable Function Keyboard Operation
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L. Dedicated Switches- Rotary' and toggle switches are provided to
supplement the previously described control devices. These con-
trols may be utilized for specific subsystem and experiment functions
as well as for emergency and contingency capability. Critical con-
trol functions and backup functions are "hard-wired" for maximum
reliability. Control switches are provided for the following
functions:
• High-thrust - Attitude Control Manual Direct
• CMG Spin Motor Power
• Battery - Regulator Emergency By-Pass
• Electrical Power Bus Configuration Backup Switching
• Master Caution/Warning Reset Switch
• Communication Selection Switches
• Cabin Temperature Control
• Display Select Switches
• Display Power and Mode Switches
• Lighting and Dimming Controls
M. Hand Controller -The hand controller, depending on mode selection,
is used to perform manual steering operations, operate attitude and
translation thrustors, and aim sensors/oameras to track landmarks
and targets. The hand controller provides emergency direct atti-
tude control capability through hard wired interfaces.
N. Printer - A printer is provided at the Command and Control con-
soles to provide a record of ground communications in the event that
the console is not manned during a ground contact period. The
printer can be used as a means of providing a hard-copy record
of instructions, computer programming changes, and subsystem
data.
Portable Display and Control Units
Portable display and control units are provided for use at remote locations
where control and display of specific data is required on a part-time basis.
These units are capable of assisting in ISS and RAM onboard checkout and
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fault isolation and experiment equipment calibration and adjustment. They
will interface with the data bus through plug-in connections at terminal
units located at strategic locations in each ISS module.
The portable D&C units contain a multipurpose CRT display, a computer
addressable keyboard, and their associated electronics. This unit is used
in a manner similar to those used as the Primary and Experiment Command
Centers. Plug-in adapter units can be utilized to assist in specific func-
tions. These adapter units contain special mode select pushbuttons {such
as specific OCS program controls}. Through use of the keyboard and multi-
purpose display, a large variety of display capability exists due to the
extensive interplay of subsystems and experiment programs with the multi-
processor computer memory. The display screen can display 25 lines
with 50 characters/line. Packaging techniques similar to that of the
Command and Control Centers are used to provide maximum standardiza-
tion and interchange of functional modules. Four of these portable units
are onboard the ISS for space station and experiment support.
Experiment Support D&C
Displays and Controls will be required to assist in experiment setup, cali-
bration, operation, monitoring and data retrieval. Thes e D& C items will
be at the work stations and consoles where the specific experiment is
accomplished in the GPL and experiment areas of the attached modules
and are described in Section 4.4. 3. 1.
Remote Displays and Controls
Display and control panels are located in each of the crew quarters, in the
wardrooms, docking port and other locations to provide the crew with
warning alarms, intercom control capability, and lighting control.
Each of the crew quarters contains a combination "alert" status display,
intercom system, and recreation TV system. Recreation TV is described
in Section 4. 10.3.1. 6. The alert status display provides each crew
member with emergency and warning alarms. The intercom system consists
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of a telephone and keyboard set which allows the crew member to communi-
cate with other s. A headset is supplied in the event the crew member wishes
to listen while others are asleep. Lighting controls are located at various
locations throughout the Space Station to allow on-off and dimming
capability.
4.10.3.1.6 Entertainment Assemblies
TV Monitors
Located within each crew quarters is a 35.6 cm (14 in. ) color TV monitor as
part of the Alert and Intercom Panel. A 51. 6 cm (2l in. ) color TV monitor
is located in the wardroom for group viewing. These monitors interface with
the analog data bus. Each monitor has selection capability of each of the
analog bus TV channels through its subcarrier demodulator. The color
monitors are compatible with FCC commercial color TV standards having
525 lines resolution. As these units are used in areas where room lighting
is controlled and not normally affected by sunlight, the brightness is not
required to be high. A brightness of 68.0 candela per m 2 (20 ft lamberts)
provides excellent viewing characteristics and greatly extend the CRT
lifetime.
The TV monitor contains all integrated circuits except for the CRT. The
CRT is a single gun, current-sensitive color CRT which overcomes the
incompatibility of solid-state, high voltage switching that is required by the
single gun, modulated acceleration voltage (for selective penetration of
layers of phosphor) type.
Video Reproducer Unit
Playback of video tapes is used to supplement the real-time television for
entertainment of the crew during off-duty periods. A collection of tapes are
stored in the video tape library for selection by the crew member. Tapes
consist of educational, training, and entertainment programs. Playback of
these tapes is through the video reproducer unit.
Playback of pre-recorded video programs is handled through a rotating head
transport unit and reproduce elect:ronicsto reconstruct the TV signal for
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distribution on the analog data bus. Rotating head record/ reproduce tech-
niques employ a transverse scanning approach whereby the tape is trans-
ported past a rotating multiple-head assembly in a direction perpendicular
to the plane of rotation of the head assembly. This differs from the normal
longitudinal s can approach where the tape moves past a fixed location head.
The rotating head approach permits high frequency (TV) signals to be recon-
structed at a much lower tape speed. With a heads peed of 240 revolutions
per second, and a tape speed of 19 em (7.5 inches) per second, one hour of
recording requires only 682 meters (2,250 feet) of tape.
FM modulated techniques are used during the recording of the video on the
tape to provide optimum frequency response, noise characteristics, and
phase compensation.
4.10.3.1.7 Image Processing Assemblies
The onboard image processing equipment located in the GPL provides the
crew an aid in calibration/ alignment and in control of image producing experi-
ments. The as s emblies to provide this basic capability are shown in Fig-
ure 4. 10-23. This basic capability also provides the means for a limited
amount of quick-look evaluation of some experiment results as an auxiliary
benefit.
Film may be directly viewed using the film viewer. This device provides for
both single and multiple frame analysis. It consists of a screen for viewing
or scanning, controls, and frame counter. An optical shaft encoder may be
used to convert image coordinates into digital outputs for recording on tape.
Controls allow image magnification and rotation.
The film digitizer is employed to transform film images into an electrical
signal. For this purpose, the unit employs a high resolution flying spot
scanner, which may be programmed to vary the electronic sweeps and scans
of the unit in order to reduce nonlinearities, or to obtain data only on
particular areas of interest.
The analog processor is a multichannel filtering device that is used for
enhancing analog data. It can perform contrast improvement, average
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illumination corrections, thresholding and slicing, background removal, noise
removal, and one dimensional filtering. The channels operate independently
and any function can be selected for any channel.
The working video storage is a rotating memory disk device that stores data
between passes through the analog processor. It can also provide the data
for any two images for display or send data to or receive data from the experi-
ment computer. It has one channel for each experimenter's station and
multiple channels to the analog processor.
The permanent video storage is a tape recorder. The permanent video storage
receives its input from working video storage and its output, magnetic tapes,
are returned to Earth via logistics module/ Shuttle.
The special purpose digital processor is used for those functions which can be
performed more efficiently in a special purpose computer than a general pur-
pose machine such as fast Fourier or Hadgmard transforms and digital
pattern recognition.
The image proces sing control station in the GPL provides a real time control
capability by means of CRT displays and controls for the image processing
assemblies. Selected experiments may be controlled in real time from the
console although normally they would be controlled from the experiment com-
mand and control center also in the GPL module. To improve the quality of
the real time images viewed, they are generally passed through the analog
processor before being displayed. The appropriate processor functions are
selected from the console.
The permanent digital storage is also a tape recorder that stores digital data
output by the experiment computer and the film digitizer..These magnetic
tapes are also returned to Earth for further processing via logistics
module/ Shuttle.
The image processing assemblies interface with the experiment computer and
experiment command and control center through digital data bus terminals and
the digital data bus. The video/ analog data interface is directly to the analog
data bus. Film data is handled by physical transfer between experiment film
proces sors, film storage, and the image processing as semblies.
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4. 10.3. 1. 8 Software
The DMS software consists of onboard software and ground support software.
The onboard software consists of executive programs and applications
grams for the subsystem and experiment support computing facilities.
ure 4. 10 -24 shows the software breakdown by major items.
pro-
Fig-
Executive Programs
Executive programs provide for: interrupt handling and input/output control,
DMS resource monitoring and control, failure detection and reconfiguration,
applications programs scheduling, clock and internal timer services, and
DMS communications control. The executive is described with respect to
the major functions of software system management, software program
management, resource management and input/output management.
Software System Management-Software System Management is made up of
functions that are not concerned with minutely defined programmed sequences
or hardware control during normal operation but are included in the Execu-
tive to permit and insure effective utilization of the proces sing system. The
subfunctions include any routine or shared processing sequence whose com-
mon definition tends to reduce system complexity and increase system flexi-
bility, visibility, and reliability as well as providing the required top level
DMS sequencing operations.
Software Program Management- The Software Program Management function
will schedule, load, initiate, and terminate all application programs.
The algorithms utilized in software program management will insure adher-
ence to resource limitation parameters contained in the System Control
Tables. The resource limitation parameters include limits on memory
space and processing time. The scheduling flexibility provides for immedi-
ate or queued requests for software program management services.
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A request may involve loading a single or multiple program module that
contains program instructions. constants. variables. or any combination.
Termination involves insuring that resources assigned to the task are
released or otherwise accounted for.
Resource Management-DMS resources include computation and input/output
facilities. directly addressable main, auxiliary and bulk memory units, and
any DMS unit or group of units that accomplish a specific processing func-
tion. The set of resources are monitored. controlled, or reassigned by the
Executive Program manipulating resource description tables or data list
structures describing the particular resource. Requests for resources are
for immediate action or queued for a specific event. time or elapsed time
period. Service is on a priority/precedent relationship among the request-
ing programs. The Resources Management Function provides allocation con-
trol for any shared DMS resources by updating a System Control Table and
specific Resource Control Tables or system queues and thus provide a capa-
bility for application prog rams to coordinate us age of system resources.
Input/Output Management-An input/output int-erface program is included
that provides a capability to permit concurrent development of many appli-
cation programs and isolate software development from hardware develop-
ment or changes to a significant extent. The interface at least permits
support software to be utilized for prog ram instruction generation without
explicit knowledge of physical device addresses or intersubsystem data flow
paths and while the program is executing. knowledge of current Input/Output
activity or of other programs. Any exception or requirement of such know-
ledge is handled either by utilizing Executive queueing facilities or by taking
advance of hardware characteristics.
The program requesting services provides its own buffer management
mechanism which may be in the form of a shared support program function
for one or more application programs. The request for service may involve
a single poll operation or multiple operations in the form of chain of requests.
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Flight Support Programs
Flight support programs include: activity scheduling, inventory
management, maintenanc e/ operational procedures, and utility routines.
Activity Scheduling-Activity scheduling is used to maintain maximum
efficiency of the crew and Modular Space Station at all times. To do this,
the Activity Scheduler assists the crew to plan activities, monitors progres s
and updates the Activity Schedule Table as changes occur. The activity
scheduler is a set of programs that process crew inputs relating to the
activity schedule. The impact of crew inputs is displayed to the crew.
Besides the work schedules for crew EVA and IVA, the Activity Scheduler
also provides schedules for such things as entertainment and skills training.
This is accomplished or supplemented by crew interface with DMS through
the displays and controls. The activity scheduler is also responsible for
the scheduling of planning sessions at milestones of the Modular Space
Station mission. Support is provided to the crew for examining the history
of the station and results obtained throughout the mis sion.
Inventory Management-An efficient Inventory Management System is a
necessity for the Modular .Space Station because of the time lapse to replace
and unexpectedly depleted item. The Inventory Management Program is cap-
able of tracking every item used onboard and also is able to predict when
certain items will b~come depleted. Consumption rates and replacement
rates are monitored periodically when requested or during maintenance
operations. The Spares and Tools Inventory is monitored to insure that the
supply of items are not too low, endangering the safety of the crew or mis-
sion success. If items are below recommended levels, the crew is notified
to take corrective action to prevent any serious problems. Whenever sup-
plies and equipment arrive at the Space Station, all items received are
recorded by crew input to the Inventory Management program.
Maintenance/Ope rational Procedures - The function of the Maintenance/
Operational Procedure program is to provide a means to access and display
information, operational or maintenance procedures, and entertainment
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games which are stored on bulk and auxiliary memory. The
Maintenance/Operational program transfers the procedures into main
memory when requested by the crew.
The program is tutorial or convers ation oriented due to the high level of
crew interface that is required during the execution of many procedures.
Utility Routines - The Flight Support Utility routines perform common func-
tions for prog rams in the Operational and Flight Support areas. Functions
include providing an interface between Flight Support and Operational Pro-
grams as well as logging, decoding, compressing, and any frequently used
computations. Display interface and I/O control interface are also provided.
A control routine deciphers the interface input data, directs control to the
proper utility, and queues the request if required. The Utility routines
perform the requested function and return control to the requesting program.
Flight Ope rations
Flight operations programs support: displays and controls, communications,
guidance, navigation and control, environmental control/life support, and
electric al power, subsystems.
Displ.ays and Controls - The Display and Control program functions as the
main interface between the creW' and DMS. The program provides the con-
trol of data to the CRT displays, the control indicators and all other flight
operation and experiment control displays.
The Displays and Controls program selects and retrieves display data that
is located on auxiliary and bulk memories. It formats the data into standard
format upon retrieval if necess ary. The on-line storing of display data is
controlled by the Display and Control program.
Keyboard requests are serviced J>y the Display and Control program. All
keyboard inputs are decoded by this program and the input is directed to the
appropriate program to be processed. The Display and Control program
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provides a variable data update capability. This capability extends to both
alphanuIneric and graphic data.
The Display and Control prograIn also receives switch actuation signals
froIn the display and control consoles. Together with the Executive pro-
graIn, action is taken to pass this data to the proper routines for processing
and for correct switch response generation.
COInInunications Control-The COInInunication Control prograIn has the
function of Inaintaining Space Station cOInInunication paraIneters. These
paraIneters include storing and updating the relative positions of the Data
Relay Satellites and Ground Stations. Space Station altitudes, inertial
coordinates and associated tiIne references are other paraIneters that are
Inaintained.
The COInInunication Control prograIn selects and activates antennas, and
controls COInInunic ations RF as seInblies. This includes the activating of
asseInblies prior to their use to provide proper warIn-up and deactivating
the asseInblies after use to conserve power. MiniInizing antenna switching
and InaxiInizing RF visibility are perforIned by the COInInunication Control
prog raIn.
The COInInunic ation Control prog raIn has a functional interface with the
GN&C prograIn for the pointing and control of the high gain antennas. The
initial pointing of the antennas is provided by cOInInands £rOIn the COInInuni-
cation Control prograIn. However, the signal reception, transInission, and
tracking is then accoInplished automa tic ally by the antenna hardware without
furthe r as sistance froIn the COInInunic ation Control prog raIn.
All functions perforIned by the COInInunication Control prograIn can be over-
ridden by the crew. Although Inost checkout functions are perforIned by
the Checkout Supervisor, the COInInunication Control prograIn does perforIn
soIne checkout functions that are uniquely related to the cOInInunication
subsysteIn. Trend Analysis and Fault Isolation are also perforIned by the
COInInunication Control prograIn on these unique cases.
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Experiment Support Programs
Experiment support programs are provided for the experiment computing
facility. These programs include: experiment control/processing, crew/
remote interfaces, and data handling and processing services.
Since experiments will be replaced by new ones as the Space Station pro-
gresses and since additional experiments will be added as the Space Station
grows, the experiment data handling software will be expandable and flexi-
ble with allowance for ease of modification as the experiment processing
needs change.
Experiment Control/Processing-Each experiment has its own software
module, with a standard interface to the Executive Program, which contains
the instructions necssary to perform any required calibration, initiate the
experiment, sequence the experiment, and monitor certain performance test
points. When all is ready for the initiation of the experiment, it is initiated,
and any data formatting, and/or reduction is executed by the experimenter
furnished software.
Experiment scheduling will be accomplished once per day on the average.
The output of the experiment scheduler is a daily timeline with action
defined and resource requir ements. This timeline is used by an experiment
executive controller to activate and run experiments.
In accordance with the timeline for action initiation and the resource alloca-
tion made by the experiment schedule and DMS Executive Program, the
experiment scheduler issues messages to the crew, switches in power, and
requests film and magnetic tape cartridge loadings. At the proper time
the experiments power-up, checkout, and calibrate software module is
called. When a go is received, any special experiment operating software
is initiated. After the completion of the experiment and all data is processed
as required, the experiment is disconnected.
In addition, specialized proces sing is provided for some experiments to
permit non-real time onboard analysis or quick-look assessment to evaluate
progress and data quality. Data tagging is provided for time, vehicle
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position, maneuver rates, or other parameters that will place the experiment
data in proper context.
Crew/Remote Interface- The Crew/Remote Interface Software provides
crew control and monitoring capability over experiment progress. The
programs are very similar to the Display and Control programs described
in Section 4. 10.3. 1. 8.3.
Common Functions - To minimize storage requirements for data acquisition
and proces sing, a standard set of data processing routines, plotting routines,
and calibration and scaling routines are furnished af? part of DMS. Experi-
menters will be furnished with the calling sequence and linkage requirements
for each utility routine and will be required to utilize these resident routines
whenever pos sible.
DMS Maintenanc e Prog rams
DMS maintenance programs are provided for: central processor unit
testing, main and auxiliary memory testing, DMS subsystem unit testing,
reconfiguration, and data handling and processing services testing.
Central Processor Unit Test- The Central Processor Unit Test's main func-
tion is to check the CPU s to insure that each proces sor is functioning cor-
rectly. The Central Processor Unit Test checks the CPU for parity errors,
timing errors and errors in execution of the instructions. Any malfunctions
encountered are recorded by the CPU test program, displays are made to
the crew, and appropriate action is taken to isolate the error.
The instruction test and timing check is compared with predefined constants.
The parity error test relies upon the hardware giving a parity error check
indication upon encountering an error.
Isolation data is passed to the Reconfiguration program of the Data Manage-
ment System Maintenance Prog rams.
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Memory Test- The Memory Test program's function is to verify that all
main and auxiliary memory capability is address able and does not contain
any parity errors.
The Memory Test program checks all memories, but it only checks a limited
number of locations at each initiation of the program. A different portion
of memory is checked at each initiation until all memories are verified.
All malfunctions are recorded and isolation is attempted. The Reconfigura-
tion program is notified of the malfunction and isolation data is passed to it.
Data Management Subsystem Unit Test- Each unit of the DMS othe r than the
CPUs, main memories. and auxiliary memories are verified by the DMS
Unit Test. This includes all the I/O interface units between auxiliary
memory and the CPU, I/O interface between bulk memories and the CPU,
and the bulk memories themselves.
The DMS Unit Test verifies that all on-line units are functioning correctly.
The test checks I/O unit commands. data transfer commands, and I/O unit
responses.
Unlike the other tests of the DMS maintenance programs. the DMS Unit
Test is a manually initiated event. The crew periodically requests that
the DMS Unit Test program execute. Manual intervention may be required
throughout the execution of the test.
However. like the other tests in the DMS maintenance programs, isolation
is attempted and isolation data is passed to the Reconfiguration program.
Reconfiguration-The Reconfiguration program of the DMS Maintenance
Program has basically the same functions to perform as the Reconfigura-
tion of any other subsystem. The Executive Program issues the actual
reconfiguration commands for DMS.
Isolation of the failing unit is identified whether it be a hardware or software
failure. Even though isolation may not be complete. the Reconfiguration
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prog ram still executes. Total isolation may be left up to the crew after
reconfiguration has taken place.
Both hardware and software may initiate the Reconfiguration program. If
initiation is by software, isolation data is passed to the Reconfiguration
program. If hardware initiated, the Reconfiguration program is entered
automatically and must record the hardware indicators as its isolation
data.
The Reconfiguration program may be required to establish a new configura-
tion by reinitializing main memory from auxiliary memory, command auxil-
iary and/or bulk memory units to a change, or completely reestablish the
software in the affected Data Management Subsystem processing complex.
Data Services - The Data Service program provides an interface between
the Data Management Executive and DMS Maintenance programs. The Data
Service program also contains several utility routines such as Data Storage
and Retrieval, Table Update, I/O Control, Display Interface, and Conver-
sion Routines. Each routine is as signed with a specific input code. When
the routine is required by a program, execution control is passed from the
requesting prog ram to the Data Service prog ram with the specific code as
input data.
Some of the Utility routines are stored in auxiliary memory, while others
remain in main memo ry. The utilities on auxiliary memory ar e brought
into main memory when they are requested.
Ground Support Software
Ground support software includes software generation programs for both
ground and onboard computing systems, simulation of onboard systems and
general system development support. Compatibility will be maintained
between onboard and ground systems to minimize development and sub-
sequent costs. The onboard system may be a compatible subset of the
ground system from a programming language and processing capability
standpoint.
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Software Generation-At least a cOITlpiler and asseITlbler will be developed for
the SUMC that is a cOITlpatible subset of the ground support systeITls. Macro
stateITlent capabilities will be present in code generation prograITls to be able
to centralize the definition of data or prograITl sequence structures and to
siITlplify logic ITlodifications and code regeneration.
Linkage editors, program code editors, and specialized loaders will be
developed to ITliniITlize the cost of supporting SUMC and support systeITl pro-
grams by perITlitting the establishITlent of prograITl linkage and prograITl
transfer standards across all Space Station developITlent efforts.
A SUMC instruction set bas eline will be ITlaintained without reg ard to the
instruction set iITlpleITlentation technique. The instructions will usually be
one-for-one with operation codes referencing ITlic ro-programITled sequences.
But individual instructions ITlay be iITlpleITlented as open or clos ed routines
that reference ITlore than one ITlicro-prograITl. Closed routines can be an
Executive prograITl responsibility but the standard routine linkage logic
ITlust be inserted by the code generator of either the cOITlpiler or asseITlbler
ITlacro instruction capabilities.
All device or subsysteITl and experiITlent units will be referenced by syITlbol
and not explicit unit and channel address es. Explicit references are the
responsibility of the Executive and onboard or ground systeITl support
prograITls.
SiITlulation of Onboard SysteITls - Two software ITlodel types will be us ed for
concept selection and design verification. The first is a functional ITlodel
that is developed utilizing a higher level language to study onboard processing
concepts without the requireITlent of bit by bit and real-tiITle siITlulation of
the flight hardware. In key areas such as the Executive, DMS Maintenance,
and Onboard Checkout, a ITlore detailed ITlodel ITlust be available to insure
that tiITle and ITleITlory space constraint objectives are ITlet and that each
unit specification can be adequately handled.
The prograITlITling language s elected will perITlit the utilization of existing
ground systeITls for developITlent efforts. And, by code translation or
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recompilation of sourc e statements on compatible tools developed for the
SUMC, provide for the transfer of software without duplicating each phase
of software development.
Each model or g round system will have extens ive tools built into the logic
for debugging, performance monitoring, and testing aids such as fault
simulations or various activity load controls. A system log will be provided
along with integrated controls to initiate or cancel various recording func-
tions and log post processing programs to search, summarize, and display
or print s elected results. Optional reco rding functions will include s elec-
tive data or events bas ed on time or a referenced parameter change.
Selectable events include specific type requests to the Executive and any
application defined function requesting a Prog ram Management function.
System Development Support-The support software will include general
purpose software development tools for the maintenance of any source and
object programs as well as program documentation. Each configuration or
installation will include sufficient on-line digital memory and terminal
equipment to support concur rent development and testing of many software
components by more than one respons ible org anization. The terminals
may be used to monitor real-time operation or simulation and efficiently
provide remote access for initiation, control, and post processing or
examination of test results.
The support system and breadboard configuration will operate as a remotely
accessed, time-share operating system with its own assemblers, com-
pilers, and utility prog rams for simulation and general support functions.
In addition, one interface control unit will be provided for each set of flight
hardware equipment included in the breadboard. The breadboard mode of
execution need not be a time-share approach but sets of flight hardware shall
be as signable to a particular remote us er for certain time periods from the
centralized control terminals.
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4. 10.3. 2 Interfaces
The DMS interfaces described in the following sections are grouped into
DMS interfaces between ISS modules, between the DMS and other docked
modules, between the DMS and other subsystems, and between the DMS and
integ ral experiments. The DMS man machine interface with the crew is
described in Section 4.10.3.1. 5, Displays and Controls Assemblies. Other
man machine interfaces include removal and replacement of magnetic tape
recorder tape reels, physical handling of film for image processing and
removal and replacement of failed DMS units.
4. 10.3.2. 1 ISS Modules Interface
The DMS interface between ISS modules is limited to the analog and digital
data busses (primary and redundant) at the docking ports interconnecting any
two ISS modules. The data bus interconnections also provide the inter-
module electrical interface for other subsystems that use the data bus. Fig-
ure 4. 10-25 shows the extension of the data buses as modules are docked
together.
4. 10.3.2.2 DMS to Docked Modules Interface
The DMS interface with docked m.odules (RAMS, Logistics Modules) shown by
Figure 4. 10-25 is identical to the interface between ISS m.odules described
above. After mating, the docked module' s data buses becom.e an extension of
the ISS data buses. The dockedm.odule' s data bus terminalsm.ust be com.-
patible with all of the operating characteristics of the ISS data buses and
include local buffering for digital data rates in excess of the 10 MBPS.
4. 10.3.2.3 DMS to ISS Subsystems Interface
The DMS interface with the ISS subsystems provides for acquisition of
subsystem data, transmission of comm.ands, status monitoring, and checkout
of subsystem operation. In addition, the DMS interfaces with the Electri-
cal Power Subsystem. to obtain electrical power and with the Onboard Check-
out Subsystem (OCS) for checkout of DMS assem.blies. The interface with the
OCS is primarily within the com.puter's software program.s. However, the
DMS data acquisition and distribution, display and control, and data storage
assem.blies are used by the OCS to perform its functions.
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The acquisition of subsystem data and transmission of commands and data
to subsystems is shown in Figure 4. 10-4. Subsystem analog data (10 kHz
or les s bandwidth) and discrete signals interface with remote data acqui-
sition units (RDAU). The analog data are converted to 8-bit digital words
and each discrete signal is encoded as one bit of an 8-bit digital word. Sub-
system data requiring greater than 8-bit resolution are converted within
the subsystem assembly and then interface with a digital data bus terminal
using a serial form of data transfer. The DMS interface for discrete
commands, and digital data distributed over the data bus, interface with the
subsystem assemblies through a digital data bus terminal. These DMS
interfaces with other ISS subsystems play an active part in other subsystems'
overall operation when the DMS data bus is used to transfer -data between
subsystem assemblies in two different modules. An example is in the
Guidance, Navigation,and Control Subsystem where commands for thruster
operation are generated in one module for actuation in another ISS module.
Whereas most subsystems time- share digital data bus channels, the
Com.m.unications Subsystem. audio channels of the analog data bus are dedica-
ted to the com.m.unications subsystem operation; the interface with these
channels is described in Section 4. 9. 3. 2.
4. 10. 3. 2.4 DMS to Integ ral Experim.ent Interfac es
The DMS interface with integral experiments, prim.arily in the GPL module,
is identical to the interface with the ISS subsystems described above for
analog data with 10 kHz or les s bandwidth, discrete data and digital data.
Experim.ent analog data with a bandwidth greater than 10 kHz are transferred
in analog form on one of the video channels. The DMS analog interface is
shown in Figure 4. 10-4.
4. 10.3.2. 5 DMS to Shuttle Interface
There is no direct interface between the ISS DMS and the Shuttle orbiter
during m.odule launch. However, the OCS Caution and Warning subsystem.
will use DMS data acquisition and distribution as semblies to m.onitor critical
parameters in the Power /Subsysterns and GPL Modules when thesem.odules
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are launched by the Shuttle orbiter. The monitoring will be limited to
hazardous equipments and will be provided to the Shuttle through hardwired
connections. No hazardous equipment is contained in the Crew/Operations.
Module; thus, the interface for this launch is inactive.
4.10.3.3 Operation
The DMS operation is automated and under the direction of the subsystem. and
the experiment control computers with their associated software. Crew
access to the computer I s operation is provided by the display and control
assemblies. Keyboards, CRT displays and auxiliary control devices operate
through digital data bus term.inals and the digital data bus to permit a crew-
man to interrogate or command the computers, to request data readouts, to
control operating modes , and to modify routines. Manual control is available
to supplement the automated subsystem operation when it is so desired by a
crewman.
4.10.3.3.1 Launch Operation
The DMS assemblies in the Power/Subsystem.s and GPL Modules required
to support the OCS Caution and Warning function are operable and under
computer control during launch. These assemblies include the computer,
digital data bus, and the digital data bus terminals interfacing with the
module's local caution and warning units. Critical parameters will be
monitored for status display to the Shuttle orbiter crew. All DMS assem-
blies in the Crew/Operations Module are unpowered and inactive during
launch. There is no computer in this module to control the automated DMS
assembly operation.
4.10.3.3.2 Deployment Operation
The powered up and active DMS assemblies in the Power /Subsystems Module
can initiate preprogrammed commands to deploy the solar array automatic-
ally. These assemblies include the computer, digital data bus, digital data
bus terminals, and RDA U' s interfacing with the deployment mechanism.
A portable display and control unit can also be connected to the digital data
bus to provide manual initiation and control of computer generated commands
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to deploy the solar array. The portable unit will either be stowed in the
module during launch or carried into the module from the Shuttle orbiter by
a crewman. It will be connected to one of the plug-in terminals located in
the module to interface with the digital data bus.
4.10.3.3.3 Activation Operation
'The DMS operations for activation of the ISS m.odules on orbit are similar for
each module. These operations are primarily to support OCS checkout of
each module and to provide a means for the activation crew to initiate both
planned and unplanned activation activities requiring DMS support. The
specifics for each module are briefly described. The DMS assemblies in
each ISS module are shown in Figure 4. 10-4.
Power /Subsystems Module
The DMS as semblies in the Power /Subsystems Module are initially verified
for correct operation through use of onboard DMS Maintenance Programs.
The DMS will then support the OCS checkout of the remaining subsystems
with the Subsystems Onboard Checkout and Fault Isolation Programs. The
portable display and control unit will be used by the activation crew to initiate,
monitor, and control the DMS and OCS activation operations. The activation
crew will also use this portable unit to initiate other planned activities, and
unplanned activities if necessary, which require DMS support. Prior to
leaving the module in orbit, the DMS will support placing the module's sub-
systems in the required modes for unmanned operation.
Crew /Operations Module
The DMS operations for the Crew /Operations Module activation cannot begin
until the data bus connections between the Power /Subsystems Module and the
Crew /Operations Module have been mated and power has been applied to the
DMS assemblies in the Crew/Operations Module. Checkout of the DMS
assemblies and the remaining subsystems is then the same as for the Power /
Subsystems Module. The subsystem operations Control and Display console
in the Crew/Operations Module is used by the activation crew for all activi-
ties requiring DMS support. A portable Display and Control unit may also be
used if necessary to supplement the fixed console.
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GPL Module
The DMS operations for the GPL Module activation are essentially the sam.e
as for the Crew /Operations Module. The DMS as s emblies are powered up
and actively under control of the experiment control computer in this module.
Control of subsystem reiated as sem.blies will be transferred to the subsys-
tern control computer in the Power /Subsystems Module after the data bus
connections between the Crew /Operations Module and the GPL Module have
been mated. The subsystems operations console in the Crew/Operations
Module will be used by the activation crew as before. The experiment oper-
ations control capability in the GPL may be verified by the activation crew
if necessary. The DMS assem.blies involved are the experiment control
computer, experiment display and control console, and related data storage.
The subsystems operations backup control capability for the DMS assem.blies
in the GPL Module will be verified.
4.10.3.3.4 Unmanned Operation
The DMS can be operated in an autom.atic mode and the assemblies providing
this capability are located in the Power /Subsystems Module, the first module
launched (see Figure 4. 10-4). An uplink ground command capability is pro-
vided by the com.m.and interface unit interfacing with the Communications
Subsystem.. The DMS subsystem.
'
s operations support the Guidance, Naviga-
tion and Control Subsystem.s on a continuous basis and the OCS if checkout is
comm.anded. Data storage is provided for onboard recording of subsystems
data either for delayed playback to ground or for retrieval by the Shuttle
crew.
The DMS assem.blies in the second and third modules used for unmanned
operations are those data acquisition and distribution units which monitor or
control the subsystem unmanned operations in each of these modules. In
addition, redundant and backup DMS capability provided by certain assem-
blies in the GPL Module for normal operation would provide the same
capability for unmanned operation.
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4. 10.3.3.5 Normal Operation
The subsystem control operations are automatically executed under the
direction of the subsystem control computer in the Power /Subsystems Module.
The crew will normally interface with subsystems operations through the
subsystems control console in the Crew/Operations Module. The experi-
ments control operations are automatically executed under the direction of
the experiments control computer in the GPL Module.
The crew will normally interface with experiment operations through the
experiment control console. Portable display and control units will be used
(by crew members) for both subsystem and experiment control and monitor-
ing at locations in all modules . The ground uplink capability will also be
used to modify preprogrammed or preplanned subsystem or experiment
operations.
4. 10.3.4 Growth Space Station (GSS) Considerations
The DMS configuration has two features which minimize the subsystem
impact when the ISS evolves into a GSS by adding 2 additional modules.
These are the data bus concept and subsystem modularity.
The data bus concept is designed to meet GSS requirements. Growth and
flexibility of the data buses were major design considerations. As a result,
the change from ISS to GSS is accomplished with a minimum effort by the
use of branch port connectors in a manner identical to the modular ISS
buildup.
The additional GSSmodules are connected to the station data buses by
removing bus characteristic impedance matching terminators and connecting
the coax cables together at the docking port interface. Attached modules are
connected to the data bus by a branch connection. These branch connections
are also terminated with a matching impedance in the absence of the attached
module. The module' s data bus connectors are connected to the branch
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Connectors by first removing the terminating connector. This process will
cause a slight, temporarily mismatched line. However, this will not affect
system operating performance characteristics.
Data bus terminals and RDA U r s within each module provide the interface
between the common data bus and each Space Station module' s subsystems
and/or experiment equipment. The additional modules added for a GSS
capability are accommodated by providing additional DMS acquisition and
distribution assemblies similar to ones used in ISS modules. The baseline
ISS design provides for a maximum of 128 digital data bus terminations and
64 analog data bus terminations.
The ISS computational capability is provided by two m.u1tiprocessor com-
plexes, one for subsystems operation and one for experiments operation.
Each multiprocessor contains identical central processing units (CPU's) and
identical main memory modules. One of the desirable features of a multi-
processor is the relative ease of expanding capabilities. An increase in the
total computing operations per second is accommodated by increasing the
number of central processing units while an increase in memory require-
ments is accommodated by an increase in the number of memory modules.
Both an increase in computing operations and main memory size is required
to meet GSS co.mputationa1 requirements as shown in Table 4. 10-3. The
additional central proces sing units, main memory modules and auxiliary
memory units required for GSS will be added to the ISS computational
capability as carry-on items and installed when needed during the GSS
buildup. Space for the additional items is provided in the ISS Power /
Subsystems Module and GPL Module. The installation is similar to
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removing and replacing one of these items for maintenance. The baseline
ISS multiprocessor design provides for a maximum of 4 CPU's, 3 IOC's,
15 main memory modules, 3 auxiliary memory units and 3 bulk memory
units for each multiprocessor complex.
Increased data storage requirements for GSS are accommodated by more
frequent removal of filled magnetic tapes and their replacement with blank
tapes. The biggest impact will be an increase in quantity of magnetic tapes
supplied.
Experiments are apt to become more sophisticated. Increased sophistication
implies faster operation, increased accuracy, and more detailed and auto-
ITlated procedures. SOITle experiments will make a transition to applications
operations. The transition requires that results be produced in real time
such that they may be of value to users. These trends could require a sig-
nificantly larger onboard data processing capability. For example, image
processing and analysis requiring extensive cOITlputational support may be
required. The cOITlputation assemblies are designed such that advantage
may be taken of advances in the state-of-the-art when they are needed. The
ITlodular approach perITlits older assemblies to be replaced with advanced
capability assemblies.
Both the primary and experiment display and control consoles have space for
adding undefined GSS functions. Certain dedicated display and control func-
tions have been defined for GSS operations and are identified as spare capa-
bility for ISS ope rations.
4. 10.4 Design Analysis and Trade Studies
4. 10.4. 1 Requirements Analysis
The 33 foot Space Station DMS design concepts have been reviewed for
compatibility with the MSS Program Requirements Document and found
-
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compatible. The requirements definition task for the DMS addressed three
major technical areas:
• Experiment/Subsystem data analysis
• Processing requirements
• Date acquisition/distribution requirements.
The following sections summarize the analysis studies for each of these
areas.
4. 10.4. 1. 1 Experiment/Subsystem Data Analysis
Green Book definitions of data outputs for thos e experiments scheduled in
Case 534-G have been plotted to form a Space Station data profile shown in
Figure 4. 10-26. Data characteristics which represent worst case daily
averages are summarized in Table 4. 10-15. These quantities of data pro-
vide the initial analysis point for subsystem sizing.
4. 10.4. 1.2 Processing Requirements
To provide a means for further analysis, a sample time period representa-
tive of orbital experiment operation for ISS was chosen for detailed examina-
tion. This is· shown as the shaded area in Figure 4. 10-26. The thirteen
experiments that were included in the time slice were reviewed and analyzed
for processing requirements. The results of this time slice analysis serve
as a verification test of previous processing estimates.
Analysis of the processing capability requires both identification of functions
to be performed and the input characteristics of the data to be processed.
Data Processing Assumptions
The following system design assumptions were used to establish the proces-
sing and buffer requirements:
• Device control is always a multiple of a standard sample interval.
• Standard Interval Rate (SIR) of 50 per second was utilized.
• Scientific data is buffered at the source to match the standard
interval.
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• Digital data rates greater than SIR x 256 are transferred direct to
Bulk Memory
• All other scientific and monitoring data goes to the CPU memory.
• Monitor and scientific data are on single but separately addressable
RDAU's.
• All data will be buffered on Auxiliary or Bulk Memory.
The level of concurrent data processing was determined by selecting any
experiment that operated five or more days per week and twenty-four hours
per day or the ratio of the hours based on operating with a sixteen hour day.
,
the latter permitting simplified scheduling for a six man crew. Worst case
experiments were selected from the remaining experiments. Table 4. 10-16
lists the processing requirement parameters assuming a standard base
sample or control rate of 50 per second with source buffers up to 512 bits.
The experiment processing requirements resulting from this analysis are
shown in Table 4. 10-17. A comparison with previous experiment analysis
is shown in Table 4. 10-18. Station operation requirements are shown in
Table 4. 10-19.
4. 10.4.1. 3 Data Acquisition/Distribution Requirements
The Data Acquisition/Data Distribution subsystem must service each of the
data sources and provide data distribution internally to and between each of
the station modules. The data acquisition/distribution requirements can be
assessed from the following:
• Number of data points
• Worst case (peak) digital rates
• Analog sources and bandwidths.
A composite requirements summary is shown in Table 4. 10-20. The quantity
of data points is derived from a tabulation of subsystem devices and associ-
ated quantities with each of the space station modules. The experiment data
rates represent peak rates, excluding certain high rate sources which will be
handled as specific isolated cases, as defined in the green book.
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Table 4. 10- 16
PROCESSING REQUIREMENT ESTIMA TING PARAMETERS
Average Peak~:c
Control Cycles / Digital Words /
Experim.ent Cycles /Sec Weight Second Sam.ple
ES-1G 218 1 218 50
LS-1A 41 1 41 50
MS-3A-1 5 O. 04 O. 2 40
MS-3A-2 42 O. 12 5 40
MS-3A-3 52 o. 16 9 20
MS-3A-4 52 o. 16 9 20
MS-3A-5 52 o. 16 9 20
MS-3B-1 52 O. 08 5 20
MS-3B-2 52 O. 08 5 20
MS-3 C-1 1 O. 08 0 36
MS-3C-2 12 O. 08 1 10
MS-3C-3 62 O. 08 5 20
MS-3D-1 52 O. 04 2 20
MS-3D-2 63 O. 04 3 20
MS-3E 62 O. 08 5 20
A-4C 32 1 32 ..1.....1......1....1'..
P-1A 526 0.5 268 40
P-1B 51 O. 03 2 40
P-1C 35 0 0 1
P-1E 101 1 101 40
P-4C 63 1 63 \ 10
>;cWords of data routed to the CPU m.em.ory (assum.e 10 bits packed 3 or 4 per
CPU m.em.ory word).
>;o:cMajority is video or film..
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Table 4. 10-17
PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
Processing Operations Main Memory Auxiliary or Bulk
Function Second x 103 Words x 103 Words x 103 )n
1. Data Handling 118 60 (6.6x 10 10) *2
Packed 3: 1) *3
2. Display and 10 6 60
Control
3. Temporal 115 12 60
(0.2 per word) *4
4. Stabilization 20 4 20
5. Evaluation 18 12 60
(1 per minute) *5
6. Support and 50 10 280
Checkout
7. Supervisor 60 14 20
Totals 391 118 500 + (*6)
*1 Words are assumed to be 32 bits of digital data.
*2 Average daily digital accumulation is given in parenthesis
(see Figures 6 and 12).
*3 Three 10 bit experiment words are packed in one CPU word.
*4 A ratio of simple operations to data words.
*5 60 coefficients and 1200 data points.
*6 Buffer requirement determined by schedule restrictions and down link
rates or tape weight restriction for the Shuttle.
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4. 10.4. 2 Computing System Configuration Selection Rationale
During this study and previous. studies a number of computing facility
concepts were examined with respect to two basic questions:
• Where (in which modules) should computing facilities be located?
• What should the configuration of these facilities be?
The selection rationale indicates that two computing facilities are required
as illustrated in Figure 4.10-27. The subsystem computing facility must be
located in the Power/Subsystems No. I Module. The experiment computing
facility should be located in the General Purpose Laboratory. The experiment
computing facility mus t have the capability of performing the subsystems
computing facility functions in the event that the subsystem computing facility
is not operating for any reason.
The requirement for location of the subsystem computing facility in the
Power/Subsystems No.1 Module is based on the following:
• The Power/Subsystems No.1 Module will be required to operate
unmanned initially for a period of up to 120 days. The subsystem
computing facility is necessary to support communications, onboard
checkout, attitude control and for rendezvous and docking operations
during the Modular Space Station build up.
• Most of the subsystem hardware is within the Power/Subsystem
Module (control moment gyros, solar panels and batteries, attitude
sensors, propulsion and low gain antenna communications). The
subsystem computing facility is used to test and checkout these
equipments in the Power/Subsystems Module during factory check-
out and pre-launch operations.
• The experiment computing facility should be located in the General
Purpose Laboratory for convenient acce ss to experiments. The
experiment computing facility could be located in the crew operations
module if nece ssary. However, it could not be located in the Power /
Subsystems Module because of the requirements to physically sepa-
rate a backup subsystem computing capability (in this case, the
experiment computing facility) from the main subsystem computing
facility.
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The reasons for separating the facilities according to subsystem and
experiment computing functions are:
• Separation simplifies software development and verification. Sub-
system software will remain relatively fixed throughout the Initial
Space Station phase, and then require a significant modification to
accommodate the additional two modules and subsystem equipment
for the GSS phase. Experiment software will be continually varying
during the life of the Space Station program to accommodate new
experiments and experiment analysis. Isolating the experiment
computing to the experiment computing facility permits such modifi-
cations and software experimentations without endangering or inter-
fering with subsystem computing operations.
Since both computing facilities have access to the data bus, the
experiment computing facility can take over subsystem computing
facility functions without much difficulty. Since the subsystems are
allowed down times in the order of several minutes or more, auto-
matic switchover from the subsystem computing facility to the
experiment computing facility is not required. Typically, the
changeover process involves the crew manually loading a subsystem
program tape from space station files, and reading the program
into the experiment computing facility memory. No additional com-
puting hardware is required for this backup capability.
Bulk memory units associated with the computing facilities are
located near the primary and secondary controls and displays sta-
tions located in the Crew/Operations Module and the General
Purpose Laboratory, respectively. These bulk memory units are
magnetic tape drives which require manual loading by crew mem-
bers located at the primary and secondary control stations. Each
station should have at least two bulk memory units such that they
can be used sequentially for continuous recording or playback of
data.
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The second question is answered by the following:
Subsystem Facility Configuration
Quantities of assemblies required for the subsystem facility are indicated in
Table 4.10-21. These quantities were developed from an analysis of the
subsystem support computing and storage requirements indicated in Sec-
tion 4. 10.4.1. The spare assemblies are either installed and powered down
or on-board but not installed. They would be brought into use in event of
failure of assemblies operating on line.
Two CPUs operating at 500 KOPS each can accommodate the 727 KOPS
processing requirements for the ISS with a margin of 37.5 percent for
multiprocessor overhead. The GSS will require three operating CPUs to
accommodate the 855 KOPS processing requirements (allowing for processor
overhead), although two CPUs may be able to perform the tasks if the
285 KOPS allocated for contingency/growth are not completely utilized.
One operating three -channel Input/Output Controller (IOC) is expected to be
capable of controlling the subsystem data bus traffic for the ISS and GSS
Table 4.10-21
SUBSYSTEM COMPUTING ASSEMBLIES SUMMARY
ISS GSS
Assembly Operating Spares Operating Spares
CPUs 2 1 2-3 1
IOCs 1 1 1 1
Main Memory 6 2 8 2
(16 K Word Modules)
Auxiliary Memory 1 1 2 1
(1 M Word Modules)
Bulk Memor y 2 1 2 1
Note: K .- 1024
M = 1,048,576
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phases of the program with substantial margin. Each channel can
accommodate from 38,400 to 288',000 sixteen-bit words per second, depend-
ing on the degree of interleaving of data ordering requests. Real time con-
'trol of subsystem functions will require only a few thousand data ordering
requests per second, allowing substantial reserve for checkout, monitoring
and recording Itelemetry functions.
The main and auxiliary memory requirements are based directly on the
requirements indicated in 4. 10.4. 1.
The bulk memory units will normally be paired to operate sequentially for
continuous recording of data.
Experiment Facility Configuration
Quantities of assemblies required for the baseline experiment facility are
indicated in Table 4.10-22. These quantities were developed from an analy-
sis of the experiment support computing and storage requirements indicated
in Section 4. 10.4. 1 and using the same sizing rationale used for the subsystem
facility. The baseline experiment facility has the capability of growth to
four operating CPUs, three operating IOCs, nine auxiliary memory units,
fifteen main memory modules and as many bulk memory units as can be
accommodated on the data bus. The growth capability will accommodate
significant increases in experiment support requirements up to a total of
1. 5 million OPS, 240 thousand main memory words, and 9 million auxiliary
memory word s.
Reasons for selection of this concept are:
• The subsystem and experiment computation requirements are
similar in terms of speed, main and auxiliary memory capacities.
• The same kinds of hardware can be used in each facility. No special
development efforts are required to account for differences in
facility configurations.
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Table 4.10-22
EXPERIMENT COMPUTING ASSEMBLIES SUMMARY
ISS GSS
Assembly Operating Spares Operating Spares
-----
CPUs 2 I 2-3 I
rocs I I I I
Main Memory 5 2 8 2
16 K Word Modules
Auxiliary Memory I 1 I I
(1 M Word Modules)
Bulk 2 I 2 I
Note: K = 1024
M = 1,048,576
• The multiprocessor concept was selected for reasons usually
attributed to multiproce s sors such as:
Ability to process larger loads than that of a single CPU
Ability to reconfigure to process different kinds of problems, or
to bypas s malfunctioning elements, or to cease proces sing lower
priority functions if the processor is unable to perform the total
processing task because of malfunctions (graceful degradation)
• The unit modular CPU, main memory, input/output controller and
auxiliary memory approach was selected so that the quantities of
different units could be varied to accommodate changes in proces-
sing requirements during the life of the Modular Space Station. The
modular approach also provides a safety margin to accommodate
additional processing loads not currently forecasted.
• The reconfigurability feature allows powered-down spare units to
be brought into use when needed. These could be used either for
proces sing of high peak loads or to substitute for a malfunctioning
unit while that unit is undergoing diagnostic or maintenance
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operations. The use of powered-down spares allows maintenance
to be utilized when needed or to be postponed until convenient.
Section 4. 10.4.3 addresses the probability of manual maintenance
being required between 1,000 hour intervals is spares switching is
incorporated.
4. 10.4. 3 Auxiliary Memory Unit Selection Trade Study
Delay in the launch date of the Modular Space Station from that considered
during the 33 -foot diameter Space Station required reconsideration of the
technology selected for the Auxiliary Memory Units. Several advanced
technologies memory were considered. Of these the Magnetic Domain
(Bubble) technology was selected as the best replacement for the magnetic
disk units selected for the 33-foot diameter Space Station.
The purpose of the Auxiliary Memory Unit is to store data and instructions
too numerous to be economically contained within the main memory unit,
and requiring more frequent access than can be accommodated by a mag-
netic tape recorder type of bulk storage. The data processing requirements
analysis study indicated the following requirements for the auxiliary memory:
Total capacity (one computing facility): 108 bits
Average access time: A few milliseconds
Word Length:
Data Rates:
36 bits including parity and
storage protection
Up to one million parallel
words per second
Other desirable features are:
Low Weight, Power, Volume
High Reliability
Capability to buffer data transferred between data bus elements
Non- Volatile
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Candidate technologies considered as replacements for the magnetic disk
are:
• Moving Magnetic Domain-The non-metallic shift register (bubble
memory) was selected as the best choice because of potentially
lowest weight (13.6 kilograms [30 pounds]), power (20 watts), and
volume (9,834 cubic cm [600 cubic inches]) and highest reliability
(30K - lOOK hours MTBF). Metallic shift registers are at a more
advanced development state, but require more power, weight, and
volume.
• Ferrite Core and Plated Wire - The ferrite core and plated wire
technologie s were considered inferior to the bubble technology for
weight (over 45.4 kilograms [ 100 pounds]), power (several hundred
watts), volume (32, 780 to 163. 900 cubic cm [2, 000 to 10, 000 cubic
inches]) and reliability reasons.
• Optical and Electron Beam Memories - Optical and Electron beam
memories were not selected because of higher weight, power, and
volume requirements, lower reliability and requirements for precise
deflection devices and / or lack of a suitable erasable recording
medium. Opto-electronic memories using light emitting diodes as
the storage media required considerable power (500 to 5, 000 watts).
• A number of other technologies including semi compactor, thin
magnetic film, cryogenic, acoustic and holographic techniques
were not selected because of factors such as higher weight, power,
volume, speed state -of -the-art or reliability reasons.
The bubble memory technology was compared with the magnetic disk tech-
nology in terms of weight, power, volume, and reliability as indicated in
Table 4.10-23. The weight, power, and volume assessments assigned for
trade study purposes indicated that these quantities would cost $7.5 million
more for the magnetic disk than the magnetic domain memory.
The bubble memory technology potentially has all the desirable features of
an auxiliary memory, such as low weight, power, volume, and high relia-
bility. It can be block organized to achieve the required data rates, average
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access times, and word-size. Its development state is progressing
satisfactorily, with 10, OOO-bit shift registers currently being made in the
laboratory. The memory capacity can be made large enough to replace both
the magnetic disk and auxiliary memory tape unit which were previously
recommended for the 33 -foot diameter Space Station.. Therefore, the use
of bubble memory technology for the MSS auxiliary memory is recommended
for the MSS application.
4. 10.4.4 Main Memory Trade Considerations
At the time of this study a number of memory technologies appropriate for
use in main memory applications are IT1aking significant improvements in
power and cost reduction and in faster operating speeds. The most signifi-
cant advances are being made in semiconductor memories, including bipolar,
static MOS and dynamic MOS and hybrid combinations of these. A number of
projections regarding main memory technologies in commercial applications
have appeared in the literature. The general consensus is that manufactur-
ing costs will drop to 1 or a few cents per bit by 1976 for all technologies,
and that power may be reduced to a few microwatts per bit for MOS tech-
nologies. Complementary MOS (CMOS) devices may achieve standby powers
of less than 10- 7 watts per bit and cycle time of 50 to 100 nano 100 nano-
seconds. The MSS trade-off power assessment of $7. 650 per watt Over the
10 year life of the Space Station is the most significant cost factor affecting
the choice of main memory technology. Figure 4. 10-28 illustrates the
relationship between hardware cost, typical power per bit and power assess-
ment cost for several main memory technologies.
Semiconductor memories can be made with access and cycle times signifi-
cantly les s than core or plated wire memorie s. However, cycle time s Ie s s
than 300 nanoseconds will not be of advantage unless the CPU is speeded up
accordingly.
The current main memory technology preference is a hybrid bipolar-MOS
memory where MOS devices are the basic storage elements for low power
consumption reasons, and bipolar devices are used to provide the power
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necessary to drive the MOS devices and to interface with the CPU and IOC
assemblies. Due to rapid advances in several technologies, candidate
technologies will require revaluation prior to commitment to hardware.
4.10.4.5 Onboard Image Processing Concept
The baseline onboard image processing design (hybrid analog-digital) is
described in Section 4. 10.3.1. 7. An alternate hybrid optical--digital concept
was investigated and is described in this section.
Two basic justifications for onboard image processing which have previously
been addressed in the Space Station studies are:
A. Reduction of data onboard to reduce the requirements for trans-
mission of data to earth via communications links and physical
return by shuttle.
B. Aid the onboard experimenter in calibration and control of
expe riments.
Image processing may significantly reduce the image data storage and trans-
mission by transmitting or recording only those images which contain new
information. This is accomplished by correlating the observed image with
the last recorded or transmitted image. If the correlation index drops below
a specified threshold level, the observed image becomes the reference image
and is stored or transmitted as required. This process should significantly
reduce the amount of redundant data to be analyzed later.
Image processing is expected to be pf value in supporting the calibration and
control of experiments using imaging sensors. Image processing may be
used to assist the experimenter to control experiments, such as when
acquiring and tracking targets.
Basic technique s which may be used are:
A. Onboard image processing
B. Filtering out unwanted or enhancing desired image characteristics
C. Correlation of observed image characteristics with stored image
characte ri sties.
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Onboard image proces sing to reduce the amount of data recorded must be
performed in real time (in the order of a fraction of a second to a few
seconds). Attempts to implement image processing techniques in an all-
digital fashion result in unusually large digital computer speed and storage
loads. The current trend is toward hybrid analog-optical-digital implemen-
tations which result in a more practical digital data proces sing load. How-
ever, considerable research and development is required to define and
obtain an operational system for space use. Digital computational require-
ments will be dependent on resulting hybrid system designs, as well as a
further definition of experiment image processing requirements.
An approach to the integration of filtering and correlation types of optical
image processing assemblies with other data management system elements
is illustrated in Figure 4.10-29. The optical processor performs the trans-
formations and retransformations between the real and transform image
planes, while the digital computer performs the filtering operations and
controls the flow of data throughout the system. The transform image is a
representation of a one or two dimensional Fourier transformation of the
input image. Typical operation is as follows:
• The electronic image from an experiment is converted to digital
form, transm.itted to the optical processor over the data bus and
reconverted to an optical image in the first Image Forming Light
Modulator (IFLM No.1).
• Collimated coherent light is allowed to pass through the first IFLM
to a transform lens where the image is transformed to a spatial
frequency representation of the input image.
• The digital computer computes the filtering function (high, low,
band pass, correlation, convolution, or other) and supplies this
function to IFLM No.2, to filter the transformed image.
• The retransformation optics converts the filtered transform image
to either a filtered real image or an indication of the degree of
correlation, depending upon the nature of the retransformation
optics.
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• The filtered real image is displayed, stored in bulk memory, or
transmitted to earth via communications links as required. The
correlation index may be used to control the recording or trans-
mission of the image being observed.
Predicted characteristics of the optical processor shown in Figure 4.10-30
are:
• Size - O. 113 cubic meters (4 cubic feet)
• Weight - 45. 4 kilograms (100 pounds)
• Power - 50 watts
The hybrid optical-digital image processing concept cannot be considered for
MSS use at this time since considerable research and development is
required to define an operational system for space applications.
4. 10.4. 6 Electronic Packaging and Installation
The ten year lifetime requirement on Modular Space Station places an exten-
sive requirement on equipment operational longevity. In order to achieve this
objective, on-board equipment checkout, fault isolation, and timely replace-
ment of failed items are required to assure successful mission completion.
In addition to on-orbit maintainability of equipment, a cost reduction of sub-
system hardware can be achieved through use of a standardized electronic
packaging and installation approach. This section summarizes a trade study
on electronic equipment packagipg and installation concepts and describes an
approach which allows for fast replacement of failed items and cost reduc-
tions through use of a "family" of standardized modules. The complete study
is documented in SE-02.
4. 10.4. 6. 1 Requirements
Electronic equipments are located in all modules of the ISS and fall into two
basic installation categories;
1. Equipment mounted into console s and racks which are located next
to the vehicle exterior surfaces and
225
Figure 4.10-30. Modular Installation Section
VEI-IICL.E CONNECTOR /iN/)
/NTCRFACE ,O,4NEL
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2. Equipment mounted into consoles and racks located adjacent to
walk ways or interior walls.
An example of category I installations isin the GPL where many of the
experiment operating consoles are located against the exterior wall. An
example of the second category is the electronic equipment enclosures in the
center area of the GPL and the Primary Command and Control Center in the
Crew /Operations 'module located adjacent to the interior wall of a crew
quarters.
A design concept whereby access to electronic replaceable modules as well
as console wiring from a single side (plane) satisfies both installation cate-
gories and also allows two single plane installation sections to be placed
back-to-back. This approach was investigated in detail dur~ng the study as
it can be implemented in most Modular Space Station situations except for
the face of display panels at the individual work stations. Wiring to Display
Panel components must be accessible from the rear of the panel and conse-
quently cannot satisfy in all cases the single plane accessibility.
A modular installation section was selected as the basic installation unit for
the study. A module installation section is defined as a structure support
system capable of accommodating individual or groups of in-orbit replaceable
electrical assemblies (modules), an interconnecting wiring system, and a
heat transfer system consistent with minimum weight and volume usage goals.
The replaceable electronic assemblies consist of rrlOdules in a standardized
f'family" of sizes which are inserted into the installation section.
In arriving at a standardized electronic modular packaging concept the
following requirements and objectives were considered:
A. The module installation section shall have a structural, WIrIng and
heat transfer system interface with the vehicle such that the section
could be moved while in orbit to allow access for visual inspection
of the interior surface of the outer ve hicle wall without impairing
critical systems operations.
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B. The
1.
Installation Section shall be designed to permit the following:
Direct visual and physical access by the crew for replacement
or removal of the Replaceable Electrical Assembly and for dis-
connecting or connecting related electrical connectors.
Acce s s to the wi re harne s se s for modifications or repair is to
be provided. This access is to be from the same plane that
removal of the Replaceable Assembly is achieved.
2. Keying techniques shall be provided to preclude inadvertent
mislocation and improper connector mating of the Replaceable
Assembly.
3. The design shall be compatible with the crew limitations rela-
tive to Inaximum torquing forces, connector extraction forces,
adjustment access requirements, assembly form factors,
guide sand othe r cons traints.
4. Refurbishable or replaceable captive fasteners shall be used for
all equipment which has planned maintenance capability.
5. The order of precedence for in-orbit maintenance tasks shall
be (1) shirtsleeve environment, (2) space suit (IVA), (3) space
suit (EVA). EVA tasks shall be of an emergency nature only.
C. The design shall be standardized to the extent that it can accommo-
date various replaceable assembly groups and the modular support
structure can be efficiently used in other vehicle areas. Cost effec-
tiveness shall be a consideration in the design selection. "Common-
ality" is a primary consideration. As a goal, common module
installation structures, standardized mounting means and the like
shall be considered.
The packaging design of the Replaceable Assembly shall be capable of
of accepting multi - technology technique s; i. e., printed circuit, thick
film, hybrid designs, and discrete components. The equipment shall
be designed for maximllm flexibility that will insure ability to func-
tion with new subsystems and technologies.
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D. The Section Support Structure shall be designed to accom.m.odate the
following interface requirem.ents:
1. Provisions shall be provided for m.ounting electrical and coolant
line connectors com.patible with the vehicle interface.
2. Mounting features providing attachm.ent to the vehicle structural
interface which enable the Installation Section assem.bly to be
m.oved while in orbit to allow for visual inspection of'vehicle
outer walL
3. Provisions at the Replaceable Electrical Assem.bly interface
for m.ounting, keying and interconnecting.
4. Installation of an electrical interconnecting wire harness.
5. Installation of a Heat Transfer System. (1. e., cold plates, heat
pipes, etc.) where applicable.
6. Provisions for partitioning the structural com.plex in order to
inhibit flam.m.ability propagation.
E. The section shall have provisions for accom.m.odating the following
safe ty requi rem.ents:
1. Electrical Bonding (grounding) of the replaceable assem.bly, and
support structure to vehicle ground.
2. Crew exposed surface m.axim.um. touch tem.pe rature of 105 of.
3. No exposed sharp edges, corners or protrusions.
4. Flam.m.ability propagation protection.
5. Com.patibility with in-orbit m.aintenance tools for replaceable
assem.bly rem.oval and ease of handling.
Each subsystem. shall be designed such that m.ajor failures are
repairable and shall be designed for m.axim.um. ease of m.ain-
tenance under expected astronaut skill. Precision elements
will be provided with suitable guides and l.ocking as aids in
replacem.ent. Refurbishable or replaceable captive fasteners
shall be used for all equipm.ent which has planned m.aintenance
capability.
6. Redundant equipm.ent shall be physically separated, where
possible, to m.inim.ize the probability of dam.age to one when
the other is dam.aged.
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4.10.4.6.2 Selected Design Concept
Cardboard m.ockups of various configurations were built to assist in trade
evaluations and useability studies. The selected Integrated Packaging and
Installation concept is described in this section.
Modular Installa tion Section
The Section (Figure 4.10-30) consists of a structure support capable of
accom.m.odating individual or groups of Replace·able Electrical Assem.blies,
an interconnecting wiring system., and a Heat Transfer System. with access
from. a com.m.on plane for in-orbit m.aintainability of the asem.blies and wiring.
The basic structural elem.ent (Figure 4.10-31) consists of a series of shaped
(hat section) m.ulti-functional structural m.embers which can be fabricated
from two types of extrusions. Varying lengths of these basic mem.bers can
be fabricated for different sizes of the installation section as required. The
basic structural elem.ent has provisions for m.ounting the following items:
A. Wire harnesses and related support brackets.
B. Coolant lines or heat pipes.
C. Replaceable Electrical Assemblies.
The integrated support structure consists of a series of the shaped elem.ents
m.ounted side by side and bolted to top and bottom. cross m.em.bers which in
turn have provisions for m.ounting to the vehicle structural interface.
The wiring system. consists of the integration of a series of wire harness
runs installed in specific EMI category channels in the bottom. of the basic
"U" shaped structural m.em.ber. The wires, grouped according to a specified
EMI category, egress from these channels up to the respective connectors on
top of the Replaceable Electrical Assem.bly (see Figure 4.10-32).
The vehicle wiring interface is established in a wire channel at one or both
ends of the structural com.plex. The wires egress from. the channels and are
interconnected in the wiring cross channel in their respective EMI category.
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Figure 4.10-31. Basic Structural Members
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Figure 4.10-32. Installation Section-Wiring and Cooling Configuration
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Vehicle interface connectors are mounted on the bottom surface of the cross
channel and connected to the appropriate wire harness. Wire harnesses can
be pre-fabricated with minimal jigs or fabricated in the structural complex.
Round connectors with crimp type pins and sealed rear inserts are contem-
plated at this time since they are well qualified. Rectangular connectors
with some development would offer certain advantages.
The Heat Transfer System consists of coolant lines either attached to or
integral to each side of the basic structural member (see Figure 4.10-32).
This provides redundant coolant lines which are interconnected independently
in the cross channels at either end of the structural complex. The vehicle
interface connections are also located at convenient places in these channels.
This arrangement creates a very short heat path between the coolant line
and the mounting bolts of the Replaceable Electrical Assembly thereby
minimizing the thermal gradient across the interface.
Heat pipes could be mounted to the sides of the "U" shaped structural mem-
ber of this cooling technique proved to be more desirable.
A heat transfer capability of 10 watts per Replaceable Assembly mounting
bolt is achieved with a coolant fluid temperature of 41°C (l05 OF) maximum.
In the event of damaged or leaky coolant lines, the respective side of the "I"
shaped structural member can be easily removed and replaced without dis-
rupting the entire installation complex.
4.10.4.6.2.2 Replaceable Electrical Assembly
The basic Replaceable Electrical Assembly has a form factor of 22. 8 cm
(9 in. ) long by 17. 8 cm (7 in. ) high by 5. I cm (2 in. ) wide as shown in
Figure 4. 10-33. The Electrical Assembly "family" will consist of incre-
ments of the 5. 1 cm (2 in. ) width.
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The assembly has the following basic features:
A. The assembly consists of a top and bottom plate bolted to two
extruded side plates. The top plate contains the wiring interface
connectors and provisions for mounting two 12. 7 cm (5 in. )
by 17. 8 cm (7 in. ) printed circuit boards containing about 100 dis-
crete components per board. These boards could also be used for
mounting thick film substrates resulting in greater packaging
densities. The bottom plate would be used for mounting any high
heat dis sipating devices as required. The open sides of the
assembled Electrical Assembly have side covers to inhibit poten-
tial EMI or flammability problems.
B. The heat transfer interface area around each bolt is about 15.63 sq
square cm (2.50 square in.) or about 3.13 square cm (5 square in.)
for each basic Electrical Assembly. Each assembly, therefore,
has the capability of dissipating 20 watts.
C. The assembly has two captivated 0.635 cm (0.25 inch) diameter
mounting bolts which are visually and physically accessible and
replaceable if damaged.
D. Keying of the Electrical Assembly is accomplished by providing a
family of pins with different locations in the "U" shaped structural
channel and mating holes in the Electrical Assembly.
E. Multiple size s of the basic Electrical Assembly is easily achieved
since the side supports of the assembly are made from an extrusion
which can be readily cut to any length.
F. The estimated weight for the Electrical Assembly is 2.27 Kg
(5 pounds).
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4.11 ONBOARD CHECKOUT SYSTEM
4. 11. 1 Smnmary
The Onboard Checkout Systerrl (OCS) provides checkout and fault isolation
support of ISS integral subsystems and experiments, as well as limited
support of subsystems and experiments within docked modules. Included are
capabilities for determining whether or not ISS subsysterrls and experirrlents
are operating in an acceptable manner, supplying information for ISS repair
and reconfiguration actions, and verifying subsystem and experiment oper-
ation following failure correction. The OCS is utilized as the primary check-
out and fault isolation tool during post-manufacturing, prelaunch, on-orbit
buildup, and on-orbit operational phases of the ISS program.
Key trade studies and issues addressed in the selection of the OCS design
are summarized in Table 4. 11-1 and di scus sed in Section 4. 11. 4. The con-
clusions reached in reviewing fundaITlental OCS trade areas are essentially
identical to those previously drawn for the 33-ft Space Station.
The size of the ISS checkout support task, in terrrlS of the quantity of check-
out pararrleters involved, is approxirrlately equivalent to that identified for
the 33-ft diarrleter Space Station (MSFC-DRL-160, Line lterrl 8, Volurrle V,
Book 4). Characteristics of ISS subsysterrls that result in changes to the
checkout support requirerrlents identified for the 33-ft diarrleter Space Station
are indicated in Table 4. 11-2. Also shown is a COrrlp arison of the estirrlated
quantity of checkout data pararrleters required for the ISS, GSS, and 33-ft
diarrleter Space Station. These pararrleters reflect those rrleasurerrlents and
stirrluli necessary to support onboard status rrlonitoring, periodic testing,
and fault isolation. Approxirrlately 40 percent of the pararrleters are also
required for norrrlal ISS operations. Subsysterrl support requirerrlents are
dis cus sed in Se ction 4. 11. 2.
The OCS design preferred for the ISS is an autorrlatic, highly user-
oriented systerrl whose elerrlents are largely integrated with, or have
des ign cOrrllTIonality with, other onboard hardware and software. The
systerrl takes advantage of ISS data rrlanagerrlent capabilities in the
areas of data acquisition and distribution, cOrrlputation, data storage,
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displays and controls, command generation, and operating system software.
Special proces sing and stimuli-generation capabilities that are integral to
other subsystem and experim ent equipment are also utilized. Capabilities
unique to the OCS, however, are provided for stimuli generation, critical
measurements, and checkout software. An OCS assembly group breakdown
is shown in Figure 4.11-1. Table 4.11-3 provides a summary of weight,
power, volume, and quantity requirements for unique OCS equipment.
The OCS design :minimizes the need for crew participation in routine check-
out functions, but does allow for crew intervention when special capabilities
of the crew are needed or requested. It also operates largely autonomous
of ground control, although a high degree of ground system interface is
possible. This is because of the system's capability for random access,
rapid distribution, and complete control of checkout data. Any or all check-
out data points can be selected for transmission to the ground. It is antici-
pated, however, that gr<;>und checkout support will be limited to that required
for consulting with the crew on checkout and fault isolation problems; sup-
porting ISS quiescent (standby unmanned) modes of operation; performing
large data processing tasks such as long-term trend analysis; and conducting
detailed failure analyses through examination of engineering data and failed
parts which have been returned from orbit.
Another important aspect of the selected design is that of minimizing the
types of OCS interfaces. This is particularly important since the OCS must
interface with all other subsystems, diversified integral experiments, and
docked modules. The minimization of interface types, as well as a high
degree of standardized modularity in design, assures responsiveness to
Station reconfiguration and growth. Key OCS features are delineated in
Table 4. 11-4 and further described in Section 4. 11.3.
4. 11. 2 Requirements
Key requirements influencing the selected OCS design are shown in
Table 4. 11- 5. All system-level OCS requirements are specified in
Section 3.2. 1. 11 of ISS CEI Specification CM-03. Detailed OCS functional
and performance requirements are based on an identification and analysis. of
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ISS subsystem checkout support requirements. Major OCS functional,
performance, and operational requirements are discussed in the following
SUbparagraphs.
4.11.2.1 Functional Requirements
The most important function of the OCS is to monitor life- and mis sion-
critical equipment and to provide warning indications for conditions requir-
ing crew attention. Other OCS functions include non- critical status monitor-
ing, periodic testing, trend analysis, and f.ault isolation. These functions
are those necessary to determine whether or not onboard systems are
operating in an acceptable manner, to provide a basis for repair and recon-
figuration actions, and to verify proper operation following failure correc-
tion. Table 4. 11- 6 delineates the general requirements mo st influential in
determining the degree of checkout support to be provided on the ISS and in
selecting the OCS design itself.
4. 11. 2. 2 Performance Require.ments
Performance requirements for the OCS are based primarily upon a detailed
analysis of ISS subsystems to determine the type and number of measurement
and stimulus parameters ,required to implement onboard checkout and fault
isolation functions. The results of this analysis are summarized in
Table 4. 11-7 and allocated by subsystem within each module in
Tables 4.11-8, 4.11-9, and 4.11-10. The quantities of parameters required
to perform each OCS function, as well as those required to conduct normal
ISS operations, are indicated. These requirements reflect data at the source
or at the point of application without any consideration of individual sub-
.
system capabilities for preprocessing or stimuli generation. The data also
include measurements and stimuli required within the data management
subsystem for purposes of self-testing.
In general, OCS performance requirements are intended to assure crew
safety and comfort, and to improve system availability and long-life assur-
ance, thereby maximizing the return of useful scientific and engineering
information. These requirements are further presented and discussed
below.
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4. 11. 2. 2. 1 Subsystern Support Requirernents
Access to nearly 4,000 subsystern rneasurernent points and application of
nearly 2, 000 stirnuli are required to perforrn check out and fault isolation of
ISS sybsystems. As indicated in Table 4. 11-7, about one-third of the para-
meters are monitored nearly continously for out-of-tolerance conditions. It
is also interesting to note that over 40 percent of the parameter s are used
to support norrnal Station operations. The quantity of parameters indicated
for testing reflects those necessary for tests conducted periodically to verify
the availability or proper operation of on-line systems, redundant equiprnent,
and alternate modes. The function of fault isolation requires nearly all of
the parameters, but only 16 percent are required solely for this purpose. A
brief dis cus sion of the checkout and fault isolation support anticipated for
each ISS subsystem, as well as a listing of typical subsystem line replace-
able units (LR Us) are presented in Section 4. 11.4.
Most of the stirnuli required for checkout are of the nature of general-
purpose signals, such as discrete commands, digital signals, or sirnple
analog signals. The few special stimuli that are required are provided as
part of the subsystern under test and controllable by the OCS. Stirnuli
required for RF communications equiprnent, for example, are relatively
complex and unique to the cornrnunications subsystem. These stimuli are,
therefore, generated by equipment internal to the subsystem.
The OCS-subsystem interface for measurements takes the form of the
standard analog, discrete, and digital signals noted in Table 4. 11.4. To
retain checkout flexibility, however, the ISS must include capability for
measuring unique responses or generating unique stimuli that may be identi-
fied in later phase s of the program.
4.11. 2. 2. 2 Experiment Support Requirements
The OCS is required to provide checkout and fault isolation support of integral
experiments, as well as limited support of subsystems and experiments
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within attached modules. Support of ISS integral experiments is estimated to
require a capability for interfacing with 640 data points allocated as follows:
MeasureITlents StiITluli
Analog
Bilevel
Ser ial Digital
Total
240
128
8
376
128
128
8
264
The liITlited checkout and fault isolation support of subsysteITls and experi-
ITlents in attached ITlodules involves providing an interface for the use of ISS
cOITlputation, display and control, and critical paraITleter monitoring capa-
bilities. Data acquisition, stiITluli generation, and checkout software
requireITlents associated with attached RAMs are provided separate froITl the
ISS. As far as checkout and fault isolation activities are concerned, the
attached ITlodules are considered to be an extension of ISS experiITlent
activities and it is highly desirable that RAM OCS-related equipment and
software have design commonality with similar ISS equipITlent and software.
4. 11. 2.2.3 Critical Parameter Monitoring
The .most iITlportant perforITlance requireITlent of the OCS, frOITl a safety
standpoint, is to ITlonitor life and mis sion critical functions continuously,
and to provide distinguishable caution and warning indications for conditions
requiring crew attention. Warning functions are those which, if out-of-
tolerance, could present an iITlmediate threat to crew life. Caution functions
are those which, if out-of-tolerance, could result in ITlajor degradation of
ISS performance unless specific crew action is taken. The status of non-
critical functions is deterITlined as part of norITlal checkout and other
operational activities, and does not require an interface with the OCS caution
and warning system.
For reliability and siITlplicity, eleITlents of the caution and warning systeITl
associated with warning functions are hardwired and iITlpleITlented completely
separate from other OCS/DMS equipments and checkout sensors. All
warning inforITlation, however, is ITlade available to the data manageITlent
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subsystem. Detection of out-of-tolerance conditions activates both visual
and audible alar:ms in each ISS habitable compartment as required by safety
guidelines. Overall caution and warning status is provided at both the
primary and secondary ISS cO,ntrol centers.
In addition to generating alarms, certain types of failure may require
im:mediate corrective action which cannot wait for crew intervention. For
these cases, an automatic command capability is provided for initiating
corrective action. Whether critical corrective action is automatically taken
by the caution/warning system or by the subsystem itself, appropriate indi-
cations are provided at the ISS control center s.
A capability is also provided, consistent with safety guidelines, for changing
stored critical parameter limits and for inhibiting the alarm of individual
functions to accommodate changing operational conditions. Limits for warn-
ing parameters, however, may only be changed manually. Caution para-
meter limits, on the other hand, may be changed by remote control.
As indicated in Table 4.11-7, about 275 subsystem functions are monitored
by the caution and warning system, with about one-sixth of these falling in
the warning category. It is estimated that less than 15 warning parameters
from each attached RAM will interface with the ISS caution and warning
system. In addition, a capability for accommodating up to 10 caution or
"experiment alert" functions are provided for ISS experiments. Subsystem
warning functions are delineated in Table 4.10-12 in subsection 4.10.
4.11.2.2.4 Relationship to Other Onboard Equipment
Except for the overriding considerations that dictate independence of critical
parameter monitoring as pointed out in 4. 11.2.2.3, implementation of OCS
functions takes advantage of checkout and fault isolation capabilities inherent
in other ISS subsystems and experiments. This includes the use of data
management subsystem capabilities in the areas of data acquisition and
distribution, computation, data storage, displays and controls, command
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generation, and operational software. Special processing and stLmuli-
generation capabilities that are integral to other subsysteITl and experiITlent
equipITlents are also utilized.
The types of OCS interface s with other onboard equipITlents lllust be ITlini-
ITlized and standardized. This is particularly iITlportant for the OCS since
it interfaces with all other subsysteITls and various experiITlents. By taking
this approach, the ITlanageITlent of hardware, software, prograITl, and sub-
contractor interfaces is facilitated and subsequent ISS growth and change
are ac c01ll.lllodate d.
The OCS functions are liITlited to those which can be accoITlplished through
an electr ical interface. Checkout operations involving calibrated fluid flow,
etc., are accoITlplished with these equipITlent cOITlponents in place and
supported by the overall subsysteITl capability in conjunction with the OCS.
Where this is not possible, the cOITlponent being checked is reITloved to the
GPL and the testing supported with ancillary test equipITlent. With the
pos si ble exception of certain valves in the propulsion subsysteITl, the need
for ISS onboard bench-level checkout of subsysteITl LR D's for purposes of
further fault isolation, pre-installation tests, or calibration is not
anticipated.
4. 11.2.3 Operational RequireITlents
The OCS is used as the priITlary checkout and fault isolation tool during
post-ITlanufacturing, prelaunch, on-orbit buildup, and on-orbit operational
phases of the ISS progralll. It ITlust also support ISS contingency .1llodes to
perITlit required checkout of subsysteITls during quiescent unlllanned opera-
tions. The degree of crew participation in perforITling onboard checkout and
fault isolation functions and the operation of the OCS with ground control are
discussed in the following subparagraphs.
4. 11. 2. 3. 1 Degree of Crew Participation
To eliITlinate the assignlllent of routine checkout tasks to the crew, onboard
checkout operations are priITlarily autoITlatic. The role of the crew, however,
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is extremely itnportant in providing the necessary control and degree of
flexibility to cope with unpredictable checkout situations and to accommodate
changing requirements. The degree of automation can be selected on a
test-by-test basis, where a test represents a sequence of actions to
accompli sh a particular objective. Provision must therefore be made for
crew cognizance and control over all checkout operations, including those
that are automated, and for crew intervention when their special capabilities
are needed or requested. The normal mode of OCS operation, however,
does not require crew participation on a full-time basis.
4.11. 2. 3. 2 Operation with Ground Control
All normal checkout and fault isolation functions are conducted primarily
onboard the ISS, but OCS capabilities are supplemented with a limited degree
of ground support. This ground support takes the form of consulting with
the crew on checkout and fault isolation problems; supporting ISS quiescent
modes of operation; performing large data processing tasks, such as long-
term trend analysis; and conducting detailed failure analyses through
examination of engineering data and failed LR U' s which have been returned
from orbit. A high degree of ground interface is possible, however, through
the system's capability to select and transmit any or all checkout data to the
ground. It is expected that significant use of this capability will be made in
the early stages of the ISS program. The onboard-ground allocation of OCS
functions and the rationale for providing an extensive onboard checkout
capability are further discussed in Section 4. 11. 4.
4. 11. 2.4 Checkout Software Require.ments
Software used for onboard checkout and fault isolation is compatible with and
utilizes the operating system software provided by the data management
subsystem. It includes special application programs required to -
A. Monitor checkout data points to determine the existence of
faults and trends toward faults;
B. Initiate and perform diagnostics to determine the malfunctioning
LRU, automatically or on demand;
C. Provide information to guide ISS repair and reconfiguration
actions; and
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D. Certify that failure s have been corrected after repair or
reconfiguration.
Checkout software is normally pre-programmed on the ground, but a capa-
bility exists for real-time structuring of new or revised special application
routine s. A high-level language is utilized to facilitate the man-machine
interface in all phases of ISS preparation and operation.
4. 11. 3 Selected Subsystem Design
4. 11. 3. 1 Description
The OCS is a hybrid of (1) utilizi ng checkout functions built into the sub-
system or experiment under test; (2) sharing other onboard capabilities,
especially those of the data manageu"lent subystem for data acquisition and
distribution, computation, data storage, displays and controls, command
generation, and operating system software; and (3) iTI"lplementing unique OCS
design required for stimuli generation, critical measurements, and
checkout software.
An overall block diagraTI"l depicting OCS elements is provided in
Figure 4. 11-2. StiTI"luli generation, comTI"land generation, and data acquisi-
tion capabilities are distributed throughout the ISS as dictated by checkout
dat~ point locations. Local caution and warning units are located in each
habitable co:mpartment with overall status provided at both the primary and
secondary ISS control centers. Display, control and data processing
functions, on the other hand are primarily centralized with separate capa-
bilities provided for subsystem and experiment support. Distribution of
information between various elements of the system is primarily by digital
data bus.
AsseTI"lblies unique to the OCS include stimuli generation units, local caution/
warning units, and checkout software. Elements of the data management
subsystem that support OCS functions are des cribed in Section 4. 10. 3 and
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integrate requirements imposed by these functions. Since approximately 40
percent of the checkout data param.eters are also required for normal ISS
operations, it is reasonable to as sume that 60 percent of the rem.ote data
acquisition units and digital data ter.m.inals called for by the data m.anagem.ent
subsystem are necessary only to satisfy oes functions. The portions of data
management subsyste:m's computation capabilities dedicated to oes functions
are specified Section 4. 10.2. Display and control capabilities of the DMS
used in oes operations are described in 4. 10.3.1. 5.
The ancillary test equipment noted in Figure 4. 11-2 is provided as part
of the GPL experiment support capabilities described in Section 4.4.3.
This equipment is neces sary to support checkout and fault i solation which
involves measurement requirements exceeding basic oes capabilities.
These requirements are due, for exam.ple, to the need for measurements of
extreme accuracy cr range, or to non-electrical interfaces not convertible
to oes compatible form. Limited use of the equipment is expected and it
has no direct interface with other oes elements.
Descriptions of the unique oes equipment and software are provided in the
following subparagraphs. These are followed by a brief description of oes
interfaces and operation, as well as a discussion of OeS-related considera-
tions in evolving from an ISS to a GSS.
4. 11. 3. 1. 1 Stimuli Generation Unit
Stimuli generation units (SG U' s) are provided for the application of analog
signals to subsystem and integral experiment test points, as required for
checkout and fault isolation.
Unit Description
The SGU, under computer control, generates general-purpose analog stimuli
over the range of 0 to 115 vdc. The unit responds to computer-controlled
instructions by generating specified stimuli and selecting one or more of 32
output channels for its application. The control information is transmitted
in standard word format containing the SGU's address and appropriate
instruction codes. The SG U receives the control word and formats a
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response containing the instruction code. The response is transmitted on
demand via a digital data terminal to the computer where a bit-by-bit
verification of the stimuli program is performed. The SGU then responds
to an enable command from the computer. A block diagram of the SGU is
provided in Figure 4. 11-3.
Each SG U is expected to weigh 12 lb, occupy one-half cu ft, and require 20W
of 115 vdc power. A total of 12 SGU's are provided for subsystem checkout
support with seven of these located in the Power /Subsystems Module, three in
the Crew/Operations Module, and two in the GPL. An additional four SGUls
are provided in the GPL for integral experiment checkout support. Quantities
of SGU' s are based upon an approximate 80 percent utilization of their
stimuli generation capabilities.
Unit Interfaces
The SGU interfaces with the following:
A. Electrical Power Subsystem - The SGU interfaces the electrical
power subsystem for power and as sociated circuit protection.
Ea~h SG U is expected to require 20W of 115 vdc power for its
operation. Voltage levels necessary for internal SGU operation
are generated within the unit.
B. Digital Data Terminal- The SGU interfaces a digital data terminal
provided by the data management subsystem through a single
connection for receipt of computer control information and trans-
mittal of verification response information.
C. Remote Data Acquisition Unit - The SGU outputs, under computer
control, are interfaced with a remote data acquisition unit of the
data management subsystem for purposes of self-testing.
D. Subsystems and Experiments - The SGU interfaces subsystems and
integral experiments for application of analog stimuli required
for checkout and fault isolation. Output channels are wired
directly to te st points of the unit under te st.
4.11.3.1.2 Local Caution and Warning Unit
The ISS caution and warning system is considered a part of the OCS, but is
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implemented as a separate and redundant system for reliability. Caution
and warning functions are monitored and out-of-tolerance indications are
provided primarily through the use of local caution and warning units.
Warning functions are those which, if out-oi-tolerance, could present an
immediate threat to crew liie. Caution functions are those which, if out-of-
tolerance, could result in major degradation of ISS performance unless
specific crew action is taken.
Unit Description
The local caution and warning unit, shown in Figure 4. 11-4, accepts both
caution and warning functions and contains the nece ssary circuitry to (l)
monitor these critical functions continuously for out-of-tolerance conditions;
(2) cause im.mediate activation of self- contained and external alarm indica-
tions; and (3) acquire caution and warning function data used in normal check-
out operations. The unit also contains a speaker controllable from the ISS
prhnaryand secondary control centers and used both for emergency voice
communications and for paging.
Limit- checking of caution function inputs is performed using the same
methods and circuitry employed by the remote data acquisition unit de-
scribed in Section 4. 10.3. Unlike the RDAU, however, the local caution and
warning unit activates local alarms which are directly wired to the monitor
circuitry. Transmission of caution function data to the central caution and
warning displays is on the DMS digital data bus.
Warning function inputs from independent redundant sensors within sub-
systems are wired directly to redundant comparator circuits containing
stored limits for each parameter. In contrast to caution parameter limits
which can be changed by remote control, the stored limits for warning
parameters are adjustable only by local manual replacement of individual
memory module s.
Detection of an out-oi-limit warning iunction activates audio and visual alarms
located within the unit, as well as those located external to the unit. These
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include alarms in the ISS primary and secondary control centers and, as
required, in other local caution and warning units. Once initiated, caution
and warning alarms remain active until reset. A capability, however, is
provided for selectively inhibiting individual functions to accommodate
changing operational conditions.
Where failures require imrnediate corrective action which cannot wait for
~rew intervention, the local caution and warning unit provides a capability
for automatically generating commands to initiate the necessary corrective
action. The se comrnands may be transmitted either on the DMS digital data
bus or by direct hardline. Subsystems that require such immediate atten-
tion, however, usually have a self-contained correcti9n capability, and
little usage of the unit I s corn.rnand generation capability is expected. In any
event, indications are provided to both ISS control centers whenever critical
corrective action has been automatically taken.
Unit Interfaces
The local caution and warning unit interfaces with the following:
A. Electrical Power Subsystem - The local caution and warning unit
interfaces the electrical power subsystem for power and associ-
ated circuit protection. This power is derived from the portion
of the electrical power distribution subsystem designed to serve
critical ISS loads. Each unit is expected to require 7W of 115 vdc
power for its operation. Voltage levels necessary for internal
local caution and warning unit operation are generated within the
unit. A total of 18 units are provided on the ISS with three of
these located in the Power/Subsystems Module, nine in the Crew/
Operations Module, and six in the GPL.
B. Subsystem - The local caution and warning unit interfaces sub-
systems for direct acquisition of caution and warning function
data, and for application of critical corrective-action comrnands.
The warning function interface takes the form of independent
redundant sensors incorporated within the subsystem and wired
directly to the unit. Caution function sensor s within subsystems
are wired directly to the unit, but do not require full redundancy.
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Critical corrective-action cOIllIllands, where required in warning
situations, are hardwired directly to subsystems and experiments.
C. Digital Data Terminal- The local caution and warning unit inter-
faces a digital data terminal of the data .ITlanagement subsystem
through a single connection for receipt of computer control infor-
mation and clock frequencie s, and for transmis sion of caution
data. The interface is identical to that des cribed for the RDA U-
terminal interface in Section 4.10.3. Although a requirement
for automatic generation of corrective -action commands in
caution situations is not anticipated, the local caution and
warning unit-digital data terIllinal interface allows this capability
to exist through transmis sion of cOIllITlands on the data bus under
cOIllputer control.
D. Control Center - The local caution and warning unit interfaces
both the primary and secondary ISS control centers for trans-
mission of warning function data. Warning functions are wired
directly to each center. The interface serves (l) to provide
warning data to the center s, (2) to rece ive signals for activating
local unit warning alarms as a result of out-of-limit conditions
detected by other local units, and (3) as a means for transmitting
emergency voice between the centers and the local units. Caution
function status is transmitted to the centers on the data manage -
ment subsystem digital data bus. Warning function status is also
transmitted to the centers in this manner for backup purposes.
For norITlal checkout, the caution and warning function data
available on the digital data bus are used.
E. Analog Data Bus - The local caution and warning unit interfaces
the analog data bus of the data management subsysteITl for paging
cOIllITlunications.
4. 11. 3. 1. 3 Checkout Software
Checkout software is provided as a part of the OCS. It includes an onboard
checkout supervisor and the following applications prograITls:
A. Continuous monitoring (automatic)
B. Periodic te sting (manual)
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C. Operational interface
D. Fault isolation
E. Reconfiguration
F. Calibration
The onboard checkout supervis or is a part of the cotnputer executive pro-
gram.. The applications program.s are cotnpiled by Earth-based cotnputers
frotn source program.s written in user-oriented languages. They tnay be
loaded into the DMS cotnputer progratn either by bulk tnem.ory or via RF
cotntnunication links using the auxiliary tnetnory as a buffer. A brief
description of these application program.s, as well as a discussion of on-
board checkout processing, is presented in the following subparagraphs.
,Continuous Monitoring
The continuous tnonitoring program. autotnatically tests the status of check-
out data points by initiating any stitnuli required, acquiring the test results,
analyzing trends, and alerting the crew if necessary. Functions perforITled
are:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
Stitnuli initiation
Data acquisition
Data storage
Engineering unit conyer sion
Litnit cotnparison
Data extrapolation
Crew alert
Measuretnent display
Periodic Te sting
The periodic testing progratns utilize functions defined for continuous
tnonitoring but pertnit the crew to accotnplish the following operations on
detnand:
A. Operational equiptnent verification
B. Redundant equiptnent verification
C. Alternate tnode verification
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Operational Interface
The operational interface provides for crew, program., or reITlote initiation
of inquiries, test sequences, and table updates. The subfunctions are:
A. Display / control servicing
B. Maintenance procedures or training
C. Spares/tools inventory
D. Data storage and retrieval
E. Table ITlaintenance or retrieval
Fault Isolation
Fault isolation to the line replaceable unit level consists of the following:
A. LiITlit check data retrieval
B. Fault replaceable unit identification
C. Engineering unit conversion
D. MeasureITlent display
E. Replaceable unit identification display
Reconfiguration
SysteITl reconfiguration consists of the following:
A. Reconfiguration request
B. LR U identity retrieval
C. ReplaceITlent identity retrieval
D. R econfiguration
E. Configuration list update
F. Crew alert
Maintenance control and spare s inventory as sociated with reconfiguration
consists of the following:
A. Action identification
B. Data source identification
C. InforITlation presentation
D. LR U spares data retrieval
E. LR U sum.m.ary preparation
F. Inventory status display
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Calibration
Calibration of LR U I s consists of the following:
A. Calibration request, by crew or reconfiguration
B. R etr ieve calibration table
C. Receive replacement data from reconfiguration
D. Crew interactive communications
E. Issue stimuli using operational references
F. Update data base.
Onboard Checkout Processing
The basic approach is to strore the checkout supervisor and portions of the
operational interface prograrns in rnain memory. The rernaining programs
and associated data will be stored in either auxiliary or bulk memory, de-
pending on their frequency of utilization. For exarnple, prograrns and data
used frorn a few time s per second to several times per day would be stored
in the auxiliary memory. Programs used once per day or less often (such
as periodic calibration or maintenance) would be stored on a magnetic tape
and loaded on bulk storage tape drives when needed. Applications prograrns
and associated data would be brought into rnain memory from the auxiliary
memory when needed under onboard checkout supervisor control. ,Periodi-
cally, perhaps on a daily basis, historical and trend data would be trans-
ferred to rnagnetic tape reels bulk memory for future reference or analysis.
4.11 • .3.2 Interfaces
The OCS interfaces with other ISS subsystems, integral experiments,
attached experiment and Logistics Modules, prelaunch and mission ground
support equiprnent, and the Shttle orbiter. These interfaces, as well as ISS
inter-module interfaces, are briefly described in the following sub-
paragraphs.
4.11.3.2. 1 OCS to ISS Subsystems and Integral Experiments
The OCS interfaces electrically with ISS subsystems and integral experi-
ments for acquisition of data and application of stimuli required for onboard
checkout and fault isolation, and for monitoring pararneters related to crew
or equipment safety. This interface is via the stimuli generation units and
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local caution and warning units described in 4.11. 3.1, and the data ITlanage-
ment subsystem remote data acquisition units and digital terITlinals de-
scribed in Section 4. 10.3. The scope of this interface is addressed in
Section 4. II. 2. The OCS also interfaces with the electrical power sub-
systeITl for power and associated circuit protection; the structures sub-
system for installation of OCS assemblies and interconnecting wiring; and
the data ITlanagement subsysteITl for utilization of its capabilities in the areas
of data acquisition and distribution, cOITlputation, data storage, displays,
and controls, com.mand generation, and software.
4.11.3.2.2 OCS to Attached Experiment Modules
The OCS interfaces electrically with each attached experiITlentITlodule via
the data management subystem digital data bus for purposes of conducting
checkout and fault isolation. This activity can be conducted froITl either the
GPL control center or a portable display and control unit provided by the
data management subsystem. Special application software required for
attached experi.m.ent ITlodules is provided separate from. the ISS.
An additional redundant hardwire interface is provided between the local
cautionand warning system within each experiment module and the ISS
priITlary and secondary control center s for purpo se s of transferring warning
functions. These warning functions are also transferred via the digital
data bus interface. Les s than 15 warning functions are anticipated from
each attached module.
4.11.3.2.3 OCS to Attached Logistics Module
The OCS interfaces electrically with an attached logistics ITlodule in the
sam.e ITlanner as described for the attached experiITlent m.odule interface.
4.11.3.2.4 OCS to Prelaunch Ground Support Equipment
The OCS interfaces electrically with prelaunch GSE via the data ITlanageITlent
subsystem digital data bus for purposes of conducting ground support
operations.
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4.11.3.2.5 OCS to Mission Ground Support
The OCS interfaces electrically with mission ground support via an RF
interface between the ground and the ISS communications subsystem for the
purpose of selecting and transmitting any or all checkout data to the ground.
4.11.3.2. 6 OCS to Shuttle Orbiter
The OCS interfaces electrically with the orbiter via the digital data bus of
the data management subsystem for purposes of monitoring critical para-
meters related to crew or equipment safety, and for conducting any ISS
subsystem checkout required prior to crew entry into each module. Special
hardwire connections are provided to access the required data for monitoring
and control of a limited number of Crew/Operations Module functions prior
to mating this module with the Power / Subsystems Module.
4. 11. 3.2. 7 ISS Inter-Module Interface s
The OCS inter-module interfaces are accommodated through use of the
digital data bus of the data management subsystem and separate hardwire
connections for warning data between the local caution and warning units
and the warning displays at the primary and secondary control center s.
4.11. 3. 3 Operation
The primary mode of OCS operation is automatic, but provision is made for
crew cognizance and control over all checkout operations. The OCS is also
designed to operate largely autonomous of ground support, although a high
degree of ground system interface is possible. The caution and warning
system is automatic and, for warning functions, is independent of data
management subystem operation. Operation of the OCS in support of the
various modes of ISS operation are briefly described in the following sub-
paragraphs.
4.11.3.3. 1 Launch Operations
Launch of individual ISS modules requires limited support from the OCS
since the modules are unmanned and its subsystems are primarily
quiescent. Monitoring and control of a few propulsion and EC/ LS para-
meters, however, are required from the Shuttle orbiter. Appropriate data
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management subsystem elements and the local caution and warning units of
the OCS in the Power /SubsysteITls and GPL ITlodules are powered up to provide
the required ITlonitor and control interface with the orbiter. A DMS portable
control and display unit is utilized on the orbiter side of the interface.
Monitoring and control from the orbiter of the few Crew/Operations Module
paraITleters, on the other hand, are implemented by direct hardwire to the
orbiter. These special provisions are needed prior to the eleCtrical mating
of the Crew/Operations Module with the Power /SubsysteITls Module.
4.11. 3. 3. 2 Deployment and Activation Operations
Critical parameters continue to be monitored from the Shuttle orbiter during
the deployment and activation operations associated with each ISS module.
Following a verification of module habitability, the crew enters each module
and uses the OCS to support its activation.
Following crew entry into the Power /SubsysteITls Module, a DMS portable display
and control unit is used to initiate, ITlonitor, and control OCS software routine s
used to verify proper operation of subsysteITls activated within the ITlodule.
Fault isolation prograITls are also available to the operator and can be called
up using the portable unit l s keyboard. The three local caution and warning
units located within the module are on continuously to monitor critical para-
meter s for out-of-tolerance conditions and to notify the crew of any condi-
tion requiring immediate crew attention. Portions of the OCS required to
support unITlanned operations remain activated and function autoITlatically
following departure of the orbiter.
Support by the OCS of activation activities assocaited with the Crew/Opera-
tions Module is possible only after this module is electrically mated to the
Power /SubsysteITls Module. Prior to this, monitoring and control of module
functions is limited to that performed from the orbiter. Following the
electrical mating, OCS operations are conducted from the priITlary ISS con-
trol station in the Crew/Operations Module. The portable display and con-
trol units, if required, can be used as additional operating stations. Crit-
ical paraITleters are again ulonitored by the local caution and warning units,
but their status is also made available to the primary control center.
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Support of GPL Module activation by the OCS involves essentially the saTne
operations as requir~d by the Crew/Operations Module. The OCS can be
operated froITl the GPL's secondary control station, froITl the priITlary
control station in the Crew/Operations Module, or froITl the portable display
and control units. Following electrical ITlating, caution and warning inforITla-
tion froITl all ITlodules is ITlade available to both control centers.
4.11. 3. 3. 3 UnTnanned Operation
Only those portions of the OCS which are neces sary to acquire data needed
for on-orbit ITlonitoring via the downlink are norITlally active during
unTnanned ISS operations. The capability exists, however, for transITlitting
selected or cOITlplete test point data to the ground if this becoITles necessary.
In addition, the OCS stiITluli generation units and DMS cOITlTnand generation,
cOITlputation, and data storage capabilities can be controlled froTn the ground
to facilitate any checkout operations that Tnay be desired. The se capabili-
ties are available at all stages of ISS buildup, but are not expected to be
utilized to any significant degree.
4. 11.3.3.4 NorITlal Operation
NorITlal on-orbit operation of the OCS is autOITlatic until a fault is detected
either by the liITlit checJdng capability of the RDAU's or by a periodic
ITlonitoring routine executed by the DMS processor. Depending upon the
response prograTnITled for the particular fault, the OCS ITlay then proceed
auto:rp.atically to isolate the fault to the replaceable unit, or to notify the
crew of the ITlalfunction and await further instructions. The prograTnITled
response ITlay also include the selection of alternate ITlodes of operation or
activation of redundant systeITls if desired. If crew action is required to
cOITlplete the i solation to the replaceable unit, the operator ITlay call up
l
additional prograTnTned diagnostic routines, call up and exaITline selected
test point ITleasureITlents, or create special test routines 'Ion line" using the
operating systeITl language. He ITlay also call up suppleITlentary docuTnen-
tation in the forITl of scheITlatics, diagraTns, or printed ITlaterial stored in
the data processor ITleITlory or on TnicrofilTn•. Still another source of poten-
tial diagnostic data which ITlay be called up fr,oITl the proces sor ITleITlory is a
continuously ITlaintained record of the past hour I s operation and test results,
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analysis of which m.ay reveal events, leading up to the failure. When the
faulty unit has been isolated and replaced, the system. is reverified and the
inventory status updated to reflect the parts used.
A typical checkout operation involving a failure of a pressure regulator
within the high-thrust propulsion subsystem. is shown in Figure 4. 11- 5. In
addition to displaying the fact that a redundant regulator has switched on-
line, related tem.perature and pressure data are autom.atically provided by
the OCS on a m.ultipurpose display at the com.m.and and control center.
Following this particular failure, the crew m.ust decide whether to continue
operation of the subsystem using a redundant regulator, or to shut down the
subsystem. and initiate diagnostic routines to isolate the cause of the switch-
over. This is done by observing the inform.ation acquired and presented by
the OCS, and using the controls provided at the DMS com.m.and and control
center. A detailed discussion of ISS displays and controls is presented in
4.10.3.1. 5. Special annunciator switches are provided for OCS test control
functions used frequently in checkout operations. These include such
controls as run, reset, stop, hold, enable all holds, enable all stops, on-
line m.odify, and single step.
The OCS interface with ground facilities during norm.al operations is gen-
erally llm.ited to the downlink transfer of sum.m.ary status inform.ation and
selected data f<;>r long-term. trend analysis. The capability exists, however,
for transm.itting selected or com.plete test point data to the ground if this
becom.e s neces sary for any reason.
4. 11.3.4 Growth Space Station (GSS) Considerations
Additional OCS capabilities are required on the GSS to provide checkout and
fault isolation support of subsystem.s in the second Crew/Operations and
power /Subsystems Modules, as well as lim.ited support of subsystem. and
experim.ents within docked and free-flying m.odules.
Access to nearly 9800 subsystem. checkout param.eters is expected to be
required in the perform.ance of OCS functions on the five-m.odule GSS. The
allocation of these param.eters by subsystem. is shown in Table 4. 11-2.
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The types of paraITleters involved and their usage are essentially the saITle
as the percentage ratios indicated in Table 4. 11-7 for the ISS.
The interface with additional docked experiITlent ITlodules is the same as
that described in 4.11.3.2.2. For free-flying experiITlent modules, a
capability is provided for reITlote status ITlonitoring froITl the GSS via a
cOITlITlunications subsysteITl RF link. It is anticipated that ITlodule ITlonitoring
prograITls used in this ITlode of operation will be capable of being controlled
froITl the GSS and all checkout data will be addressable froITl the GSS.
Detailed checkout and fault isolation of these .modules, however, is expected
to be perforITled with the ITlodules in a docked ITlode.
Since the OCS design is one of being responsive to Space Station reconfigura-
tion and growth, it is easily ITlodified to accoITlITlodate the checkout and
fault isolation activities planned for the GSS. This growth capability is
derived priITlarily from the DMS data bus concept and the ITlodularity of OCS
hardware and checkout software eleITlents. These considerations have been
previously discus sed in 4. 10. 3.4.
4. 11. 4 Design Analyses and Trade Studies
Analyses conducted in support of the Modular Space Station OCS definition
included identification of detailed subsysteITl checkout requireITlents for each
ITlodule of the ISS and review of the fundamental OCS trade studie s originally
perforITled for the 33 ft diaITleter Space Station. The results of this review
as well as a discussion of checkout support requirements for ISS subsystems
are presented in the following subparagraphs. Appendix C of MSFC-DR L-
160, Line Ite.m 8, Volume V, Book 4 documents the requirements analyses
and trade studies associated with the OCS defined for the 33 ft diameter
Space Station.
4.11.4.1 Review of Fundamental OCS Trade Studies
Review of the fundamental trade studie s affecting the definition of the ISS
OCS did not reveal any significant changes froITl the conclusions previously
drawn for the 33 ft diameter Space Station. The autoITlation vS crew
participation, onboard vs ground checkout, and centralized vs decentralized
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equipm.ent distribution trade studies are discussed below.
4.11.4.1.1 Autom.ation versus Crew Participation
As previously indicated in 4. 11.2.3. 1, the prim.ary OCS operatingrnode is
autom.atic, but with a capability for crew cognizance and participation. This
approach recognizes the need for lim.iting the im.pact of checkout on crew
tim.e and for retaining flexibility for crew intervention in all operations.
Table 4. 11-7 shows that nearly one-third of ISS subsystem. data is m.onitored
nearly continuously. This requirem.ent alone illustrates the im.portance of
autom.ating to the greatest practical extent. The various criteria for
autom.ation versus crew participation are thoroughly exam.ined in DRL 8,
Appendix C-5. The conclusions drawn in the study conducted for the 33 ft
diam.eter Space Station rem.ain valid for ISS applications. Results of the
review and associated rationale are summ.arized in Table 4. 11-11.
4.11.4.1.2 Onboard vs Ground Checkout
As previously indicated in 4.11. 2.3.2, checkout and fault isolation activities
are conducted prim.arily onboard the ISS with the ground role being that of
consulting, perform.ing detailed analyses, and supporting ISS quiescent
m.odes of operation. The onboard-ground allocation of m.ajor checkout
functions and the rationale for providing an extensive onboard checkout
capability are summarized in Table 4. 11-12. T he conclusions reached in
the onboard vs ground checkout trade study docum.ented in Appendix C- 6 of
DRL 8 rem.ain valid for ISS applications.
4.11.4. 1.3 Centralized vs Decentralized Equipm.ent Distribution
The OCS distribution is a com.bination of centralized and decentralized
equipm.ent as on the 33 ft diameter Space Station. The preferred distribution
and associated rationale are summarized in Table 4.11-13. Detailed dis-
cussion related to this trade study is provided in Appendix C-5 of DRL 8.
4. 11.4.2 Subsystem. Checkout Support Requirem.ents
Providing an effective onboard repair capability is es sential in supporting
a long duration Modular Space Station since com.plete reliance on redundancy
to achieve long life is not feasible. The need for repair, in turn, requires
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that a :malfunction be isolated to a least its in-place remove and replace
level.
As on the 33 ft diam.eter Space Station, the ISS level of fault isolation is
keyed to the line replaceable unit (LR U) which is the s:mallest unit within a
subsyste:m that is suitable for onboard replace:ment. Entire :modul es are
returned only when :major refurbish:ment is required. A detailed discussion
of ISS :maintenance concepts can be found in Section 7 of MP-O 1. In general,
the definition of subsyste:m LR U I s is dependent upon ISS :maintenance con-
cepts, subsyste:m design, co:mponent-level failure rates, crew ti:me and
skills required for fault isolation and repair, and resultant checkout hard-
ware and software co:mplexity. Typical subsyste:m LR UI sand the rationale
for their selection are provided in Table 4. 11-14.
The checkout and fault isolation support anticipated for each ISS subsyste:m
is briefly described in the following subparagraphs. Subsyste:m support
functions include non-critical and critical status :monitoring, periodic
testing, trend analysis, and isolation to the faulty LR U. The type and
quantity of :measure:ment and sti:mulus param.eters required to i:mple:ment
these functions are sum.:marized by ISS subsyste:m and :module in
Tables 4.11-8, 4.11-9, and 4.11-10.
4. 11.4.2. 1 Guidance, Navigation, and Control Subsyste:m
The GNC subsyste:m operates in a closed-loop :mode with the data :manage-
:ment and propulsion subsyste:ms as ele:ments of the loop. A s a result,
nearly 60 percent of the GNC param.eters required for checkout and fault
isolation are also used for nor:mal GNC operations. This co:mpares to an
overall ISS average of approxi:mately 40 percent.
Fault detection is acco:mplished pri:marily by :monitoring selected perfor-
:mance para:meters and co:mparing the resulting :measured or co:mputed values
with predeter:mined li:mits and/ or against parallel redundant para:meters.
Param.eters to be :monitored in this :manner include interface electronics
outputs, CMG encoder outputs, torquer currents, and gi:mbal rates. Twenty
caution functions have been identified for the GNC subsyste:m for CMG
bearing temperatures and/ vibration monitors.
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Certain GNC perforIllance paraIlleters are also aIllenable to trend analysis
for detecting degradation or pending failure. ApproxiIllately 20 percent
of the checkout paraIlleters identified for the GNC subsysteIll are utilized
for trend analysis. This cOIllpares to an overall ISS average of about 8
percent. These paraIlleters include gyro teIllperature, gyro heater voltage,
and CMG spin rate, teIllperature, and vibration. Operational trend data
on the frequency and duration of high thrust reaction jet firing are also
required to deterIlline actual versus scheduled energy requireIllents and
fuel consuIllption.
Since IllOSt GNC faults are detectable by continuous status Illonitoring,
periodic tests are perforIlled priIllarily to ascertain perforIllance degrada-
tion, to detect failures in inactive or standby equipIllent, and to verify
functional perforIllance prior to an event. Checkout intervals are nOIllinally
once per Illonth based on predicted perforIllance of GNC cOIllponents.
PreprograIll:med checkout routines are utilized and eIllploy the techniques
of introducing calibrated StiIlluli at the first practical poinVin the forward
path of the GNC loop and Illonitor ing subsequent downstreaIll checkout data
points. Most of the downstreaIll Illonitoring points are operational data
interfaces with the DMS and DMS-coIllputed data such as attitude or attitude
errors. The test sequence, therefore, norIllally begins with verification,
through self-diagnostic routines, of the DMS software and DMS/GNC
interfaces. This is then followed by verification of the various GNC
equip:rnent.
All IlleasureIllentand StiIllulus paraIlleter s identified for the GNC subsysteIll
are utilized for fault isolation with nearly one-fourth of these used solely
for this purpose. The fault isolation function involves a systeIllatic analysis
of the fault detection indicators and associated functions using norIllal
operating input-output relationships as well as special te st stiIlluli where
necessary. Applicable portions of periodic checkout routines are also used
to support fault isolation.
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4. 11. 4.2.2 Enviromnental Control and Life Support Subsystem
The ECI LS subsystem is perhaps the most critical of the onboard subsystems
in that its proper operation is essential to the habitability of the ISS and to
the lives of the crew. The subsystem therefore features a high degree of
reliability which is achieved through redundancy and backup operating modes.
The subsystem performance parameters (pressure, temperature, flow, etc.)
are predominantly analog in nature and are associated with continuous
process operations rather than events. This is indicated by the fact that
approximately 60 percent of the checkout parameters identified for the
ECI LS subsystem are analog measurements, as compared to the les s than
40 percent identified for all ISS subsystems. Such parameters lend them-
selves well to limit checking as a means of status monitoring and fault detec-
tion, and this technique is used extensively. The applicable limits include
both absolute limits, such as those associated with safety, and operational
limits which may vary in accordance with particular operating modes or
conditions. This requires that an inventory of on-line assemblies be main-
tained to condition limit-checking and other fault detection procedures for
prevention of false malfunction indications.
Nearly half of the critical monitoring to be performed on the ISS is associ'-
ated with the EC/LS subsystem. A total of 31 warning parameters and 116
caution parameter s have been identified for this subsystem alone. Included
are such parameters as oxygen tank pressure, nitrogen tank pressure, dump
and relief valve po sition, and cabin pre s sure. Of the 116 caution para-
meters, 81 are associated with the IVAIEVA assembly group.
Trend analysis techniques are utilized for EC/LS functions which are
subject to performance degradation of known and measurable characteristics.
By observing the change in the major performance parameters, component
replacement can be scheduled at a convenient time for the crew. Hazardous
conditions can also be avoided by trend analysis prediction of out-of-
tolerance conditions. Examples of predetection include monitoring of trace
contaminants in the atmosphere to detect buildup trends or using nitrogen
repressurization history to detect abnormal cabin repressurization rates
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which IYlay be indicative of a leak in the vehicle pressure shell. Still another
forIYl of Ecl LS subsysteIYl trend analysis is utilized in IYlonitoring and fore-
casting consumables usage as an aid to resource IYlanageIYlent and resupply
planning.
Fault isolation within the Ecl LS subsysteIYl is accom.plished priIYlarily
through cOIYlparison of operating perforInance param.eters with predeter-
IYlined liIYlits and by co:mbinatorial analysis of input-output IYleasureIYlents
and related functions. Redundant eleIYlent substitution can also be utilized
to a high degree. The fault detection process generally narrows the failure
location to a sm.all portion of the EC I LS subsystem. and extensive te sting to
isolate the faulty LR U is norIYlally not required. An exception, of course,
are fluid and gas lines where the exact location of a failure such as a block-
age or leak cannot in SOIYle cases be perforIYled by in-place instrum.entation.
Portable instruIYlentation and visual inspe ction pro cedure s, however, adapt
readily to this situation.
Although the am.ount of periodic checkout associated with the Ecl LS sub-
systeIYl is expected to be relatively SIYlall , test routines are required for
verification of subsysteIYl perforIYlance following failure corrective action.
The checkout sequence to be followed in these tests follows a general
procedure of checking the least dependent functional groups or least depen-
dent as seIYlblie s first, depending upon the level of test eIYlployed. The
therIYlal control equipIYlent, for exaIYlple, would be checked first since its
operation does not depend on other functional groups. Many other asseIYl-
blies, however, do depend upon proper operation of the therIYlal control
equipIYlent. By verifying this equipIYlent first, deficiencies due to in-
adequate heating and cooling are eliIYlinated as pos sible causes of failure.
4. 11.4.2.3 Propulsion SubsysteIYl
The propulsion subsysteIYl consists of two IYlajor eleIYlents, one being the
high-thrust IYlonopropellant hydrazine systeIYl and the other the low-thrust
resistojet thrustor systeIYl. Both systeIYls interface with the GNC and DMS
subsysteIYls for control. The low-thrust systeIYl also interfaces with the
Ecl LS subsysteIYl for biowaste propellants.
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High-Thrust System
Although the high-thrust system is normally required only during scheduled
events such as docking, the system is continuously maintained in a pressure-
ized and ready-to -fire state. This concept is strongly influenced by fluid
characteristics, resupply penalties and the need for the subsystem to be
available for unscheduled events or emergencies. Safety parameters as
well as certain other system status and readiness indicators are therefore
monitored continuously even though the system may be inactive. The
monitoring is performed to detect over-pressure conditions, out-of-
tolerance regulation, major leakage, propellant quantities, and thrustor
malfunctions. Nearly one-half of the checkout parameters identified for the
high-thrust system are monitored continuously. Of these, 6 warning and
lO caution functions have been identified.
In addition to the high degree of status monitoring planned for the system,
in-depth testing is scheduled to be performed prior to major events such as
docking and resupply. This includes leak and functional tests performed
both manually and automatically, pres sure regulation and thrustor perfor-
mance checks, instrumentation calibration, propellant sampling, and inter-
face checks. The detailed periodic check first includes an evaluation of
general system status and critical parameter s followed by LR D -level
checkout. The general test sequence checks the high-pressure storage
assemblies first and then the subsequent downstream assemblies.
Fault isolation is accomplished by combinatorial analysis of operating con-
ditions and by functional testing using portions of the detailed periodic
checkout routines.
Low-Thrust System
Continuous monitoring of the low-thrust system is conducted to detect
faults and to initiate switching to redundant LR D' s when neces sary. Th is
sw itching is accompli shed internal to the system for failures which demand
immediate and direct action to relieve a potentially hazardous condition.
An example is excessive pressure on the outlet side of a pressure regu-
lator. A s for the high-thrust system, approximately one-half of the
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checkout parameters identified for the low-thrust system are monitored
continuously and include temperatures, pressures, temperature and
pressure regulation, and thrustor perfor,mance.
Trend analysis is expected to be of some benefit in predicting the end of
life for wearout items in the low-thrust system. The most promising
application is in association with the biowaste resistojet thrustors. These
units operate at very high temperatures and must be replaced from time to
time. Typical failure modes include corrosion of the electrical heating
elements and errosion or blockage of the nozzles. Long-term analysis of
thrustor power consumption, temperatures, and pressures is expected to
yield information indicative of such failures.
Fault isolation within the low-thrust system typically involves an input/out-
put relationship such as regulator inlet versus outlet pressure, valve
command versus position, etc. The capability to substitute redundant
elements is very useful in assi sting the fault isolation proces s within the
low-thrust system. This technique may be used, for example, in the case
of the pressure regulator assemblies or compression pumps.
4.11.4.2.4 COlnmunications Subsystem
On-orbit checkout activities required to insure the availability of the
communications subsystem include monitoring of its normal operational
outputs, performing periodic checks, conducting trend analysis and
selecting fault isolation routines associated with the loss of a communica-
tions function.
During normal operation of the subsystem, two basic types of parameters
are monitored on a nearly continuous basis. These are RF power and AGC
output levels. Since the AGC level varies as a function of received signal
strength, this parameter is compared on a sample-to-sample basis to
detect large changes in output level. The RF power output, on the other
hand, should stay fairly constant during a normal operating period unless a
failure occurs. The relative degree of status monitoring associated with
the communications subsystem is much less than anticipated for mo st other
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ISS subsystem.s. None of the cOlnmunications subsystem status monitoring
is classified in a caution or warning category.
Trend analysis is performed to detect graceful degradation in communica-
tions subsystem receivers, power amplifiers, and transmitters. ThIs is
accomplished through periodic sampling of internally generated AGC and
RF stimuli and as sociated AGC and power outputs. Since R F signals are
relatively complex and are unique to the subsystem, they are generated by
equipment internal to the subsystem and controlled by the OCS. The various
analog signals required for modulation testing are likewise generated
internally and controlled by the OCS.
Periodic checks of subsystem status and availability are performed prior
to anticipated operational usage. This is especially important for that
equipment required to support the Shuttle-Orbiter. The same checks are
used as an aid to fault isolation in the event of a fault. Fault isolation is
performed on a systematic basis on a group of LR V r s associated with the
10 s s of a parti c ular f unctio n.
4.11.4.2.5 Electrical Power Subsystem
The EPS is the primary contributor to the quantity of parameters required
for onboard checkout and fault isolation and approximately 40 percent of
these parameters are monitored nearly continuously. Almost one-half of
the EPS parameters are connected with batteries and associated battery
chargers and load regulators.
Continuous monitoring is required to detect out-of-tolerance conditions for
parameters such as inverter load-sharing, principal bus voltages, solar
array panel substrate temperature, equipment temperatures, and battery
module voltages. Status monitoring is also required to detect abnormal
events such as relay trips, circuit breaker and contactor trips, and loss
of inverter sync signal. No life- critical functions have been identified for
the EPS, but 57 parameters have been placed in the caution category. These
are all bus voltages which reflect the general health of various portions of
the power distribution system.
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Periodic tests of the EPS are conducted to suppleITlent the continuous status
ITlonitoring by evaluating subsysteITl operating characteristics and verifying
the operation of standby or inactive equipITlent. The cOITlplexity of this
checkout varies froITl siITlple readouts of paraTI1eters such as voltage or
teITlerature, to injection of test currents into current transforITler loop
circuits to siITlulate fault conditions seen by protection relays.
Pararrleters of the EPS that are trended include battery voltages, inverter
teITlperatures, and solar array circuit current and voltage. Changes in the
solar array circuit 1- V character istics with tiITle are neces sary to detect
degradation t rends. This involves periodically switching each array circuit
off the unregulated bus for the deterlnination of open-circuit voltage, short
circuit current, and the current and voltage at several other interITlediate
points on the 1- V characteristic. This circuit characteristics curve infor-
ITlation is then transITlitted to the ground to perITlit calculation and extra-
polation of solar array daTI1age.
4.11. 4.2.6 Structure SubsysteITl
Checkout functions as sociated with the structure subsysteITl are relatively
few and siITlple. These are priITlarily related to the verification of ITlodule
integrity and the status of hatches and docking systeITls. Structure-related
checkout pararrleters connected with antenna positioning are included in the
paraTI1eter quantities noted for the cOITlrrlunications subsysteITl. SiITlilarly
the approxiITlately 50 paraTI1eters associated with the solar array tunnel and
ITlast drive asseITlblies have been arbitrarily included in the checkout
paraTI1eters for the electrical power subsysteITl. Most operational assess-
ITlent of the structure subsystem is accoITlplished by visual inspection.
No caution, warning, or trend functions have been identified for the structure
subsysteITl. Certain related functiqns such as ITlodule leakage are covered
by Eci LS status ITlonitoring functions. Periodic checks of the docking
ITlechanism are required prior to a scheduled docking event.
4.11. 4. 2. 7 Data Management Subsystem
FroITl an onboard checkout standpoint, the DMS is nearly self-sufficient.
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Thy-~~"a acquisition and transfer equiptnent lends itself to cotnputer-run
I
checks through introducing signals into retnote data acquisition units
(RDAUs) and checking the function perfortned by both the RDAUs and the
transfer equiptnent. About two-thirds of all the paratneter s identified for the
DMS are for the purposes of controlling and checking data acquisition and
transfer equiptnents. The processing equiptnent is, in general, also self-
sufficient by virtue of fault isolation/detection routines built into the
equiptnent. Operational verifications also playa tnajor role in checking
the DMS as indicated by the fact that over 60 percent of all the paratneters
identified are used in nortnal DMS operations. DMS tnaintenance progratns
are discussed in subsection 4. 10.3. 1.
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Section 5
SPACE STATION INTERFACES
The major interfaces between the Space Station and (1) the Space Shuttle;
(2) Logistics Modules, and (3) Research and Application Modules (RAM' s) are
summarized in this section as a convenience to the reader of this report.
5. 1 SPACE SHUTT LE
This section contains a description of the Space Shuttle features which are
pertinent to the preliminary design of the Space Station. Also included is a
description of the Shuttle operations as they impact the Space Station design.
Finally, de sign requirements stemming from interface s with the Shuttle are
summarized. Certain of these requirements were provided by NASA. Sup-
plemental information on the Space Shuttle was utilized in this study. This
information is based on the MDAC Phase B Shuttle Design performed under
Contract NAS8-260l6.
5. 1. 1 Vehicle Description
Pertinent characteristics of the Shuttle Orbiter are the vehicle configuration,
payload accommodation, on-orbit propulsion/ reaction control system, crew
accommodations, payload access, and the docking/erection mechanism.
The Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicle is a delta-wing configuration, as shown in
Figure 5-1. This vehicle is designed to accommodate a crew of four
(2 Orbiter crew and 2 Space Station crew). The cargo bay is sized to accom-
modate a payload of up to 4. 6 m (15 ft) in diameter and 18. 2 m (60 ft) in length
(including protuberances beyond the payload cylinder). A large door provide s
access to the cargo bay. This door, the Delta wing, vertical stabilizer, and
radiator are potential sources of interference with the Space Station and
attached Research and Application Modules (RAM) during docking operations.
Structural accommodation of the payload in the Orbiter is provided by a
series of attach points. These attach points are located at the forward end
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of the payload bay, on the cargo bay door sill and one on the bottom center-
line. Alternate support point location,s are possible at any of the upper body
frames for payloads less than 17.6 m (58 ft) in length.
Figure 5-2 shows the Shuttle docking/deployment mechanism which inter-
faces with payload modules. The fittings about which this mechanism rotates
are free during boost flight. This precludes loads being transferred to the
module except through the payload attach points. An expandable tunnel with
a hatch at the upper end is used for crew transfer.
On-orbit propulsion/reaction functions are performed by the Attitude Control
Propulsion System (ACPS) and the Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS). The
ACPS is used for attitude control and micro-translation maneuvers. Jets
are located on the Orbiter vehicle as indicated in Figure 5-3. Thrust magni-
tude of each engine is 7, 100 N (1, 600 1b) (vacuum). The ACPS is a high-
pres sure G02 / GH2 bipropellant reaction control system. Propellants are
stored in secondary tanks which also contain OMS propellant, fuel cell, and
environmental control fluids.
A minimum number of thruster s are fired per axis to minimize angular
accelerations; however, they are always fired in couples to minimize trans-
1ationa1 disturbances. The acceleration characteristics (Orbiter vehicle
only) per axis are:
Pitch
Yaw
Roll
Angular Acceleration (deg/ sec2 )
1. 66 (up)
O. 83 (down)
0.78
1. 74
Minimum impulse per engine is 214N-sec (48 1b-sec) (based on minimum
thruster pulse duration of O. 03 sec).
The Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) is required to perform all major
translation maneuvers during the orbital phase of the mis sion. The OMS
consists of two RL 10A-3 engine s mounted in the upper-aft fuselage.
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Figure 5-4 shows the general arrangement and geometry of the crew accom-
modations. Illustrated are the docking station location, crew ingress/ egress
hatches, airlock, and payload access tunnel. It can be seen that manned-
acces s to the payload from the crew compartment before launch with the
Shuttle in the erected position would be difficult. Transfer of equipment or
cargo to the Space Station or Logistics Modules through the tunnel would be
even more difficult and should therefore be considered for contingency opera-
tions only.
Weight of the Orbiter vehicle at the time of docking is 131, 000 kg (288, 000 lb)
including the 9, 100 kg (20, 000 lb) payload.
5.1.2 Operations
Shuttle operations which particularly impact the Space Station are those of
prelaunch, docking', post-docking, and rescue. These are described in the
following subsections.
5. 1. 2. 1 Ground Operations
Figure 5-5 shows the flow of Shuttle operations from t-6 days to launch.
Normally, the payload is loaded in the Orbiter while it is in the horizontal
position at approximately t-5 days. Access to the payload from the time of
loading until launch is limited and dependent upon the type of Shuttle pre-
launch operation in process. Figure 5-5 indicates the time periods wherein
access is either (l) possible on a noninterference basis, (2) limited to con-
nection of umbilicals, or (3) precluded. Due to the limited capability for
access, as seen from Figure 5-5, the design of Space Station modules must
result in minimal requirements for checkout, servicing, calibration, etc.,
during this time period (post-loading to launch).
5. 1. 2. 2 Docking Operations
Docking of all modules to other modules on-orbit is performed by the Orbiter
vehicle. The operations of braking, docking, separation, attitude control,
and station keeping are performed by the Attitude Control Propulsion System
(ACPS).
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During docking operations, the Space Station is essentially passive, but
retains command of the maneuver, i. e., the Station crew commands the
initiation of the docking maneuver and visually monitors the operation while
in voice communications with the docking pilot.
Figure 5-6 shows the clearances available between the Orbiter and Station
for docking operations. Maximum clearance when docking a module is
obtained with the Orbiter door and radiator in a partially-open position
rather than a fully-open position. The partially-open door position provides
adequate clearance when the Orbiter is docking to a module without an inter-
spersed module (module retrieval operation). The Orbiter approach is
constrained within a corridor which is well within these clearance limits.
A positive cue is provided to the docking pilot when the vehicle approaches
the limits of this corridor. The cue is provided by light sources on the
Space Station; when the light source is visible to the pilot, corrective action
is indicated.
The docking aid chosen to apprise the pilot of displacement errors is a T - Bar
device (shown in Figure 5-7). The T-Bar is located above the docking hatch
and, when viewed through the reticule in the orbiter, it gives relative infor ...
mation with respect to the lateral and vertical displacement of the Shuttle.
The T and the target circul are both electro-luminescent.
The Shuttle-mounted docking aid consists of a reticle telescope arrangement
(telescopic sight). The reticle within the Shuttle telescope, when used with
the T-Bar, gives relative pitch, yaw, and roll information. The different
circle:;; of the reticle allow estimation of range, as noted in the diagram.
The direct docking mode, using manual control, was further as ses sed by an
evaluation of data from a man-in-the-Ioop docking simulation (performed
under the Space Shuttle Phase B-Study). This data verified the docking
design criteria and the capability of Orbiter control within translational and
attitude limits. The simulation employed six degree s of freedom. Target
alignment aids were similar to those defined above. Onboard docking dis-
plays provided range-to-docking, relative range rate, and attitude rate.
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In the simulation, the payload module was mounted with the centerline
parallel to the Orbiter centerline in contrast to the current de sign wherein
the module centerline is perpendicular to the Orbiter centerline when erec-
ted. Results of the simulation are considered representative however; in
both cases there is a large distance between the pilot and the docking inter-
face and rotation about the Orbiter center-of-gravity results in significant
translation of the pilot and the docking interface.
Figure 5-8 shows the docking precontact conditions (mean and worst case)
in comparison with the values used for the Space Station design. The results
shown include data from all 34 simulations and they are within the specified
design criteria values.
Another objective of the simulation was to determine the accuracy of Shuttle
position and attitude control relative to a target. The results are applicable
to the determination of position and attitude control during approach to the
Station in a docking operation. These results are shown in Figure 5-9. This
figure shows the longitudinal, lateral, roll and yaw error distributions. The
pilot's objective was to null these errors and maintain a fixed position and
attitude relative to the tiirget. As indicated, displacement errors are gen-
erally less than 0.305 to 0.456 m (1. 0 to 1. 5 ft) and angular errors less than
3 degree s.
5. 1.2. 3 Post-docking Operations
The sequence of events following docking in a nominal logistics/ crew rotation
mission is as follows: (1) the crew transfers from the Orbiter cabin through
the tunnel and into the Logistic s Module; (2) the Logistics Module hatch at the
Logistics Module/Orbiter interface is secured, and (3) the crew transfers to
the Station. Following crew transfer and verification of pres sure integrity of
the Logistics Module and Orbiter, the orbiter dedocks and orbit keeps in the
vicinity of the Station for the duration of crew overlap (nominally 24 hours).
The Orbiter then redocks to the returning Logistics Module, crew transfer
is completed, followed by pres sure integrity verification and separation of
the Logistics Module from the Station by the Orbiter. Duration of Orbiter/
Station docked operations is approximately 15 minute s. Attitude control of
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the docked ISS cluster, if required, is performed by the Orbiter ACPS.
Figure 5 -10 shows ,the operations (including crew transfer) of the initial
manning with the first Logistics Module. For this initial manning operation,
the Orbiter is docked to the Station for 32 hours.
5. 1.2.4 Rescue Operations
Guidelines for the Space Station Program included a requirement that the
Space Station design have provisions and habitable facilities adequate to
sustain the entire crew for a minimum of 96 hours during an emergency
situation requiring Shuttle rescue. An analysis was performed to determine
the Shuttle reaction capability to verify the adequacy of 96 hours as a design
requirement. Table 5-1 indicates the reaction time or. time from emergency
to rescue. The total reaction time shown is the maximum that would be
required. This time is 58 hours during the period the Shuttle launch rate is
less than 50 per year. In the high launch-rate phase of the Shuttle Program,
the maximum reaction time is 90 hours (reaction time is less than 58 hours,
60 percent of the time). The reaction times shown do not require a Shuttle
vehicle dedicated to a Space Station rescue mis sion, nor do the attainrrlent
of the se reaction time s create a significant impact on the Shuttle prelaunch
operations.
5. 1. 3 Interface Requirements
This section contains a brief summary of Space Station de sign requirements
which arise as a result of operations with the Space Shuttle.
5.1. 3. 1 Payload Launch Weight
Maxirrmm weight of Space Station module s was directed by NASA as follows:
11 The design-to-weight of Shuttle-transported modules shall not exceed
20, 000 lb. II This guideline was interpreted by NASA to apply to descent
mis sions as well as ascent mis sions.
5. 1. 3.2 Payload Size
Maximum size of Space Station modules was directed by NASA as follows:
II The rnaximum external dimensions of the modules shall be 14 ft in diameter
and 58 it in length.. Mechanisms that are external but attached to the module,
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Table 5-1
SHUTT LE RESCUE CAPABILITY
(WORST CASE)
Low and Medium
Launch Rate «50/hr)
(hr)
Launch preparation 24
Ground hold for 15
window
Rendezvous 16
Rescue operations 3
Total 58
NOTES:
(l) Four Orbiters and three Boosters available.
(2) Worst-case phasing.
(3) Maximum ground hold for launch opportunity.
High Launch
Rate (75/hr)
(hr)
56
15
16
3
90
(4) Vehicle maintained at T-24 Hrs status for low- and medium-rate
case
such as handling rings, attachment for deployment, docking mechanisms,
storage fitting s, thruster s, etc., shall be contained at launch within an
envelope 15 ft in diameter and 60 ft in length. "
5.1. 3. 3 Center-of-Gravity Location
The allowable payload center-oi-gravity envelope is based on the MDAC
Phase B Shuttle Design. The allowable longitudinal center-of-gravity
envelope is shown in figure 5-11. Lateral and vertical center-of-gravity
axis limits are +O. 30m (12 in.).
5. 1. 3.4 Load Factors
Design load factors are listed in Table 5-2.
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/Table 5-2 .
LOAD FACTORS*
Axial (nx ) Lateral (my)
1.5 O. 5
1.9 1.0
3.3 0.6
3. 3 O. 5
- 0.5 1.0
-0.5 1.0
Launch
High Q
End Boo st (Booster)
End Boost (Orbiter)
Entry
Flyback
Landing
Em.ergency Landing
-1. 3
- 8.0
+1.5
O. 5
1.5
Vertical (nz)
O. 5
±1. 0
-0.6
-0.5
-2.0
+1. 0
-2.5
-2.7
-4.5
+2.0
>:<Load factors are in the direction of the acceleration (nx positive
forward; nz positive down), the load factors for each condition can
act sim.ultaneously.
5. 1. 3. 5 Orbiter Support Functions
The design of Space Station and Logistics Modules is based on using selected
services from. the Shuttle during buildup operations and logistics m.issions.
These services include electrical power; lirn.ited use of the Orbiter caution,
warning, and onboard checkout capability; lim.ited use of Orbiter data m.anage-
m.ent system. for m.odule com.m.and and control functions; and a supply of con-
ditioned air.
5.1.4 GSS Considerations
The prim.ary difference between ISS and GSS operations is that 6 crewm.en
are transported in a Crew / Cargo Module for GSS rathar than 2 crewm.en in
the Orbiter crew cabin for ISS. However, docking of the Crew/Cargo Module
to the Station is perform.ed in the sam.e m.anner as docking of the Logistics
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Module. Docked operations in the GSS phase differ from ISS in that attitude
control of the Station/Orbiter cluster is performed by the Station rather than
the Orbiter.
5.2 LOGISTICS MODULE
A summary of the Logistics Module concept, its operation, and interfaces
with the Station is provided in this subsection. More complete description of
the Logistics Module design and operation is pre sented in SE- 06.
5.2.1 Vehicle Description
The Logistics Module is 4.3 m (14 it) in diameter and 8. 5 m (28-ft) long and
incorporates a pressurized and unpressurized compartment as shown in Fig-
ure 5-12. The interior of the pressurized compartment is arranged into
three ba sic area s: (1) spe cial- cargo area, (2) palletized- cargo area, and
(3) liquid/ gas cargo area. The special- cargo area is sized to accept items
such as CMG1 s, food freezer, trash compactor, and experiment items. The
palletized area is configured to support 0.61 m x O. 61 m (2 by 2 it) carry-on
containers. The unpressurized compartment houses the propellant (N2 H 4 )
tankage and high-pressure gaseous nitrogen tanks. A two-man EVA airlock
is provided from the pressurized compartment to the Orbiter interface. The
airlock also provides for crew egress/ingress from Orbiter to Logistics
Module.
No active subsystems are incorporated to support the Logistics Module acti-
vity; all active subsystem requirements are supplied by the Orbiter or Space
Station.
Structural design of the Logistics Module is highly common with the design of
Space Station modules. Common elements include the neuter docking mech-
anism, conical sections, and cylindrical pressure shell/insulation/meteoroid
bumper as sembly. Items peculiar to the design of this module are the end dome
of the pres surized compartment and crew transfer tunnel. The present design
of the Logistic s Module does not incorporate a radiator as sembly for supple-
mental heat rejection since adequate rejection capability is available from the
radiators on the Station modules. The Logistics Module could provide addi-
tional heat rejection if required, however, with minimal impact on its design.
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Table 5-3 is a weight summary for the Logistics Module. Fully loaded, the
module may weigh up to 9, 072 kg (20, 000 Ib). Empty weight is 3, all kg
(6, 638 Ib).
A Logistics Module outfitted for a rescue mission would include seats,
interior lighting, communications, and status displays. Weight of t4ese
provisions is not critical since, including the weight of six men and their
provisions, the total module weight is well within 9, 072 kg (20, 000 Ib).
5.2.2 Vehicle Operation
The Logistics Module provides a major supplement to the Space Station
on-orbit cluster." This added capability is provided because the Logistics
Module remains attached to the Station during resupply intervals. It, there-
fore, provides for (l) storage of consumables (such as food, N2 H4 and GNZ);
(2) storage of return cargo (such as wastes and experiment hard copy data);
and (3) storage of equipment (such as GMG's), which is carried onboard and
installed to complete Space Station buildup. The storage volume provided in
the Logistics Module minimizes the storage space required in Station mod-
ules. In addition, it provides the capability for contingency uses. For
example, the Logistics Module provides an additional refuge compartment and
extra crew accommodations space such as for isolation of a crewman. A fur-
ther capability of the Logistics Module is support of EVA operations. The
tunnel provided at the outboard end of the module for Shuttle/ Station crew
transfer serves as an airlock for use in EVA.
Figure 5-13 shows the Logistics Module in perspective and ihdicates the
cargo storage concept and the transfer of a large item of cargo. Routine
items of cargo are stored in standardized modules and submodules which are
moved into the Station on demand or alternatively a crewman may retrieve a
particular item from the module in- situ. Transfer of large items of cargo is
accomplished by the crew with the assistance of a cable/brake device which
is temporarily installed for that purpo se. Cable s are attached to eyebolts
strategically located throughout the vehicle. The package is tethered to the
guide cable by a spring-loaded trigger brake. When the operator releases
the brake, the package is guided along the cable. By the operator releasing the
brake handle, the brake engages automatically, and the package is restrained.
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Table 5-3
LOGISTIC MODULE. MASS SUMMARY
Mass
Code Desc ription kg lb
02.00 Structure 1, 200 2, 647
02.10 Unpressurized Comparbnent 0 0
02. 11 Pressurized Compartment 1, 183 2,609
02. 15 .Finish, Seals, and Spares 17 38
03.00 Meteoroid and Thermal Protection 501 1, 104
03.02 Passive Thermal Protection 155 342
03.04 Meteoroid Protection 346 762
04.00 Docking Provisions 279 616
04.05 Docking Structure 279 616
06.00 Propulsion 72 158
06.07 Fuel Container 14 30
06.09 Pres surization and Control 23 50
06. 10 Fuel Distribution and Control 6 13
06. 14 Umbilical 14 30
06. 15 Support Structure 15 35
08.00 Power Conditioning and Distribution 35 77
10.00 Electronics 207 456
10. 01 Guidance and Control 3 7
10. 02 Onboard Checkout 103 227
10.03 Data Management 28 61
10.06 Communication 29 64
10. 15 Displays and Controls 44 97
11. 00 Wiring 75 165
12.00 Atmosphere and Thermal Control 336 740
12.02 Atmosphere Control and Supply 336 740
14. 00 Crew Life Support and Interiors 197 435
14.01 Hand Rails and Restraints 31 69
14.03 Cargo Handling 23 51
14.04 Interior Furnishings 143 315
21. 00 Residuals 109 240
21. 13 Other Residuals 109 240
Total 3, 011 6,638
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Rescue of the 6-man ISS crew is performed using the Logistics Module. To
affect a crew rescue, a Shuttle is launched with a Logistics Module which has
been outfitted with the neces sary systems and provisions to support six men
for a descent mis sion. The maximum crew occupancy time of the Logistics
Module in a de scent mission is approximately Z6 hours, not considering the
reduction due to cross-ranging and for return to KSC. (One of 15 alternate
sites could be reached within approximately four hours.)
5. Z. 3 Interface Requirements
Interfaces between the Space Station modules and the Logistics Module are of
two types: (1) those required for support of the Logistics Module on-orbit
and (Z) those required to transfer consumables from the Logistics Module to
the Station. These interfaces are summarized as follows: (1) l/Z-in. 0Zline,
(Z) l/Z-in. NZ line, (3) 6-in. air supply/return lines, (4) 3/8-in. GNZ line,
(5) 3/ 8-in. NZH4 line, and interface connections for (6) caution and warning,
(7) data bus, and (8) DC power.
5. Z. 4 GSS Considerations
The Growth Space Station is logistically supported with a Crew / Cargo Module
(CCM). The physical and operational interface s with the Space Station, how-
ever, are the same as with the Logistics Module; the CCM configuration is
the same as the LM with the addition of crew provisions and the docking and
on-orbit operations of this module are the same as for the Logistics Module.
5. 3 RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS MODULES
5. 3. 1 Introduction
The Modular Space Station study work statement, unlike the 33-ft-diameter
Space Station Work Statement, did not provide for a conceptual definition of
experiment modules or Research and Applications Modules (RAMS) as they
are currently designated. However, to establish requirements adequately for
study design, and operational and programmatic tasks, it was necessary to
undertake a limited RAM definition effort. This work, done by Martin
Marietta Corporation, satisfied the study need to insure credibility of derived
Modular Space Station requirements and preliminary design conclusions.
This section will describe the modules selected to accommodate those" Blue
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Book" FPE's that have been assigned to RAMI s as a result of the mode-of-
accommodation analysis performed during the Modular Space Station study.
A total of 23 experiment groups require modules. These modules form the
base for the data in this section. Emphasis is placed on the interfaces
between these modules and the Space Station.
The initial intent was to use module designs from the 33-ft. Space Station
study with only minor modifications. Evaluation of new data in the 1971 Blue
Book experiment descriptions, coupled with the decrease in Shuttle II design-to"
launch weight of 9, 072 kg (20, 000 lb) made use of previous module designs
unrealistic. Eight new module configurations were evolved to meet the range
of requirements of the II Blue Book!' experiment groups.
5.3.2 Vehicle Descriptions
A review of the factors that determine the types of module required for each
experiment group is needed to understand the resulting de signs. There are
four primary determining factors as noted in Table 5-4. The 50 FPE/
Subgroups designations for the total Space Station Program are shown in
Table 5-5 for convenient reference. The large astronomy telescopes, A-2,
A-2A, and A-3AA, have attitude stability requirements in excess of that
feasible using gimballed mounting to the station. Although the A-I telescope
requires only 1- sec/ obs stability, it is too large for wide-angle gimbals.
The large astronomy telescopes are also highly susceptible to contamination
and on-orbit cleaning procedures cannot be predicted with confidence. Even
the 'smaller grazing incidence X-Ray telescope in the A-SA group has signifi-
cant cleaning problems. Accommodation in a Free-Flying Module, operating
remote from the Space Station environment, is recommended. This mode is
also needed for the guidance and control experiment T-4C that flies piggy-
back on the A-2 Module and for the fluid physics experiments that require
long periods of linear acceleration.
Where experiments can operate attached to the Space Station, size is the
primary driver in accommodation, particularly the size of the vacuum-
viewing aperture. For purposes of this analysis, the attached modules are
subdivided into two types: (l) Those that are dedicated to an entire experi-
ment group including the Cosmic-Ray Physics Laboratory, total complement
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Table 5-5
FINAL FPE/SUBGROUP DESIGNATIONS
X-ray Stellar AstronoITlY
Advanced Stellar A stronoITly
InterITlediate Stellar Telescope
Advanced Solar AstronoITly
ATM Follow-on
o. 9M Narrow Field UV Telescope
O. 3M Wide Field UV Telescope
SITlall UV Survey Teles cope
X-ray Telescope
GaITlITla Ray Teles cope
IR Telescope
AtITlospheric and Magneto Science
COITletary Physics
Meteoroid Science
Thick Material Meteoroid Penetration
SITlall AstronoITly Telescopes
Wake MeasureITlents froITl Station and BOOITlS
Wake, PlasITla, Wave Particle, Electron BeaITl
COSITlic Ray Physics Laboratory
Plastic/Nuclear EITlulsions
Airlock and BOOITl ExperiITlents
FlaITle CheITlistry and Laser ExperiITlents
Test ChaITlber ExperiITlents
Earth Observation Facility
Earth Observation Sequential
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Table 5-5
FINAL FPE/SUBGROUP DESIGNATIONS (Continued)
ES-lG Minimum Payload (CORE)
CN-l
CN-lA
CN-lB
MS-3A
MS-3B
MS-3C
MS-3D
MS-3E
T-lA
T-lB
T-2A
T-'2BB
T-3A
T-3B
T-4A
T-4B
T-4C
T-5A
T-5B
T-5C
LS-lA
LS-lB
LS-lC
LS-lD
Communications /Navigations Facility
Communications /Navigations Subgrcup A
Communications /Navigations Subgroup B
Crystal Growth, Biological and Physical Processes
Crystal Growth from Vapor
Controlled Density Materials
Liquid and Glass Processing
Supercooling and Homogeneous Nucleation
Contamination Experimental Package
Contamination Monitor Package
Long Term Cryo Storage
Short Term Cryos
Astronaut Maneuver Unit
Manned Work Platform
Long Duration System Tests
Medium Duration Tests
Short Duration Tests
Initial Flight Teleoperator
Functional Teleoperator
Ground Control Teleoperator
Minimal Medical Research Facility
Minimal Life Science Research Facility
Intermediate Life Science Research Facility
Dedicated Life Science Research Facility
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of Earth surveys instruments, and the all-up biolab; and (2) all other" attached
module s that are only partially filled by experiments which require vacuum
viewing capability. For purposes of clarity, these two module types are
referred to as "attached" RAMI s throughout the study documentation. A con-
cept was evolved with approximately half of the module volume depressurizable
to house this group of experiments. These "airlock-modules" have either
inward or outward opening doors depending on the viewing aperture require-
ments.
Procedure s for cleaning or replacing contaminated optics appear s feasible
for the intermediate and small diameter telescope s or cameras as noted in
Table 5 -4.
Eight structural types were conceived to satisfy the range of requirements as
previously noted. The distinguishing characteristics of these types will be
discussed with reference to the representative line drawings shown in Fig-
ure 5-14. The experiment groups accommodated in each type are also noted.
5. 3. 2. I Type 1 Module
Due to launch weight limitations on X-Ray Stellar Astronomy and Advanced
And ATM Follow-On Solar Astronomy, only the module volume containing
subsystems is pressurized for shirtsleeve access. The primary optics and
experiment sensors are supported in an unpressured structural framework.
5. 3. 2. 2 Type 2 Module
The 6,300 kg (13,800 lb) mass of the 3-meter Advanced Stellar Astronomy
Telescope (exclusive of module and subsystems) diminates use of any pres-
surizable volumes. This conclusion is a result of conformance to the Shuttle
payload "design-td l weight limit of 9,072 kg (20,000 lb). Only if the module
is launched in two sections could the advantage s of pre s surization be retained.
The trade studies and designs to resolve this choice exceeded the scope of the
present effort. Therefore, the solutions most closely aligned to our previous
studies have been used.
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5. 3. 2. 3 Type 3 Module
The 2 -Meter Intermediate Stellar Telescope is flown in a three- sectioned
module. As a result of decreased experiment weight, the subsystems
chamber remains continuously pressurized. The experiment sensor chamber
can be pressurized for changing sensors and performing maintenance and
depressurized for operation. Weight limitations still require the primary
optics volume to remain unpressurizable.
5.3.2.4 Type 4 Module
The airlock module configuration accommodates by far the most experiments
with the 12 groups noted in Figure 5-14 in the airlock volume plus appropri-
ate manned support equipment in the pressurized volume. Primary varia-
tions within the Type 4 Module class are choice of inward-versus-outward
opening hatche s, position of the interior pre ssure bulkhead, and use of
various gimbal/platform mechanisms.
5.3.2.5 Type 5 Module
Weight of the small X-Ray Telescope package allows the use of a fully pres-
surizable free-flyer design.
5. 3.2.6 Type 6 Module
The all-up Dedicated Life Science Research Facility, builtup in three steps,
and the Cosmic Ray Physics Laboratory are located in continuously-
pres surized dedicated module s.
5. 3. 2. 7 Type 7 Module
When the entire Earth Surveys experiment complement is simultaneously
mounted on a large gimbal platform, a dedicated module with a depressuriz-
able volume is required.
5. 3.2.8 Type 8 Module
This free-flyer provides the long-term linear acceleration required for cryo-
storage experiments. The volume containing the experiments can be depres-
sured if required for proper environment simulation.
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5.3.3 RAM/Space Station Interfaces
Since the RAM design effort has been deemphasized in the current study,
interfaces between the RAM, the Space Station, and the Shuttle will be dis-
cussed with only a summary of the experiment/RAM interfaces.
5. 3. 3. 1 Size
Module envelope dimensions are included on the Figure 5-14 line drawings.
Note that only the largest telescopes use the 17. 7m (58 ft) Shuttle-cargo-bay
capability. Other experiments allow design of shorter modules with lengths
down to approximately 11. 6 m (38 ft). The maximum diameter is 4. 3 m (14 ft)
for all but module Type s 1 and 3 which are 4. 06 m (13. 3 ft) 3. 26 m (10. 7 ft),
respectively.
5.3.3.2 Weight
The loaded-module launch weight varies within each structural type, and
therefore, must be examined for each of the 23 modules. Table 5-6 shows
that the 9, 072 kg (20, OOO-lb) module" design-to" weight limit for module s is
exceeded in two cases, even after off-loading of easily removable subsystems
and initial logistics. Alternate solutions satisfying the [Ide sign-toil weight
constraint may be available but were beyond the scope of this effort.
The 9,280 kg (20, 420-lb) weight of the A-I module could be reduced to almost
9, 072 kg (20, 000 lb) if the control moment gyros (CMGs) are installed in orbit.
The 10,900 kg (24, OOO-lb) launch weight of the A-2 module cannot be substan-
tially reduced without a radically different design approach as previously
noted.
The eight modules weighing exactly 9,072 kg (20,000 lb) all have some
carry-on logistic s required to achieve their operational weight. The P- 3,
Cosmic Ray Physics Laboratory has a 12,200 kg (26,800 lb) excess weight
composed primarily of a segmented total absorption device (CsI blocks) that
can be easily assembled in orbit after delivery on several logistics flights.
The T-2A and T-2BBcryogenic fluid experiments must be loaded in-orbit to
achieve an acceptable launch weight. All other carry-on is below 1, 135 kg
(2, 500 lb).
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The cryogenic fluid experiments have the largest logistics resupply require-
ments since the working fluids must be replaced for subsequent runs. The
other logistics re supply driver s include sub satellite fuel for the P-2BB sub-
satellite, EeLS expendables for the T-3B manned work platform, and photo-
graphic film for ES-l.
5.3.3.3 Depressurization/Pumpdown
Module sections that are pressurized for .astronaut access to equipment will
only be depre s surized if required by the experiments. The sections that are
depressurizable will be pumped down to 3.45 kn/m2 (0. 5 psia) prior to vent-
ing to vacuum to conserve the gas and limit contamination of other vacuum
viewing experiments. Table 5-6 shows the applicable pumpdown volume
requirements. The Space Station supplie s the pumping system and 1. 2 m 3
(42 ft3), 2070 kn/m2 (300 psi) storage tanks for up to 23.2 m 3 (820 ft3) of gas.
Additional storage volumes required for module Types 4, 5, and 7 are sup-
plied by similar auxiliary tanks located on the modules. With this system,
modules can be pumped down in 7 to 24 hours depending on the volume at a
rate of approximately 4. 8 m 3 /hr (1 70 ft3 /hr).
5. 3. 3.4 Electrical Power
All electrical power is supplied from the Station when modules are docked.
The Dedicated Life Sciences Module requires the most power with a 6.6 kw
average load. Earth observations experiments also have large power require-
ments, partially due to the data processing equipment included as part of the
experiment hardware even though located in the GPL. The driver for the
baseline experiment program (534-G) is the sequentially-operated ES-lAA
group with a 4.6 kw average power and a short-duration peak of 6.4 kw. Most
of the modules require approximately 1 to 2 kw average including control and
display and pumpdown power.
The power for Free-Flying Modules, when operating detached from the Sta-
tion, is supplied by a common subsystem consisting of 56 m 2 (600 ft2) roll-up
solar array and eight modular charger / regulator /nickel cadmium battery
units which are used for power conditioning. The array has a two-axis gimbal
for sun orientation.
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5.3.3.5 Data Management
Data produced by experiments can be summarized in three categories:
(1) digital, (2) analog, and (3) film. Table 5-7 shows daily average values
for worst-case conditions. The solar astronomy experiments produce the
greatest volume of digital .data on "f1are-days ll as shown, but an order of
magnitude reduction is appropriate for quiescent days. The Earth Surveys
experiments show the most digital data in continuous day- by-day operation.
The 1.35 to 1. 85 by 1011 bpd rate is primarily generated by the IR- scanner.
If these data are extracted from the scanner in analog form and multiplexed,
the resulting signal could be adequately handled by one of the 2.9 mHz video
channels used in several of the other experiments.
Most of the analog/video data is used for onboard monitoring and control of
experiments as well as reference data for subsequent data analysis. Where
two different bandwidths are shown, they are not additive since sequential
operation is pos sible. Therefore, the maximum bandwidth required is
5.8 mHz.
A large variety of film formats are required. The T-3B and T-2BB film is
for motion pictures for recording manned work platform operations and fluid
motion.
The large number of frames per day for earth surveys is due primarily to the
equivalent number of frames of film for the side-looking array radar (SLAR).
The SLAR is operated in an R&D mode for a few days per 90-day period. A
rate of 432 frames/day is appropriate when the SLAR doesn't operate.
During attached mode operation, module data is transferred to the Space Sta-
tion data bus through bulkhead connectors in the docking interface. The num-
ber of cables is minimized, using both time and frequency division multiplex-
ing techniques. The primary signal processing equipment on the modules
include signal conditioners, remote acquisition units, data programmer,
modulator/demodulator system, and duplex intercom system. All photo-
graphic film and other hard-copy processing is accomplished using special-
ized equipment in the CPL. Shielded vaults for long-term film storage are
also located in the CPL.
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Free-Flying Modules require additional equipment to allow data transmission
to the Station at a range of up to 1850 km (l 000 nmi). Redundant TWT trans-
mitters operating at Ku-band are used with both ornni and 1. 22 m (4-ft)
diameter directional antennas. Other major elements include redundant
exciter s, power amplifiers, command receivers, command/ control/ decoder /
distributor s, and multiplexer s.
5.3.3.6 Control, Display, and Checkout
The primary control and display for attached modules will be within the
respective modules with only caution, warning, and secondary control in the
GPL at the experiment control console. The primary monitor and control
console for the Free-Flying Modules is also located in the GPL. When
docked, the local control and display for Free-Flying Modules is provided by
a portable unit containing a computer addressable keyboard, CRT display,
and as sociated controls and electronic s. This unit interface s with the data
bus.
Onboard checkout is accomplished through the Data Management System. To
a large extent, routine stimuli generator sand re sponse analysis will be com-
puter controlled for automated monitoring. Many of the modules have as
many as 2000 to 3000 checkout points to accomplish this. The crew will have
capability to override these operations for flexible adaptation to specialized
conditions.
5. 3. 3. 7 Guidance and Control
Attitude reference data for gimbal/platform pointing on attached modules is
s·upplied from the Space Station. After platform extension from the module,
near hemispheric coverage is possible. Table 5-7 shows that the most accu-
rate gimbal stability requirements for attached module operation is 0.5 to
I sec/observation needed for the A-4, A-5 and A-6 instruments. The plat-
form stability for Earth Surveys, Communication/J\Tavigation, and Plasma
Physics is much less stringent.
Optical contamination and attitude stability are the primary reasons for Free-
Flying Modules as previously noted. Tl).e most severe stability requirement
is 0.005 sec/observation for the 30 m UV telescope. Gimballed star trackers
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provide an offset pointing reference and the fine reference is extracted from
the telescope field-of-view. A coarse stability limit of one second is obtained
using four 40 kg (87-lb) control moment gyros (CMGs)'and the O. 005-sec fine
control by articulating the secondary mirror. CMG de saturation is accom-
plished using electromagnetic torquers reacting against the geomagnetic field.
Coarse inertial reference data is available from a three-axes strapdown rate-
gyro system. A sun sensor is also available for a backup solar panel orien-
tation reference.
The wide spread in attitude stability requirement, noted in Table 5 -7 for the
Advanced and ATM Follow-on Astronomy is due to difference in the point at
which the stability is specified. The A- 3AA photoheliograph stability is
shown while the stability of the module/ gimbal interface is indicated for
A-3CC.
5. 3. 3.' 8 Propul s ion
There is no propulsion system on attached module s since they are docked to
the Station using the Shuttle. The propulsion system for free-flyers uses
monopropellant hydrazine. Engines with 50-lb thrust are arranged in quads
located at 90-degree intervals around the module periphery. Propellant is
supplied from a nitrogen pressurized, blowdown-positive expulsion system
using bellows-type tanks. These tanks are filled from the Station through a
0.95 em (3 /8-in. ) coupling at the docking interface.
5.3. 3. 9 Atmosphere Control
Atmosphere for shirtsleeve operations in attached modules or docked free-
flyers is supplied from the Space Station and returned through 20.3 cm (8-in.)
ducts. Filter s to increase the c1eanlines s to Clas s 10, 000 are required for
most of the astronomy telescope s located in pres surizable chambers. As
previously noted, pumpdown during depressurization is accomplished using
the Pump/Reservoir system on the Station with additional reservoir tanks on
the modules as needed.
The atmosphere within the life sciences cages and glove boxes is isolated
from the Space Station atmosphere using a separate ECLS System. The pres-
sure differential between the spark chamber gas and the Cosmic Ray Physics
Laboratory environment must be minimized due to the thin-wall spark-chamber
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de sign. The nOITlinal 101 kn/ ITl2 (14. 7 psia) pres sure falls within the spark
chaITlber operating range.
5.3. 3. 10 TherITlal Control
All of the high-resolution and SOITle of the ITlediuITl-resolution astronoITly tele-
scopes have stringent teITlperature stability requireITlents, typically restricted
o o. 0 0
to ±.1 K (±.1 C) about a nOITlmal value set sOITlewhere between 273. 15 K (0 C)
and 298. 15 0 K (25 0 C) depending on the specific instruITlent. None of the other
experiITlents have therITlal requireITlents approaching these narrow liITlits.
Heat loads are not transITlitted acros s the Station/ Module interface. There-
fore, attached ITlodules and docked free-flyers independently reject their heat
loads. The ITlodules are therITlally isolated using high-perforITlance ITlulti-
layer insulation.
The ITlodule TherITlal Control SysteITls use two circulating fluid loops coupled
by a heat exchanger. One loop flows through the space radiator in the ITlodule
exterior skin and the other loop provide s the teITlperature control of ITlodule
and experiITlent subsysteITls. Fluid flow is regulated using ITlodulating valves
and control electronics. The radiator loop uses Freon as a working fluid with
a 135. 15 0 K (_138 0 C) freezing point. A bypass flow contingency heater is
available if the teITlperature approaches this liITlit. Water is used in the cold-
plate loop to ensure a nontoxic condition if there is a leak.
5. 3.4 Module Operational Characteristics
This subsection describes the priITlary on-orbit operational characteristics
of ITlodules. Many of these characteristics have been covered in the previous
section and are also sUITlITlarized here.
5. 3.4. 1 Delivery
All RAMI s are delivered to the Space Station by the Shuttle. Ten of the
23 ITlodules ITlust have expendables and/or subsysteITls off-loaded to ITleet
Shuttle launch-weight restrictions. The off-loaded iteITls are launched on a
Shuttle logistics flight and installed on-orbit.
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5. 3.4.2 Docking
Hard docking of RAM's to the Space Station is accomplished by the Shuttle
with the module erected from the cargo bay. Subsequent docking of Free-
Flying Modules is accomplished using the module subsystems. Attached
modules are removed onlyby the Shuttle.
5. 3.4.3 Access
The design concepts for the level-of-module definition attempted results in a
requirement for EVA/IVA operations to service the A-I X-Ray Telescope arid
the A-3AA and A-3CC Solar Experiments, both the A-2 Telescope and asso-
ciated subsystems, only the primary optics of the A-2A Telescope, and for
installation of the superconducting magnet and its dewar in the side of the P- 3
module. With these exceptions, shirtsleeve access is available to all experi-
ment hardware and subsystems that are not external to the module.
5. 3.4.4 Orientation
Attached modules containing experiments that point at targets must have air-
locks or depressurizable compartments oriented in the hemispheres noted in
Table 5-7. Experiments deployed through these airlocks have gimbal/
platforms with near-hemispheric coverage.
5. 3.4. 5 Contamination
Realtime contamination monitors will be available to initiate countermeasures
required to limit optical degradation of susceptable experiments~ To the
extent feasible, contaminant dumps will be eliminated. But, where a tran-
sient source still remains, such as RCS firings, electrical signals will be
provided to allow actuation of covers, etc. Of the eight Free-Flying Modules
required, contamination was a primary determining factor in six.
5.3.4.6 Depres surization
With the exception of small scientific airlocks, the air in all sections is
pumped down to 3.45 kn/m2 (0.5 psia) prior to venting and stored at
2,070 kn/m2 (300 psia). The compressor and limited storage capability is
located in the Space Station with auxiliary tanks on the modules as required.
Periods of up to 24 hours are required to pumpdown within acceptable
electr ical power limits.
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5.3.4.7 Free-Flyer Stationkeeping
A 1850 km (1000-nmi) stationkeeping loop is typical of that employed for
astronomy free-flyers. The module is transferred to a point a mile above
the Station and the orbit circularized. With this higher orbit and differential
drag, the module travels slower than the Station and begins to lose altitude.
When the module falls below the Station altitude it begins to catch up with the
Station but still loses altitude. At a predetermined point, the experiment is
shutdown, the solar arrays retracted and the module transferred back to a
higher orbit. Nominally, at the end of 60 days the module is returned to the
Station for maintenance, film change, and resupply.
5.3.4. 8 Control
The free-flyer operations and data are controlled and monitored from the
GPL. Primary control of the attached module experiments is within the
respective modules with critical function, caution, and warning monitoring
at the experiment control console in the GPL. Extensive use of comput-
erized onboard checkout is anticipated.
5. 3.4. 9 Operational Timeline
A typical simplified operational timeline is shown in Figure 5-15 for the
Cosmic Ray Physics Laboratory operation. The crew time and skill require-
ments are also indicated.
5. 3. 5 Growth Space Station Considerations.
The primary changes in the GSS over the ISS that affect the RAM program are:
(1) a large increase in the number of modules, and (2) the control of Free-
Flying Modules. Figure 5-16 shows the module types and schedule for the
534- G baseline experiment program. The maximum number of attached mod-
ules during the ISS phase is four, increasing up to eight in the GSS phase.
No free-flyers are flown until well into the GSS phase and then only three.
Free-flyers will share a single docking port. Sharing is considered FEASI-
BLE because the module operates on a cycle in which it is attached to the
Station for 5 days and is free-flying for 60 days.
In terms of individual experiment requirements, the astronomy experiments
that are the most susceptible to contamination by the near spacecraft
340
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environment fly during the GSS time frame. The se experiments also have the
most exacting gimbal stability requirements. The integrated effects of other
requirements such as average power and data, logistics resupply, etc.
increase significantly due to the greater number of modules flown concur-
rently.
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Section 6
RATIONALE FOR A ZERO-GRAVITY MODULAR SPACE STATION
6. I INTRODUCTION
The all Shuttle -delivered Modular Space Station Study incorporated a change
in a major programmatic and design requirement - the deletion of the
requirement for the capability to accomplish artificial-gravity experiments.
The deletion of this requirement was based in part on the impact assessment
performed on the 10m (33-ft) diameter Space Station Study and on increased
emphasis on low initial and total program costs. Past studies also revealed
that it was not economically feasible to design a station so that a meaningful
comparison and evaluation between zero-gravity (g) and artificial-gravity (g)
stations could be performed. Economically practical designs would permit
only a partial evaluation of the two operating modes under different conditions
and for dissimilar mission functions.
The discussion that iollows presents a brief summary of the rationale sub-
stantiating the decision to design the Modular Space Station for an all
zero-gravity capability. Information is presented regarding the program-
matic and design impacts of adding artificial-g capability, the available
knowledge and experience on the physiological effects on the flight crew for
both zero- and artificial-g operations, and for potential remedial options
available should the zero-g environment limit the performance and capability
of the Space Station Program.
6.2 PROGRAM AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Of the various programmatic elements that are impacted by a requirement to
provide an artificial-g capability, two are most heavily impacted: (I) the
Experiment Program and (2) development and operational costs.
The Functional Program Elements (FPEs) contained in the NASA Blue Book
were structured to be accomplished in a zero-g orbiting facility. The
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rationale for experimentation in Earth orbit includes zero-g, the vacuum
environment, location above the Earth I s atmosphere, and a favorable position
for observation of the Earth. None of these basic experiment requirements
lead to an artificial-g facility; this desire is associated solely with the well-
being of man in orbit. Therefore, it is not surprising to find that an as ses s-
ment of FPEs reveals that the vast majority are not compatible with a
rotating, artificial-g environment (see Table 6-1). In the 10m (33-ft) diameter
Space Station Study, experimentation during artificial-g operations was con-
fined to an assessment of man, his physiological well-being, and his per-
formance of a limited number of basic physical and physiological functions
and mission operations in a rotating environment. In addition, no experi-
ment modules (RAMs) were permitted to be attached to the Station during
artificial-g rotation. Therefore, the basic experiment program was delayed
approximately one year because of the artificial-g test.
The added hardware, subsystem, and operational complexity required for the
artificial-g test accounted for approximately $155 million of initial costs on
the 10m (33-ft) diameter Space Station. Justification of these expenditures in
the Modula r Space Station Program, which ha s among its prima ry program
objectives low initial and total program costs, is difficult because neither the
firm basis for such a requirement or the potential benefits to be derived can
be accurately assessed.
Space Station design for an artificial-g capability is impacted with additional
hardware, complexity and subsystem compromise, and operational com-
plexity. A counterweight, connecting devices, solar array restraints, and
additional propulsion capability for the spin/despin functions are among the
major hardware items which would be added to the program. Control
Moment Gyro (CMG) sizing and communications antenna pointing and switch-
ing typify subsystems which are required to have additional capability not
required for zero-g operations.
Operational complexity includes docking operations (stopping spinning opera-
tions and placement of the Cargo Module to an acceptable port location),
crew movement restrictions and cargo handling (sizes and weights). The
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spin-up and despin operations require additional logistics support for the
orbiting configuration [the 10 m (33-ft) diameter Station required 907 kg (2, 0001
lb) of propellant every 30 days - one spin/despin cycle). In addition, opera-
tional readiness verification for both the zero-g and artificial-g modes will be
required. The actual spin/despin operations will also impact the normal
operations schedule, resulting in some loss of crew time normally allocated
for experiments.
Substantial gains in volumetric efficiency for interior arrangements in
zero-g are negated by the requirement for artificial-g which requires orien-
tation of equipment, floors, etc. Approximately 30-percent additional
volume would be required, equivalent to one additional module for ISS, if the
artificial-g capability was included in the design.
In summary, an artificial-g capability requires subsystems, operations, and
configuration characteristics to be designed at some penalty for the
artificial-g mode and for an all-zero-g design, which will be the predominate
operating mode during the mission.
6. 3 PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Manned spaceflight experience has definitely established that the absence of
gravity does produce physiological effects on man while in the weightlessness
environment. A certain amount of deconditioning in the cardiovascular sys-
tern takes place. In fact, such de conditioning must take place for the crew-
man to adapt and function effectively in the weightless environment. Those
physiological mechanisms, such as the vasoconstrictors, which are required
on Earth for the cardiovascular system to counteract the pull of gravity,
must stop or reduce their activities in space or the cardiovascular system
could not properly distribute the body fluids in that environment. It is the
variation between the crewmembers in the time required for this decondition-
ing to take place that undoubtedly accounts for the variation in their effective
and emotional adjustment to the space environment. However, the majority
of the data and experience would seem to indicate, and there is little
physiological basis for assuming otherwise, that such effects are not perma-
nent but readily reversible, and that once returned, to a gravity environment
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complete reconditioning of this mechanism will take place. This opinion is
shared by a consensus of the informed medical community as well as by the
astronauts who have participated in space operations.
That such is the case, is evidenced by the planning for the Skylab Program
which will initially double the previous U. S. orbital duration exposure of
14 days to 28 days and then double it again to 56 days during the course of the
three-visit mission. The U. S. S. R. has exceeded our 14-day duration on'
Salyut with no apparent phys iological problems. Unfortunately, more con-
clusive data was negated by the untimely death of the flight crew.
However, even though artificial-g may not be required for crew survival on
long-duration missions, it is still considered by some authorities as a
requirement for the convenience of the crew during off -duty hours, and for
the performance of certain mission requirements such as maintenance. It
is not clear, however, that an artificial-g environment will not produce
more problems for the crew than it solves. The only known method of pro-
ducing an artificial-g environment requires rotation of the Station against
some counterweight. For all practical systems, the radius of rotation must
be relatively short, and hence the rate of rotation required to achieve the
desired acceleration becomes of sufficient magnitude to have a significant
effect on crew comfort and performance. Considerable research and
simulation studies have been accomplished to establish limits on rotation
rates, radii, etc., to insure crew comfort and effective performance. These
data indicate that limitations on crew movement can be expected in a rotating
environment. Furthermore, increased costs are anticipated for crew selec-
tion and training. Therefore, it is not entirely clear that an artificial-g
environment is a cost effective approach.
Unless the artificial-g capability is limited to a short-duration experiment,
the orbiting facility would require simultaneous zero- and artificial-g
capability, using the Space Base concept. In this mode, operations associ-
ated with frequent crew transfer between the two environments may be one
of the biggest problems of all. In such a situation, physiological processes
would be under an almost constant state of change, being required to adapt
continuously from gravity to non-gravity and back again.
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In sum.mary, while available physiological data is inconclusive to support
the case for either zero- or artificial-g, at present most data would seem
to support the zero-g position. This conclusion plus economic and design
factors substantiate the selection of the zero-g mode for the Space Station.
6.4 REMEDIAL OPTIONS
If the present design concept of an all zero-g Station is implemented, con-
sideration rn,ay still be given to programmatic options to be pursued should
the zero-g environment limit the performance of the mission. Two options
are available: (1) to continue in the zero-g mode or (2) to add artificial-g
capability at ~ later date.
Since zero-g experimentation remains the primary mission objective,
options are available to adjust crew rotation cycles to avoid exceeding
comfortable stay times. With a flexible Shuttle logistics capability, this
option is not only most attractive but is one which is always available to the
program. For the Modular Space Station Program, orbital stay times for
the crew are planned at 90 days, which is only about a 50-percent increase
in the maximum stay times for Skylab (56 days).
Alternately, procedures and devices already planned for the Space Station,
e. g., various forms of isotonic and isometric exercise and the lower- body,
negative pressure device, may be supplemented with other promising thera-
peutic devices which vary in the degree of design impact on the Space Station.
For. example, a short-radius, internal-manned centrifuge which has been
identified as a promising conditioning device, can provide intermittent
artificia1-g and could be installed in a module, e. g., a Cargo Module.
If these solutions are ineffective and/ or should a requirement later be
established for long-duration (non-crew-rotation) missions, e. g., a manned
Mars mission, artificial-g capability may be added to the station cluster
during the mission. A module containing a rotating hub could accommodate
a cluster of modules configured for artificial-g. The orbiting cluster would
functionally operate like the Space Base with simultaneous zero- and
artificial-g capability.
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6.5 SUMMARY
A firm requirement for adding an artificial-g capability to the Space Station
has not been identified. The economic. design, and operational penalties for
providing this capability, even as an experiment, are significant. Skylab
will significantly illuminate this issue. Should the zero-g environment limit
the performance and capability of the Station. remedial options are available.
Hence, the present decision for an all zero-g Modular Space Station is
commensurate with the optimum design approach pursued in this study.
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